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BANKING FACILITIES
to you. If you let us handle your

account our service is then at your
and you can use it to whatever extent you wish.
To be of service
to our depositors is pur main reason
for being in the busiuess.

disposal

MAY WE NOT SECURE
BUSINESS ?

YOUR

4 pt> cmt on Savisis Accents.
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«•

•»
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UNION TRUST COMPANY

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.

In

effect June 21, 1909.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOPPICB.

|
|

CARE FOR ACCOUNTS

Going West—11.50, a m; *2, *5.15and *• p m.
Going Bast—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 6.40 p za.
*
Daily, Sundays included.
No mail dispatched to or received from the

j

REASON,

•‘IttBundaya.

TO

The schools of Ellsworth will be closed
of next week, on account
of the North Ellsworth fair. It is also
proposed to close the schools both the
grange days— Oct. 5 and 6. The three days
will be made np at the end of the term.

Thursday

Two Ellsworth men are prominently
identified with the Boaton correspondence
school, just organized. E. W. Lord is
president of the institution and head of
the course in stenography, and C. E. Bellatty is head of the course in advertising.

special meeting of the city governlast Wednesday evening, the jury
list was revised. A bill for |4 from Peter
Starkey for damage to front of his store on
Water street last winter, by a snow plow,
was referred to Aldermen Stockbridge and
Small.
a

ment

From West—*6.56 a m; *12.08,4.90 and 6.21 pm.
From East—12.20,5.42 and 11.07 p m.

OF ELLSWORTH.

work at once. The rebuilt structure will
be but two stories above the basement.

At

MAILS RECEIVED.

OF EXPERIENCE AND RESOURCES

Miss Grace’ L. Morgan, of East Surry,
Ira C. Franks, formerly of Ellsworth,
of Brewer, were married at the Baptist parsonage in EllBwcrth Saturday
evening, by Rev. P. A. A. Killam. They
have the congratulations of their many
friends.

2.00

Roy C. Haines is in Mew York

INDIVIDU-

on

busi-

ALS, CORPORATIONS AND FIRMSa

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Miss Hannah Holmes has returned from
of several weeks in Belfast.

visit

Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale, who has
Miss Jessie Mash, who has spent the
here, returned to Boston Sunday. just been appointed at the head of the
Mrs. A. F. Stockbridge is the guest of tariff expert commission, was the guest on
Mrs. Harry C. Woodward in Salem, Masa. Monday of Col. Frederick Hale, in Ellsworth. The party spent the day up river
Mrs. Levi C. Beckwith spent the past
and dined in the evening with
week at Bay View hotel, South Brooks- shooting,
Senator Hale.

Leonard M. Moore, Treu.

ville.

Mrs. Celia Taylor, of East Boston, visited her nephew, Warren Murch, this
week.
M. Gallert, who has been in Ellsworth
for some weeks, left this noon for Mew
York.

GOING TO SEATTLE-OR

The stewards of the Methodist church
will serve supper in the vestry Wednes-

ABROAD?

day, Sept. 22.
Mrs. Harry W. Osgood and Mrs. II. H.
Higgins returned Saturday from a short

'I ravel with safe and sure funds—AMERICAN Rankers Association Travelers'Cheques. Issued in $10, $2u, $.’>0 and $100;
accepted at par b» bankers or business men anywhere in the
world; “mnue frond'' if lost or stolen; backed by fourteen billions
• t dollars.
"Tie perfect inten a'iunal money.” If YOU are
■-■I- nt 'n travel, we want to send ”OU full particulars about this
best of all money systems for travelers.
BANGOR. JTAINE.
EASTtkN TRUST * RANKING CO
br.t ehcfl

at

visit in Boston.
Misses Hattie

and
Bertelle
guests of Perry

Orchard

Carter, of Bar Harbor,

are

Bowden and wife.
Linwood S. Beckwith

has accepted a
position in the office of the immigration
commission at Washington.

Old Town and VUchiM.

W. Mason has been drawn as
grand juror and Michael J. Urummey and
Edward E. Doyle as traverse jurors*
Charles

George S. Foster,

of

Portland,

has

joined

for a short visit
with his parents, L. D. Foster and w ife.
The annual parish meeting of the Con-

his wife and children here

selling

are

Temple

the celebrated

Gai clen

Flour at

$6.25 A BARREL
ORDER
We

WHILE
are

IT

Bhute and wife, returned to Boston yes-

terday.

LASTS.

John H. Vose and wife, of Portland,
who have been in Ellsworth visiting their
ton, Charles H. Voee, returned home last

Thursday.
Many Ellsworth people are attending
the Cherryfield fair to-day. The fair opened yesterday and will continue through

selling this season's

Wall Papers at Reduced Prices.

to-morrow.

Zachariah Jettison, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
accompanied the remaina of hie
brother Beth for interment here, left yesterday afternoon on his return to New
York.
who

Whiting Bros.

Mackerel made their first appearance for
in Union river bay last week.
Only a few fish have so far been taken,
but these are of fair size—about one

^several years
pound

Here’s

a

Means ot Better Bread! I

The majority of housewives in Ellsworth already appreciate the

Supeilor baking qualities

why don’t YOU investigate?

FLOUR;

We have just received a full carload

of Paul Jones Flour; can let you have some of this

\

flour at

I

a

very moderate

A

J. A. nAliNfc^,
Now is the Time
to place your order for BULBS,
l'iaut this fall to In* su e of early

spring

fine

J

price.

WAVIVICC

woi^erfnlly

POSTOFFICE SQUARE,
ELLSWORTH.

<3. T.

j

BOWDEN,
DEALER IN

INDIAN

dowers.

Motor-Cycles.
Ellsworth (ireenhouse MAIN
STREET, ELLSWORTH.
Telephone*

each.

F. C. Burrill’s stallion Diego took second
money in a special race at Belfast fair last
week. Diego had the last heat well in
hand when a breakdown of the sulky put
him out of it.
The reunion of Co. D., 1st Maine cavalry
veteran association will ba held at Ellsnext
worth
Wednesday. Headquarters
will be at Grand Army ball, where the
at 2
business meeting will be held
o’clock.

of

PAUL JONES

house, recently purchased by him.
Miss Jennie Copeland, who has been
employed at the court house for nearly
two years, copying deeds for t£e Waldo
county registry, left to-day for her home
ih Massachusetts. During her stay here
Miss Copeland has made many friends,
who sincerely regret her departure.
Everett W. Lord, New England secretary of the National Child Labor committee, was in town this forenoon. Mr.
Lord was called to Bangor for conference
with the child labor committee of the
State W. C. T. U., and ran down to Ellsworth for a few hours with old home
friends.
The petition for the abatement of the
on the |40,000 additional valuation
placed on the Bar Harbor & Union River

MAINE

of the other two nights a soloist will aing
who is only a little less famous- Madame
Jomelll on Thursday night; Madame Lan-

Exhibition* Promise

Call to order

Wednesday, Sept. 22, at Methodist vestry-Sapper.
ter Harbor
Wednesday, Sept. 22, at Grand Army
Solo^
hall-Annual reunion of Co. D. let Ma>ge
Address, State Lecturer W J Thomp- Cavalry Veteran association.
Business
son, China
meeting at 2 p. m.
Address, guest of honor, President
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and
George E ^ Fellows, University of
23—North Ellsworth (air.

Maine

Friday' and Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2 at
Hancock hall—Hancock County teachers’
convention.

Recess

Tuesday
Band concert, postofflce square
Reception at Hancock hall. Committee,
W A Alexander, Lizzie Libbey, Boy C
Haines, Clara Johnson, J W Wood,
Emma A Bowuen, Daniel Young,
Mary Burrill, D G Hall, Nellie Wood
Keeninq.

7.00
8.00

9.00
8.00
9.80

Grand ball

Wedneeday Forenoon, Oct. 6.
Band concert, poetofflce square
Sports on Water street, (at men’s race,
married men’s race,
contest, tug-of-war, etc
Call to order
Prayer, Rev S W Sutton

pleating

10.80

Tuesday and Wedneaday, Oct. 6 and 8—
Grangers’ field day at Ellsworth, for all
granges i the county.
OOUUTY.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Sept. 17, IS,
Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
19
meeting at Mariaville.
Wednesday, Sept. 22—Highland grange
fair, North Penobscot.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and

Song (selected)
Business
For the good of the order, Martin A Gar-

land,

114)0

1.00

George Mayo,

Mary Burrill,

Charles F Paine, Dr J H ratten, Elva
Hall, Frank E Mace and others.
Grange parade. Line forming on High
street in order of consecutive number
of grange. Posts bearing placards with
name of grange will be placed in line,
so that granges may easily take up
their positions. Line of march from
High to Main, down Main to Hancock
house and return. Judges, F O Silsby, A W Greely, C L Morang. Prize,
silk banner
Dinner at noon
4

—

23-Eden fair.

Tuesday and Wedneaday, Sept. 28 and 23
—Amherst fair.
Wednesday, Sept. 29-Orland lair.
Wedneaday, Oct. 13-AJamoosook grange
fair. East Orland.
STATE.

Sept. 14,15,18—Cherryfleld fair. Bonn d
trip fare from Ellsworth, 85 cents.

IVstinetday Afternoon
Prize program contest, Hancock hall,
Julien Emery presiding.
Judges,
Miss Mary A Greely, Rev P A A Killam,
L
Crabtree
Harry
IVedneeday Evening

tax

Power Co. last year, was presented to the
board of assessors Saturday. A repregregational society will be held at the sentative of the power company was presvestry Monday evening, Sept. 20, at 7.30.
ent. The petition is very largely signed
Eddie, one of the twin sons of Charles by tax-payers of Ellsworth, but the sentiE. Sinclair, died yesterday, aged ner.rly ment of the assessors seems to be agaii|Bt
five months. The other twin is seriously making the abatement. They took the
ill.
petition under advisement, however.
I Miss Florence Smith, who has spent the
THE MUSIC FESTIVAL
summer with her parents, M. S. Smith
and wife, returned to New York yesterBangor, Oct. 7, 8,9— Farrar the Star
day.
—Special Train Saturday Night.
Miss Jennie Connick, who underwent a
Director- in-Chief Chapman has ansurgical operation at the East Maine general hospital, Bangor, returned home to- nounced the programs (or the five concerts
to be given at Bangor on Oct 7,8 and 9.
day.
While the world-famed Geraldine FarMiss Mary L. Sbute, who baa spent the
rar will be the bright particular star, and
summer vacation with her parents, Arthur
will aing on Saturday night only, on each

Big Drop in Flour
We

Edward M. Moore, at present occupying
the George R. Campbell house on Bridge
hill, recently purchased by T. F. Mahoney,
will move to F. H. McFarland’s house on
Pine street as soon as it is vacated by Mr.
McFarland, who will mov9 to the Crippen

7.00
8.00
9.00

On and off M
X
with

Band concert in front of Hancock hall
Award of prizes at Hancock hall
Grand ball

WEDDING BELLS.
SMITH-ROBINSON.

The marriage of Miss Gertrude M.
Smith and Edward F. Robinson, jr., took
place last Wednesday evening at the home
of the groom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward F. Robinson, at Oak and Church
streets. Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor of
the Congregational church, officiated.
Only the near relatives of the bride and
groom were present, the only out-of-town
guests being Miss Agnes Smith, of Providence, R. I., sister of the bride, and Mrs.
Charles S. Bragdon, of Brockton, Mass.,
sister of the groom. The house was prettily decorated with sweet peas, potted

plants and smilax.;

After the ceremony refreshments were
served. The bride and groom left on the
gendorff on Friday night.
late train for a short wedding trip, returnThe other soloists this year are all new ing to Mr. Robinson’s campon Branch
to thia section, but as Mr. Chapman has
pond, where they have spent a week.
never failed to bring to Maine a soloist
Both the bride and groom are well
who has been less than represented, the known in Ellsworth, and have the conbaritone Werrenrath, the tenor Gunster; gratulations of a host of friends. The
the soprano Madame Jessie Nash-Stover, bride has for several years been
employed
are sure to justify all that has been said of
at the Ellsworth central telephone office.
them.
The groom is a graduate optician, and is
The numbers for the orchestra are es- associated with his father in the
jewelry
pecially brilliant, and the orchestra itself and optical business in Ellsworth. They
will be the equal io every respect of its will reside for the present with the
predecessors; indeed, it will be composed groom’s parents.
largely of the same men from the great
opera houses of New York who have been
Amherst Fair.
here before.
Two weeks more to the Amherst fair,
It will be good news all along the line of
which will close the fair season in Han| the railroad from Bangor to Machias and cock county this year. The up-river fair
Calais that a special train will be run from
always furnishes a good time for all who
ert,
attend, and each year finds many Ellson
worth people in attendance. Those who
that

day,

and

probably

on

all three

days

of the festival.

The dates of the festival at Portland
Oct.

11,12 and

are

13.

go

once

always

want to go again.

Pure, Rich, Strong

Vanilla Extract
The richness and strength of flavof and
purity of our Vanilla Extract are only
obtainable by making it from the finest
Mexican vanilla beans. After being carefully made our Vanilla Extract is just as
carefully aged, none being offered for sale
until it has been thoroughly macerated
and matured.
Give our Vanilla Extract a trial when
next you cook something you wish to be
the

particularly

Made

per for its members at 6 o’clock next FriThe regular meeting will be held in the evening at which a
full attendance is-desired, as special business is to be transacted.
Sheriff Silsby and bis deputies rounded
up two men charged with selling liquor
at the Bluehill fair—George E. Engstrom
and A. L. Knowlton, both of Belfast.
Both were arraigned in the Ellsworth
municipal court. Engstrom was fined
$50 and costs, and committed to the county

%

Dr. C. P. Thomas and L. O. Merrill each
good salmon, besides several perch
and bass, last week.

CHURCH

Walter Morse and wife, Madame Thayer,
Mrs. Thayer, Mrs. F. Libby and daughter
have returned to Bangor after a
two
weeks’ stay at the Morse cottage.
I. Stevens and wife, who have been
Miller cottage, leave Tuesday, Sept. 14, for an extended trip to the
White Mountains and Montreal, thence
H.

occupying the

where

Pharmacy

14 Maiu St., Ellsworth, Me.

NOTES.

Our last

they

will reside.

two semi annual dividends
have been at the rate of

[4%1

BAPTIST.

Rev. I*. .4. A. Kill am.

landed

York,

Right; fitted right; priced right.

trons.

GREEN LAKE.

to New

delicious.

Parcher’s

The

Northern Hancock County agricultural
society knows how to entertain its pa- !

Henry Pierce shot seven black ducks
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
*
Miss Agnes Smith, of Providence, R. I., Friday.
Rev. IV. F. Fme.ry, pastor.
Mark Crowley, wife and son returned
who came to attend the wedding of her
Sunday, Sept. 19 —Morning service at
sister, Miss Gertrude M. Smith, to Edward to Bangor Sunday, also Mrs. M. Quinn 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
F. Robinson, jr., has been spending a few and family.
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening serAll cottages are now closed except on vice at 7.30.
days with the bride and groom in their
camp at-Branch pond.
Saturdays and Sundays, when many come
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will serve sup- down for the day.
evening at 7.30.
day evening, Sept. 17.

--

NORTH ELLSWORTH FAIR.

8ong (selected)

summer

Municipal and Corporation Bonds for Safe Investment

No. 36

■■--

Soug (selected)
Orange prophecy, H G ftmallidge, Win-

and

ness.

JonN A. Peters, President.

■■■

to be Bigger
end Better Than Ever.
Ail-aboerd for North Ellsworth next
week! The fair of the North Ellsworth
Farmers’ club promises to be bigger and
better than ever this year.
There is every indication that the exhibits o (.fruit and vegetables will be large
and of excellent quality, and tbe track
events offer a varied and amusing program.
The fair will open next Wedneaday,
weather permitting, and continue ThursCall to order, Chairman Local Commitday. There will be half-fare on the railtee
road and teams will meet all trains.
Prayer, Rev P A A Klllam
The track program for the first day InOpening song
Address of welcome, Roy C Haines, Ells- cludes a half mile running raoe, a Ufi
class and a farmer’* raoe, “go aa yon
worth
Response, District Deputy A I Foss, please.” Tbe second day there will be a
Hancock
2.30 class, a running race, alow raoe and
Introduction of permanent grange
peg race. The drawing contest for one Or
chairman, Julien Emery, Eden
two-horse teams will talcs place Thursday
Address of chairman
forenoon.
Address, State Overseer Boyden Bearoe,
Meals will be served aa usual at the hall.
Holden
There will be a dance the last night of tbe
Song (selected)
fairOrange history, John Dorlty, Sedgwick
__________
Dinner at noon at Hancock hall
EVENTS.
COMING
Tuesday Afternoon.
1.00 Band concert, postoffice square
XLL8WOXTH.

now

OF

—

GRANGE DAYS.
jail (or thirty days in default of payment.
Knowlton was held for the grand jury
under |2Q0 bonds, which he furnished.
Program Submitted to General ComNEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.
mittee lor Approval.
At the Cherrytteld fair yesterday, two
In bankruptcy—Robert B L Bridgham.
The following progre nr for the grange
Ellsworth horses were Inside the money.
Probate notice—Eat Margaret Sill Hubbard.
In the 2.30 class. Early Dawn, owned by 1* field days in Ellsworth, Oct 5 and 6, has
—Eat Wm R Huntington
•«
—Eat Wm C Straw bridge.
E. Treadwell, took second money, and in been submitted to the general commit«
—Eat Chas L Frazier et ale.
the three-minute class Colons Girl, owned tee for approval:
Exec notice—Eat Geo L Quimby.
-Eat Otis W sAl bee.
by Eaton Bros., took third money.
'"uesday Forenoon, October 5.
—Eat Frances W Grant.
8.00 Band concert postoffice square
Adrar notice—Eat Henry Bowden.
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy has let the contract
—Geo P Cofby.
8.3p Registration of Patrons at banquet hall,
for the rebuiloing of Waverly hall, which
Sophia Walker—Piano lessons.
Hancock ball
La France sho^
was nearly destroyed
Are some time
by
9.00
Band concert in front of Hancock hall
Meats, groceries, carpetWhiting Bros
ago, to Frank R. Moore, who will begin 10.00 Opening exercises
ings, etc.

J A Haynes—Cash market.
West Gouldsboro, Mb:
Edward K Bunker—Caution notice.
Bucksport, Me:
Bucksport Nat’l bank.
New’ Haven, Conn:
Botanical Bureau—Collecting flowers, etc.
Meriden, Conn:
Meriden Britannia Co—Silverware.
New York:
Pine Pillow Co.—Balaam fir twigs wanted.
Cleveland. Ohio:
Lincoln Oil Co—Salesmen wanted.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
Ellsworth, Maine.

THOROUGHLY COMPETENT BY

-■■-■■■

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

may not impress you as much as our
effort to make an impression on your
mind of how important

*SJ

)~^£SSSK;SSS;SSri

pastor.

Sunday, Sept. 19
Morning service at
Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
—

10.30.

Why

be satiatied with less V

OOXQREGaTIONA l.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 19— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.45.
| Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.

If. STATE

|

STREET

ELLSWORTH,

IVIAINE.

^

EDITED BT

Fraysr Masting Topis For tha Wssk
Bsginning Sept. 19, 1909.
By REV. 8. H. DOTLE.
Topic.—"Pilgrim's Progress series.—IX.
Vanity tstr.-Eccl. 1, i2-is; u, t-u.
In his description of Vanity Fair
Banyan has given us a most vivid
picture of the vanities that exist in
tnis world that tend to tempt the
Christian on his Journey to the Celestial City. The fair Itself is very much
Indeed like the world, and the temptations and difficulties that beset those
the way to the heavenly city are
characteristic of those which all meet
Parwho try to live a Christian life.
ticularly was this true in Bunyan's
on

ft § Motto:
The
stated

stantly on onr guard.
Buuyan also pictures Christ at VanIn the wilderness Satan
ity Fair.
showed him the glories of the world
and tried to tempt Him with them,
He
but Christ was not overcome.
We may do the
came off victorious.
same if we follow His example and
trust In Him to aid us. “In the world,”
He says, “ye shall have tribulations,
but be of good cheer, 1 have overcome
the world."
Through Him we may
overcome' it
BIBLE BEADIHOS.

Prov. i, 10-19; xvl. 18; xxii, 1-10; xil.
1-8: Isi^xxviii. 1-6: Matt iv. l-ll; v, 8;
John XV. 18-27; xvl. 33; John ii, 15-17;
Bev. xxi, 1-5.
The Top Button.
Emperor William of Germany likes
to wear the army uniform. When he
sits at his work table in bis palace in
Berlin be is in the habit for the sake
of comfort, of unbuttoning the stiff
military coat and throwing it open.
But when, as frequently happens,
some body of soldiers marches by, the
emperor at once buttons bis coat tc
the very top and stands up at the winOne
dow to receive ^their salutes.
day a member of his court, seeing the
emperor do this, asked him. “Torn
why are you so particular tc
button your coat, even to the top
button, when the troops are matching

Majesty,

past?”
"My soldiers," replied Emperor William, "have never seen me »wtth my
coat unbuttoned, and I don’t intoO
that they ever ahaU." Aod then be
added
vyith great impressiveness.
"The efficiency of an any la a matter
of the top batten.**
That Is true of any army, aqd It is
also true of a man." Slovenly in one
thing, slovenly In all things. Nothing
spreads over a life ao quickly as care
lessneaa.
It is the top'button that
between a cheer
makes' the
less home, and an abode of comfort—
whether the breed shall be sweet ot
sour, the pit crust heavy or flabby, the
beds pleasant to sleep In or destruc*
tive of slumber. It Is the' top button
that makes the difference between a
successful business and bankruptcy
It Is the top button that decides
whether or not yoa are a success In
the Father's business, doing your best
with every Sunday school lessoD yon
teach,
Christian
Endeavor
every
prayer meeting speech you make,
every friendly letter you write, ot
letting your second best or your tenth
best answer.—Caleb Cobweb In Christian Endeavor'World.

difference

Hindoo C. E. Workoro.
Hindoo ^Sndeavorers spqnd
their vacations in traveling among the
villages, preaching Christ. They often
use the magic lantern. Sometimes tbey
take passage on-railroad trains and
move from oar to edr as the train
speeds on, till they,ha ye preached to
all the
passetjgero. 'There Is a girls'
soclety^n Madura. India, that all sflone
organized and'conducted a Sunday
school for ninety weaver «boys for
whem no other'Christian work was
done.

Many

•

After Twenty-five Years.
At a recent

meeting in#Belfast, .Ire-

short time
ago a 'census was taken of the first
Ciirlslian Endeavor societies
fifty
formed in America, and fis a result It
was found that all but eight are still
A .magnificent record
in existence.
after almost twenty-live years!

land, Dr. Okirk told that

a

“AUNT

MADGE".

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.

TH* quotation* Mow flv, th.
r*n« 01
retail prion in Ellsworth.

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

purposes of this column

are

succinctly

the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It is fer the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
in

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support gtven it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

to

The American.
Ellsworth. Me.

day, with little less application today
and for all days.
The town of Vanity, In which the
fair was held, was on the direct road
to the Celestial City. Every pilgrim of
necessity.' therefore, had to pass
through it The same is Cue today.
We are in the world and must meet
The
the temptations of the world.
glare and glitter of worldliness, especially for the young and Inexperienced,
are
very attractive and seductive.
Many stumble into the pitfalls that are
set for them.
Even Solomon, known
for his wisdom, was for years completely under the spell of worldliness.
In all its varied forms, he drank to
the very dregs the cup of worldly attractions. But when it was all over lie
pronounced it "vanity of vanities" and
urged the young to "remember their
Creator in the days of their youth."
He had failed to do so, and had paid
the penalty. The world had deceived
Mm as it has millions of others. Let
ns, however, not be among that number. instead of waiting until we have
wasted our lives and then offering
them to God, let us consecrate them to
him now "in the' days of our youth”
and give to Him the best of our life Instead of its fag end.
The fair at \ amty was perpetually
open. It was not a temporary exhibition, but a continual performance. The
vanities of life are always with us.
No period in life is without them. In
youth, in manhood and In old age the
world still has its temptations for us.
Their forms may change at different
periods, but only because different
things appeal to us at different ages.
Each age of life has its pecnliar
temptations, so that we must be con-

3mong tl)e ®rangtr«.

Ulutnal Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

VN DA UNTED.

[From The', American. January, 1893 ]
Did you ever write a poem
For a paper keen and witty?
Did you ever seal and send it
To that paper in the city?
Later on, as you were sitting
By the fire which^brightly burned.
Looking o’er vour evening’s letters.
Did you find the same returned?
So did I.

M&icMufr
Sue&tioH/

Do you know of
any woman who ever received any
benefit from taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

pound?

Yes. to-night I have received one.
Not a word of comment on—
N6t ** returned with thanks" nor even
•‘Rats” was written thereupon.
Why. he could not have been shorter
Had I asked the man for money,
And you wonder why I'm laughing;
Oh, these editors are funny—
So um I.
'Twas the way in which ’twas folded
That has caused me so to laugh.
For it could not look more clumsy
Though ’twere folded by a calf.
It was squarely, rudely doubled.
Though the envelope was long;
One end of it was quite empty,
In the other was my song,
JLong and dry.
You're surprised that 1 can feel so.
You would think I'd feel quite hurt?
There’s a funny side to all things.
And I'm glad he was so curt.
You would fear, oh, never fear you.
He is nothing but a man!
Yes, I hear, of course I hear you:
He is part of God’s great p'an,"
So am I.

suffering with any ailment peculiar
to her sex will ask her neighbors this question, she will be
surprised at the result. There is hardly a community in
If any

woman

this country where women cannot be found who have been
restored to health by this famous old remedy, made
exclusively from a simple formula of roots and herbs.

the past 30 years we have published thousands
of letters from these grateful women who have been cured
by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and never
in all that time have we published a testimonial without
the writer’s special permission. Never have we knowingly
published a testimonial that was not truthful and genuine.
Here is one just received a few days ago. If anyone doubts
that this is a true and honest statement of a woman’s experience with Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound write
and ask her.

During

Houston, Texas.—“When I first 1 vegan taking Lydia E. PinkI bad been
ham’s Vegetable Compound I was a total wreck.
sick for three years with female troubles, chronic dyspepsia,
and a liver trouble. I had tried several doctor’s medicines, but

nothing did

And I*d write full half a^ dozen more
And send them all to him.
’Could I peep into his^anctotn. there
To see his visage grim
As he thrusts them in envelopes.
Each one doubled in a wad,
Mattering to himself invectives.
Oh, these editors are odd!
So am I.

me

any

For three yean I lived on medicines and thought I would
get well, when I read an advertisment of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and was advised to try it.

thought I might be interested to read it and I was, but I do not
know its author. Possibly the “captain’s
wife’’ may read it in our column after all
these years. If so, 1 trust she will let us
know. Now i will give you more of Alexia’s letter:
When I learned that the reunion was surely
to be at Bluehill, I really did feel the
least bit rebellious because I could not go, for
I have always wanted to go there so much, and
there is only one reason that I know of now
that would hinder me from going this year,
aud that is ill health. But as 1 am well aware
that it is useless to rebel against that which
cannot be changed, 1 will wish that the day
may be a delightful one, and all who are permitted to be there may go away feeling that
they never had a more enjoyable time.
Borne time ago the question was asked by
some one (H. O. B., 1 think): “Who is going to
pass the refreshments after all have answered
to their names?” referring to our roll-call. I
thought it might be a good idea to bring the
question before the meeting at the reunion to
be answered. It might at least be amusing.
1 found s rscipe for chocolate frosting which
is easy to make and alao inexpensive. I will
send a copy of it:

going

Boilbd OnonoLATB Faoamito— Plaoe in a
sauce pan five teaspoonfuls grated chocolate
with enough water to moiaten it. Add one
cap sugar and a teaspoonful flour mixed
smoothly wi;h a little cold water. Boil all together, stirring constantly (to prevent horning' until thick and smooth. Flavor with
vanilla and spread on cake at once.
Albxia.

Aug. 9.1909.
D*ar M. B.* and Aunt Madge;
I am sure you have a black mark down
against my name in the Gs. If I’m too late
for G, I’m in time for R; if not too late for G,
I will try to do better for R.
I think u Naillil does about inspiration to
write, and think I have a good excuse. I
have moved and settled and helped in weed
ing of our garden and caring for oar chick- I
ens. and all was too much for my health
which is real poorly, and it is very easy to
overdo.
I do wish some one could tell me what to
nse on m>*back this hot weather, for when I
have bad spells I have to go to bed for a few
days or a week, and my back does get so sore
and smarts as if it was burned. Do any of
the M. B.’s know any remedy?
I think the roll-call is fine, and I enjoy the
column very much and get lots of help. Here
is something which perhaps may help some
one. To keep small silver bright with little
work, take a small sponge, wet it and fill it as
full as possible with silver polish powder and
let it dry.
Have it handy when washing
dishes and rub the silver that needs it each
time, while damp, and you will never have to
take an afternoon for the job.
If you want to hang clothing, towels or
such, in a room where there are no closets
or hooks, and do not want to
disfigure the
wall with holes, take a piece of board two to
three inches wide and three to four feet long,
wind with a strip of ctoth if you wish, or
paint, just as you like, cut notches in end so
string will not slip, then hang up as you
would a picture, enly take an extra hitch
around a knob so it will not slip if things are
hung up a little at one end.
In washing cloth in which the aolor runs,
rinse thoroughly and hang on line without
wringing and the color will not run. The {
lady who tol l me this does not wring any
clothes; thinks her clothes are whiter and ;
lots don’t need much ironing.
Woolens
washed and dried that way need but a little i
You know how bard a dcugh pan
if left. The easiest w>y to w ?sh

Thursday, Sept. 23-Field day meeting
Mountain Pomona at Jordan's
drive, Winter Harbor.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 8—
Comity Grange Field days at Ellsworth.
of Green

Saturday, Oct.

18—Green

with

grange

Mountain Po-

Pamola

grange, Han-

_

suffering
Vegetable Compound
you.*’
surely

Lydia

Opening exercises
Address of welcome.Herbert Grindle
Response..Mrs M D Chatto
Business
Topic: Are yon in favor of co-operation,
ami to what extent should it be carried
on
in your grunge?
M D Chntte,
Joseph Hutchins
Recess
Gall to order; music
Conferring fifth degree
Instrumental music.Phebe Durgain
I'm per.Ada F Alien

Address.State speaker
Quotations, Minnie Clement. Jennie Grindle. Vesta Huue*
Entertainment by host grange
Closing in form

286, HANCOCK.

Pamola grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening, with thirty-four mem-

It was voted to enter
and !«rlirii»ate in the events of the Field
Day meetings at Ellsworth Oct. Sand 8.
Pamola grange will entertain Green Mountain Poufiona grange Saturday, Oct. 16.
Next meeting, Saturday evening. Sept. 18.
Program for the meeting w ill be arranged
by Seotember committee-Bessie Walker
and Chester Statton.
bers in attendance.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

give
They
Hicks,

—

St.,

Any
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who is sick and suffering is foolish surely
medicine
this
trial. Why should it
much good
it did Mrs. Hicks.

give s«ch

do

COUNTY NEWS.

HEALTH AND BEAUTV AID
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear your

stomaciuond Hver trouble and habitual constipation. GJpsngpi the svstem sod in pleasant to take. G A. Pabchbr.
i

Baled.8f!J
Vegetables.
Potatoes, pk
Turnips, ft
«*»*.
lettuce, head
Tomatoes, th
Celery,» unch *
Shell ocatts, pk
*weet
Green

t)
09
03

05
f>8
20
30
05
25

potatoes, ft
tomatoes, pk

Onions, ft
Squash, th
Carrots, th

Cabbage,

>

Fruit,
25 8 50 Lemon* do*
13 315 Watermelon,

Oranges, doa

7$

m

Cucumber*, each
Greeiicorn. d
Citron, lh
Cauliflower,
i5*,r
Pumpkin*
..,
~

10*15

,n

,.

*'*£

flee—per ft
Rice, per ft
a
Rio.
.19#.25 Vinegar, sral
35 Cracked wheat.
Mocha,
.us
35 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
»i»
Tea—per ft—
Buckwheat, rgg
',4
•Japan,
45#. to Graham,
Oolong,
.80# to Rje meal.
Sugar—per ft—
Granulated meal.ft >4
Granulate t,
f.aO6 Oil—per gaiYellow, C
* «0
06#*ex
Linseed,
Powdered,
uS*H.
Keroecn*,
Co

Molasses— per gal

.35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
A)
Jlewts and Provisions.
Beef, ft:
Pork, ft.
18 435
Steak,
Chop,
Roasts.
Ham. per ft
12425
t * 41 ft
Cornea,
Sbouidcr.
17 #18
Tongues,
Bacon,
Veal:
Sait
3,’.r23
Steak,
Lard,
Roasts,
log. 15
Lamb'
12 430
Limb,
c.»
Tongues, eAch
Fre.h ri.h.
Clam 4, qt
Cod,

Haddock,
Halibut,
oysters, qt

o*t

*24IB

Scallop*
Mackerel,

IS

.1*

i:,'u

\

1

'5

jy
»,)

r

to Shad, th
Flour, Grain and Feed.

oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
65049(0 aborts—La*— J %
60 Mis. feed, bj.g
Corn.lOOft bag
1*0
Corn mcai.bag
MlduUngs.bhgl
Cracked corn,

1

10
*0

•©,
*y
1 *’>
1

Hi

LAW REGARDING WEIGHT* AND MLwi KH.

A bushel of Liverpool salt s^al! weigh •:<>
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt -hall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an * lit for shipping. Is •<« pounds,
of cpples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnip* and pm-, flu
pounds; of corn, 56 |>ounds; of cnl n- 5L
of carrots, KugPsb turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 5c pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
S3 pounds,

or even measure as nr agreement.

BAR HARBOR.
Frank C. Armstrong, a brigadier genera!
in th* Confederate army, and an Indian
tlgber in the early days of the West, and
one time assistant commissioner of Indian
affairs, died last Wednesday at the summer home of his daughter, Mrs. Archibald Barklie, in Bar Harbor. On. Armstrong resided in Washington. I). L\, and
came to Bar Harbor some t wo months ago
He was born
on account of his health.
on the Choctaw agency, Indian Territory,
in 1835.
Dr. Henry C. Chapman, professor emeriphysiology and biology at the Jefferson medical college, Philadelphia, and
curator of the Philadelphia academy of
natural sciences, died suddenly at his
summer home in Bar Harbor la*! Wednestus of

day.
At Thursday afternoon’s town meeting
the few voters present quickly disposed of
the routine matter of rescinding all action taken in regard to the proposed construction of a bridge between the main
land and Bar island.

_

again.

I hare only read the column three years, so
guess I bare not read it very long, for I don’t
know anything about the badge pin spoken
of by one of the sistem. How can I get one?
I will send a few selections Annt Madge can
use If she gets out. I like to read lota of let*
ten, bat the colamn is nice when Annt Madge
has to make It alone.
1 hope all going to the reunion will bare a
fine day and time and not get frightened of a
pumpkin "fire" as they did last year. Wish I
could go, too, to tee some of the sisters to see
if any of them look as I imagine they do. I
wonder who is the oldest and who youngest?
I read a little ditty yesterday: "It is better
to be seventy yean young, than to be forty
years old." What think you ajl?
A. G. R. B.
P. 8.—Here is a example for some who likes
such. A man and woman got married and at
the time their ages were as 8 is to 9, and after
they had been married fiftten years, their
ages were as 2 is to 4; how old was each when
married?
Sept. 2. 'OB.
Dear Muni Madge:
I had overlooked or forgotten the date on
which the reunion was to be held or I should
like to have sent a word of greeting to the
clan. What a good time you must have had.
I enjoyed
much reading your splendid report of it. And what lots of good things you
had to eat. It fairly makes one’s mouth water
just to read about it. I congratulate those
who were fortunate enough to be present.
It was too bad to have rain on that particular
day wh«n we have had so much dry weather,
but presume everyone was glad to see it on
account of the crops.
How beautifully Fairview cottage must he
for such a reunion.
situated; an ideal
I should say. And although it was dot my
privilege to be there I send greetings and
best wishes to those who were, acd all tha
members of the M. B. G\, not by any means
forgetting Annt Madge.
Peggy.

place

guest of her uncle, Eben H. King.
Joseph and Hazel Hodgkins left to-day
for Hebron to attend school. They were
accompanied by their mother, Mrs.
Charles Hodgkins, who will spend a week

follows: Mena Duniver, Jemima Tracy,
Lizzie Libby, John Whittaker and Frank
Libby. Program: Beading, Addle Uuptill; music, orchestra; recitation, Margaret Bartlett; chip basket, grange.

se

Mrs. W. F. Hutchings has returned to
Oouldsboro after spending the summer at
her old home. 8he was accompanied by
her little granddaughter, Ruth Reynolds,
of Derry, N. H.
Mrs. George Meader is shipping her
household goods to Presque Isle, where the
family will locate, Mr. Meader having employment there. Mrs. Meader and family
expect to leave this week.
B.
Sept. 13.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Lola M. Bunker

is

in

Winter Harbor

teaching.
Irving McDonald, of Oouldsboro,
guest at L. P. Cole's Sunday.

was a

Carroll J. Dunn and wife were guests of
their aunt, Mrs. J. S. Coombs, Sunday.

the great pleasure of meeting a n«mber interested in our column. We expect to
hear from them.

Aunt Madge.

WEST HANCOCK.
School is In session, taught by
Irving Peaalee.

Mrs.

Alvah Abbott, of Bar Harbor, is in
for a abort visit.

town

HarrisTaylor, who spent August here,
has

returned to New York.

Mrs. Lizzie McFarland, of Lincoln, has
been visiting relative# here.
Jamee Evans and wife, of Lowell. Mass.,
end
wen recent guests of H. C. MUliken

family.

with them.
4SL HAPPTTOWX
Lake View grange held its regular meeting Sept. 11, with a small attendance.
One application for membership was received. It was voted to participate in the
events of Field day at Ellsworth so tar as
possible. It was voted to add flfi to the
bank account.
LAKB VIEW,

■

MABIAVILLB, 441.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening,
Sept. 11, with twenty-seven members and
two visitors present.
After business a
tine program was rendered. There will be
no meeting next Saturday evening, Sept.
18, on account of the quarterly meeting to
be held at tbe Mariaville chapel.
Daring
recess

games

were

HIOHLAXD,

played.

304, XOBTH PENOBSCOT.

Owing to bad weather the attendnace at
Ernest H. Cole, who is ill in Bar Harbor
Highland grange was not as large as usual
hospital with typhoid fever, is convalesc- Friday evening, bat a profitable meeting
ing.
was held, good iuterest being shown in
Miss Jane Moore returned Sunday from the coming fair. It is expected there will
a visit to friends in Steuben and West
be degree work at the next meeting.

Thomas OaUlaon, of New Brunswick,
recent guest of bla niece, Mrs. Pearl
McFarland.
Mn. Elbridge MUliken and three chUH. C.
dnn, of EUswortb, are guests ol
MUliken and wift.
A. H. Pybas aud
Misses A. E.
was a

Bntler,

Mabel Stokes, who have apent the summer
hen, hare returned to Philadelphia.
Scmac.
Sept. 13.
VERONA.
Elisha D. Lowell died Friday eve umg,
wife,
aged sixty-nine yeen. Besides hi. Abhie
Mrs.
he leaves three daughters
Avery, of Bucksport, Mrs. Olive Abbott
one
and Mrs. Maria Boyntou, of Brewer,
of Bui k»brother—Capt. George B. Lowell,B°"
port, and a half-brother—Asa
California.
Mr. Lowell for many years
followed the sea, but recently he hs
mained ashore. For the past three ..ears
he bad been in poor health.
—

<Ummt»nnniib

Goulds boro.

Why We Are 8*renger.

Mrs. W. F. Bruoe entertaintd at tea on
Tuesday for Mrs. J. B. Cole and daughter,
of Waterville.
Mrs. Feroline Main, who has spent the
with her brother, J. M. Williams,
has returned to Jackson, Mich.
summer

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Harvard Carter is teaching in Snllivsn.
Mrs. Qerrish, of Boston, is visiting relatives here.

Lewis Spratt, who ^as been employed in
Vermont, is home.
Mrs. Ethel Wilson and daughter have
For all the helpful hints and suggestions
been visiting at Harry Johnston's.
J. A. Blatchlord and w’ife, who have
W. P. Hewins accompanied his family
! and for all the good wishes and interest
the last of the week. His been visiting at E. S. Jettison's, have
|j expressed by the nieces in their letters, 1 to Dorchester
am grateful, and we uhaH all derive much
sister, Mrs. Lyman Hewins, and her son, returned to
Dorchester, Mass.
of Washington, D. C., wtere with them.
pleasure and benefit from them,
Mrs. Bertha Calkins and baby, of Oroao,
Dr. C. C. Larrabee and wife have rej In the roll-call we still hope to hear
Mrs. Roberts, are visit! from K. and L., but M. and X. can send in turned from a trip which included a visit accompanied by
to their sons, Dr. L. L. Larrabee, of Van ing Mrs. Calkins’ parents, George A. Foss
wRI dry | their
time.
Some
nice let- Buren, and Dr. F. F. Larrabee, of Washresponses any
and wile.
is to put
ters await a place in the next issue.
ban.
C.
Sept. 13.
At the fair in Bioehill last week 1 had

completion of pimples and blotches like
Fcdey’s Orino Laxative, for indigestion*

Looae...

Groceries.

the meeting of Hancock Poirona grange with Rainbow grange. North Brooksville, Sept. 30:

Following

PAMOLA.

.r»
,,s*

«ir.w.

Cantaloupe,

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
is the program for

w

J'**°
A*Ji

Fowl.

Pineapples,

cock.

enjoy

She

pressing.

grange with
Brooksville.

mourn

Compound,

laid, par dot.
Poultry.

#

Hancock Pomona
Rainbow
grange, North
30—

good

it,

on

DATES.

Thursday, Sept.

mona

.«««

..

*«..
Frwh

n.r

PamolR grange ha* again been called to
tbe loss of one of it* moit devoted
and it did
My husband got me one bottle of the
Sinter Emma Font.
member*,
I continued its use. I am now a well woman
me so much
IflerMi, In tbe death of our dear sister,
the best of health.
and
the grange ha* lost one of its most efficient
“
from such troubles to
I advise all women
members, ever foremost in laboring for the
a
trial.
won’t
grange cause, a work that she ever felt to be
E. Pinkham’s
worthy of her best efforts, one of the first in
Mrs. Bessie L.
for it will
cure
regret
deeds of charity, whether in or out of tbe
Houston.
810 Cleveland
grange, and one loved and esteemed by all;
therefore
woman
Aesotred, That we deeply mourn the loss of
a
as
a
not
our sister whose help, sympathy and presence
we shall greatly miss.
as
ner as
not
Aeso/red. That we extend to her husband
and son and her aged father our deepest symthe dish-pan on back of store with a little
pathy in thsir bereavement.
water in it and place dough pan upside down
Aeaoircd. That a* a further expression of
9ee
Pbr
Additional
,\>w».
other
County
page* our
on it.
It will then wash as easily as If the
respect, our charter be draped for thirty
I
dough was just taken out. without.any scrapdays, and a copy of these resolutions be sent
LAMOINE.
to the family and also one to the papers for
ing or scratching off tin.
I tried Beulah's way of cleaning bean pot,
Elizabeth Oaees,
School opened Sept. 6, with Flora Strat- publication.
and shall do it no other way now. 1 like a!! ton as teacher.
I-.trla F. Crabtree,
the easy ways, for I think what is the use of
A. W. Jordan,
Miss
Lena
left
for
DedKing
Saturday
working hard doing .any thing that can be
Committee.
ham, yjphere she is to teach.
done an easier way.
I make salad dressing almost as Naillll does,
KANT
BROOK.
GREENWOOD, 363,
Miss Olive Coolidge returned Saturday
only I heat vinegar, as I like it better to to Blaine, where she is teaching.
Greenwood grange held its regular
partly cook egg, and use olive oil if I have it
Miss Abbie Coolidge is visiting rel- meeting Sept. 4, with all officers present
instead of butter.
except treasurer. Members to the numatives
in Sorrento and Oouldsboro.
about
that
I wish Dell would tell roe more
ber of 130, including visitors from Famoli,
home she wrote about taking two little girls
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins is spending a
to. I'm told I must go to a hospital if 1 want short time with relatives in Waltham. John Dority, MariaviHe, Schoodic 40b and
Schoodic 420, Lamoine, Mountain View,
to be well, but I can’t make up ray mind what
Eben Whittaker and mother, Mrs. Ellen Amherst and Harvest Home
to do with my little boy. My John says he
granges, were
of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday
Whittaker,
present. The grange voted to accept the
cap camp.
N. L. H. in May wrote about not liking in Lamoine.
invitation from Ellsworth to meet there
cleaning house one room at a time. I do that
Dr. Herbert Hodgkins and family have Oct. 5 and 6.
way and like it. What room do you com- returned to Waterville alter
spending the
mence on? I commence on the attic, thea
CUSHMAN, 371, OOULDSBOBO.
season here.
then
kitchen
last.
most unused rooms,
Cushman grunge held its regular meetAnsel Reynolds is having his stable
Wonld like it best if I could do it all one day.
ing Wednesday evening, Hept. 8, with
At house-cleaning time, and again when I shingled. The work is being done by
twenty-seven members and visitors from
waa packing things to more, I felt as I heard
Eben H. King and Dyer Hodgkins.
John Dority and Bising Star granges
a person aay once, "O, bleated be nothing."
Miss Susie Whittaker, who has spent present. The committee to make arnogeWell ’tis nice to hare something after all. I
the past few months in Houlton, is the ments for a fair in October was appointed
felt the last when I was all settled
“

Dear Mutual Frienctn:
Alexia sent me a personal letter just before the reunion, and enclosed with it the
above poem which Bhe found in an old
American published when Mr. Chilcott
editor.

good.

reason.

never

—By thtli'ap4ain,a Wire.

was

who is

good

HKta.

0_,U|

this
Schools begin
morning. Miss
Mabel G. Grant teaches the grammar, and
Miss Sarah Harriman the primary.

Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renov.itor— for
Makes Blood—gives vim,
your horse
strength and health.
—

were
The old Greeks and Romans
great admirers of health and strength,
their pictures and statuary made the
“he
muscles of the men stand out
cords.
athAs a matter of fact we have
on
letes and strong men—men fed
as
line strength making food such
any
Oata—that would win in

Quaker

contest wKh the old Roman or Greek

champions.

.00
It’s a matter of food. The finest
for making strength of bone,
Quak
and nerve is fine oatmeal.
n
Oats ie the best because it is pure,
Farmblack
or
specks.
husks or‘stems
ers’ wives are finding that by 1®®“*“"

the farm-hands plentifully on Quak
in "
“Will that young man ever go home?” Oats they get the best results
are convenient
demanded the irritated head of the house. and economy, ff you
the’regnlar size pac1
“I guess so, father,” replied the mater to the gtoK, buy
buy
ages; if not near the kstore
^
families.
“He always has.”
large size family package.

Gypsy Belle, br m, by Blue Will, C
F Wescott. ]r, bluebill. 3 8 8
8
Time: 1.28, 1,231, 1.M, 1.24.
Clan. 2.36 Trot, 2.28 Pace. Puree, tl2o.
May 8, b m, by Nelson's Wilkes,
H A Dodge, lalesboro. 5 2
5 I t
Andrew N, ch g. by Donum, Asa
T Grant, Bangor. 3 5
12 5
Walter A, b g, Fred Wescott, Bar

BLUEHILL FAIR.
fine weather and good attendance.
PRESENT

CROWD

BIO

WEDNESDAY—
premiums

good racino—list of

Harbor.

AWARDED.

'rue Hancock County Agricultural society scored another big success at its fair
at Mountain Park, Bluehill, last week.
There was perfect weather throughout the
three days of the fair, and' the attendance
was

good.

was a big crowd on the
grounds
Wednesday, and while it was perhaps not
quite up to the record of last year’s second
day—the biggest in the history of the

There

Bluehill fair—it

was a

close

Time:

IN THE HALL.

list.

large exhibitors as usual were
Grieve, who took the premium
for best collection of produce, and A. C.
Osgood, who took second premium. G.
A. Morse, with sixteen varieties, took the
premium for best collection of fruit.
The exhibition of fancy work was about
the average, not large, but containing
some very handsome pieces of work.
K. G. Lord was, as usual, superintendent
Other

Thomas

hall, and to his careful management
courtesy to exhibitors is due much of
of the exhibit.
the success
Thomas
Grieve was in charge of the agricultural
exhibit, and Mrs. Eliza L. Herrick of the
fancy work and domestic manufactures.
The stock exhibit was excellent. There
was not a large showing of horses, but the
cattle show, always a feature of the Bluehill fair, was good as usual.
G. A. Morse
was superintendent of the department of
swine
and poultry, and F.
cattle, sheep,
H. Allen of the horses.
of the
and

was

in

charge of

In the

4

list the town is not

Candage,

gentlemen’s

Cattle Department.

Horace W Herrick. Durham
Charles M Whitcomb, Ellsworth,
bull. 2. John M Snow, grade
Jersey cow, 2. Linus Coggan, Guernsey
cow, 1. EH Snow, grade Jersey heifer,
I 1 year, 1. W E Closson, Sedgwick, Holstein bull, 3 years, 1:
grade Holstein cow,
3 years, 2; grade Holstein heifer
calf, 2
; weeks, 1.
Horace W Herrick, grade Jersey
call, 10 weeks, 2. J A Saunders, grade
Durham bull, 1; grade Durham bull calf,
heifer calf, 1. A W Hinckley, grade
j 1;
Durham calf, 2; grade Jersey calf, 2.
E
h
Chase,
grade Jersey cow,
1.
Special, E E Chase, cow with calf
born on grounds.
H A Candage,
3
breeding sheep, 3. James A Saunders,
Southdown buck, 1; breeding Southdown
sheen, 2; Southdown lambs, 2. E E Chase
full blood board, 1.
Roy Allen, Sedgwick,
:3 lambs, 1;
Lincoln buck, 1. Eugene
Haskell, full blood Hampshiredown buck,
land 2; breeding sheep, 1. Levi F Candage, yoke oxen, 1. HA Candage, yoke
steers, 2 years, 1. George Pert, steer
calves, 8 months, 1.
year,
cow, 1.

Holstein

Poultry.
Fred Hinckley, brown Leghorn fowl and
cock, 2. G Young, Surry, barred Plymouth Rock fowl and cock, 1; chicks,
2;
buff Wyandotte fowl, 1: chicks,
1; Guinea
fowl, 1. W R Butler, old black ducks, 1;
young black ducks, 1; old Mallard ducks,
1; young Mallard ducks, 1. Guy Carter,

brown Leghorn chicks and cock, 1; L
CogA T Gillis, barred
gans, R 1 Red fowl, 1.
Plymouth Rock fowl, 2; chicks, 1. A W
Grieve, Leghorn chicks, 2.

Sweepstakes—M. Coggan, *6.635 pounds;
F. Wescott, 4.310 pounds.

Agricultural Producti.

Six feet nine inches and under—Alonzo |!
Witham, 4,657 pounds; Albion Saunders, j
;

4,17S pounds; Edwin Leach, 4,158 pounds.
Six feet ten inches to seven feet—Mar- j
|
celius Coggan, 6,633 pounds; Charles Wescott, 6,413 pounds; George Pert, 5,419
pounds; Arch Hinckley, 3,947 pounds.

|

three good games of baseball. Tuesday’s game, between Bluehill
Bluehill academy and Penobscot, was won
by the academy team—score 7-4. Wednesday’s and Thursday’s games were between
Bucksport and Bluehill town teams, the jI
former winning both games, the first by a
s?ore of 10-9, the second, 6-1.
;
BALLOON ASCENSION.
The balloon ascension

C Osgood, Early Rose potatoes, 1;
Butler blue potatoes, 1; beans, 1; best collection produce, 2. L C Johnson, Harmony
Beauty potatoes, 2, New Queen potatoes,
2. pink-eye beans, 1; black wax beans, 1;
G A Morse, old-fashioned yellow-eye
beans, 2; Early Northern potatoes, 2; pie
A C Osgood, large squash, 2.
2.
pumpkin,
Daniel L Emerton, Gold Coin potatoes, 1;
Green Mountain potatoes, 1; Beauty of
Hebron potatoes, 1; Short Season potatoes,
1; Belle Deposit potatoes, 2; Noroton
Beauty, 2; Fourth of July, 2; largest potatoes, 1; sample half acre potatoes, 1; cattle
beets, 1; improved yellow-eve beans, 2.
D E. Grindle, old-fashioned yellow-eye
beans, 1; dwarf champion beans, 2; Salzer’s Early potatoes, 2; Vulcan potatoes,
2, Roy V Grindle, cow-horn potatoes,
2; collection beans. 1. John Webster,
sheaf barley, 1. A T Gillis, sheaf wheat, 2;
peck wheat, 1; sample half-acre wheat, 1;
Gold Coin potatoes, 2; Early Extra potatoes, 1; Early Europe potatoes, 2: rutabaga turnips, 2: sheaf oats, 1. G Young,
Surry, Early Harvest potatoes, 2; Rural
A

Wednesday was
owing to the high wind which I New Yorker, 1: Harmony
beauty, 1; Gem
prevented the filling of the balloon, but of Aroostook, 1; Chenango, 1; Norcross, 1;
that on Thursday more than made amends, Marigold beets, 1; carrots, 1; large squash,
2. E C Barrett, ripe tobeing one of the most perfect ascensions 1; green 2.tomatoes,
8 P Snowman, peck wheat, 2;
and parachute drops ever seen in the matoes,
sheaf wheat, 1; sheaf barley, 1; white
county.
i 8 weed oats, 2; Gar held potatoes, 1; Noro| ton potatoes, 1; Bliss red potatoes, 1; Early
THE RACES.
Six Weeks potatoes, 2;
parsnips, 1; citron,
The racing was good, each day’s card 1; yellow-eye beans, 1: Indian Chief beans,
not

a success

five heata.

least one race which went to
Franz Simmons, of Rockland,

acted most efficiently
out the fair.

The three-minute
card

came over

to

as

through-

starter
on

when John Clark’s handsome black mare,
Doloress, tdt>k two final heats and then
went off with the 2.40 race in straight
heats, thus putting two races to her credit
in one day.
Following is a summary of the races.
3.00

Clast, Trot and Pace. Purse, $100.
Dolaress, blk m, by Pandora,
John T Clark, Bangor. 8 8 6 1 1
Annie Murphy, bl m, by Columbo, Dr C F Dwinal, Bangor... 7 8 1 2 2
May 8, b m, by Nelson’s
Wilkes, H A Dodge,Islesboro, 2 1 2 7 4
Early Dawn, b g, by Climax,
L E Treadwell, Ellsworth.1 2 8 5 3
Baby Lawrence, ch g, by Vaeh *ar, Marion Newman, Manset

8

6

4

1

2
4
3

AnnieMurphy.
Andrew N, ch g, by Donum, Asa
T Grant, Bangor.
Blue Will, Jr, b s, by Blue Will,
W C Eaton, Ellsworth.

2

12

11

3

2

2

1 4

1

3

3

3
2

by Alcan4 3 4 4 4
taia, E McKenney, Bangor
Time: 2.32*, 2.33*, 2.32*, 2.31, 2.33*.
Class, Green Horses (honed in Bluehill.
Purse, $50. Half-mile heats.
Noncy, b m, Herman Gray, Bluebill. 2 111
Kitty G,ch m, Enoch Grindle, Blue-

ch m,

....

bill

1 2

2

Hubbard
Ohio

squash,

1.

A B

Herrick, Early

1; sample half-acre
potatoes,
2. Thomas
Pert’s

potatoes,
Grieve,
early potatoes, 1; Early Envoy, 1; onions, 1. Ernest
; Grindle, Carmen’s potatoes, 1; Fourth of
l

July potatoes, 1. Horace w Herrick,
I Early Rose potatoes. 2. Carrol Dunbar,
Gold Coin potatoes, 2; Granger potatoes,
I 2; Irish Cobbler potatoes, 1. A W Hinckley, sheaf barley, 2; sample half-acre
barley, 2. E T Leach, gradus peas, 1. J E
Archibald, Ellsworth, pumpkin, 1. Richard Abbott, Sedgwick, cauliflower, 1.
Thomas Grieve, celery, 1. George Pert,
Excelsior potatoes, 2. L P Carter, water| melons, 1. Thomas Grieve, black wax
beans, 2; sulphur beans, 1; lima beans, 1;
improved yellow eye beans, 1; beets, 2;
citron, 2; sweet corn, 1; best collection
produce, 1; E S Haskell, peck oats, 1; samhalf-acre oats, 1; sheaf oats, 2. E J
rooks, green tomatoes, 1; English broad
beans, 2; New Queen potatoes, 1; Irish
Cobbler potatoes, 2; Green Mountain
potatoes, 2; orange marrow' squash, 1;
i

Ble

3 dr

Autumn Wilkes, b g, by Taratine, Chas L Jordan, Bangor 4 4 7 4 dr
Colons Girl, br m. by Columbo, Eaton Bros, Ellsworth... 5 7 5 6 dr
Young Constantine, b s, by
Constantine, E McKenney,
Bangor. 6 5 8 dr
Time: 2.85*. 2.82}, 2.28}, 2.30*, 2.85}, 2.32.
Class, 2.40 Trot. 2.43 Pace. Purse, $125.
Dolaress, blk m, by Pandora, John T
Clark, Bangor. 1 1 *
Baby Lawrence, ch g, by Vassar, Marion Newman, Manset. 2 3 2
Young Constantine, b s, by Constantine, E McKenney, Bangor. 4 2 3
Walter A, Fred Wescott, Bar Harbor.. 3 4 4
Time: 2.83*, 2.34*, 2.35*.
Clogs, 2.30 Trot, 2.33 Pace. Purse, $125.

Kentucky Maid,

|

Tuesday’s
Wednesday unfinished,
race

Lzial F Candage, early Vermont potatoes, 2; Knowles big crop potatoes, 1;
Beauty of Hebron, 2; squash, 2. Horace
W Herrick, cabbages, 1; cauliflower, 2.
Mrs. H. B. Darling, ripe tomatoes, 1, SP
Snowman, barley, 1. W S Hinckley, sam2. C F VVescott, rutaple half-acre oats,
baga turnips, 1: table beets, 1; carrots, 2;
1.

furnishing at

2

Hackensack
muskmelon, 2;
muskmelon, 1;
Mont rage muskmelon, 2; Beauty muskmelon, 1; osage, 1; celery, 2; best collection beans, 2; Thomas Grieve, red kidney
largest

1: Early
pnmpkin,
Rock Ford

beans, 1; peas, 2.
citron, 1.

E P

Robinson,

melon

Fruit.

Flowers.

musk-

AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

to raise

State Commissioner Gilman Reviews
Work of Year.
The annual report of Hon. A. W.

Gilman,

of

agriculture
been

has

Foxcroft,
for

the

commissioner
year

snbbmitted

1908,
the

to

,

of

which

governor

and

council, says in part:
“In briefly reviewing the agricultural

conditions of our State for the past year,
while there have been some

discouraging

features, we see many indications of an
upward trend in our farm life. The
farmers are more alert, more anxious to
learn new and improved methods and are
placing their farming on a broader and
more intelligent basis.
They have had to

Mrs Lettie Clark, Surry, asters, 2; dahl- contend with some serious obstacles
dur2; pansies, 1. Preston Leach, Barry, ing the
such as unfavorable
flowers, gratuity. Mrs. George weather past year,
conditions
which
Morse, sweet peas, 2. Annie Grindle, panmaterially
sies, 2. Llewellyn Carter, creeping Jennie, affected some of the crops, unusual insect
gratuity. E J Brooks, cut flowers, 1. depredations, etc.j but those who have
Thomas Grieve, asters, 1; dahlias, 1. Mrs
David Grindle, cut flowers, 2. Miss Blanch learned to anticipate these conditions by
providing supplemental crops, by a system
Osgood, sweet peas, 1.
of rotation and fertilization which tends
Art Department.
ias,

ghost

Mrs E D Barrett, water color paintings,
panel paintings, 1; W I Winchester,
Surry, pencil drawing, 1; pen and ink
drawing, 2. Alice B Douglass, Penobscot,
portrait, 1; pen and ink drawing,
X. W R Hinckley, architectural drawing
with plan, 1; without plan, 1. Edith W
Kane, burnt work panel, 2. Amy M El2;

well, Sedgwick, hand-painted candlestick,
Lilia McIntyre, stenciled sola pillows,
Mrs Smallidge, Sedgwick, water color,
2.
W R Hinckley, pencil drawing, 2.
Domestic Manufactures.
Mrs C E Billings, embroidered bedspread, 1. Mrs S B Billings, patchwork
quilt, 2. Mrs J E Webster, trimming, 1;
child’s mittens, 2: ladies’ worsted glovee,
1.
Miss Hattie Snow, embroidered pin
cushion, 1; embroidered handkerchief, 1.
Miss Edith Chase, bed slippers, 1; dutch
collar, lj suit underwear, 1: embroidered
center piece, 1; sofa pillow, 2. Mrs Horace
Herrick, brush broom holder, gratuity,
knit slippers, 1; crochet slippers, 1; button rug, gratuity. Miss Eva
Snowman,
sofa pillow, 1.
Mrs Lina Hinckley,
braided rug, 3; men’s stockings, 1. Mrs
Eliza Chase, woven rug, gratuity. Fannie
H Stover, embroidered baby
shoes, 1; embroidered towel, .1; embroidered belt, 1.
Ethel Al Stover, embroidered center-piece,
1; braid shirt waist, 1; embroidered bib, 1:
embroidered baby pillow case, 1. Mrs O
M Stover, child’s sweater, 1; embroidered
pocket, 1; crochet doilies, 1. Mrs J W
Saunders, Surry, knit suspenders, gratuity. Laura Al Elwell, shadow work
sofa pillow, 2.
Alary B. Hinckley, infants’
mittens, 1; chemise yoke, 2; Mexican work
handkerchief, 1. Mrs A P Soper, braided
mat, 2. Mrs A N Osgood, crochet tidy, 1.
Mrs George Alorse, husk rug, gratuity.
Airs W G Greene, infant’s embroidered
bonnet, 1; embroidered bib, 2; crochet
jacket, 1; infant’s dress, 1. Airs Charles H
Allen, Sedgwick, lace apron, 1. Airs Alary
Leach, Penobscot, drawn rug, 2. Mrs
Rodney Osgood, sofa pillow, 1; centerpiece, 1; infant’s bootees, 1; lace shawl, 1.
Airs Lizzie Witham, drawn handkerchief,
2j Airs Edith Kane, embroidered centerpiece, 2. Mrs D P Dunbar, men’s knit
stockings, 2: ladies’ knit stockings, 1.
Lizzie Grinale, shadow work apron, 1;
dutch collar, 2, embroidered stockings,
1.
Airs Emery Leach, sofa pillow, 2.
Virginia Allen, Sedgwick, embroidered shirt
Ida Alorse, embroidered sofa
waist, 2.
pillow, 1. Airs. D I Grindle, hand knit
spread, 1. Airs D M Cook, crochet tidy, 2;
knit spread, 3. Annie H Grindle, men’s
gloves, 1 and 2; men’s mittens, 1 and 2; ;
woolen yarn, 1.
Amy L Grindle, arm
elastics, gratuity; knit bedspread, 2. Airs
W C Bowden, Ellsworth, Mexican doily, I
1; embroidered doily, 2; lunch cloth, 1;
embroidered shirt waist, 1.
Airs Rufus
1.

Candage, yoke fat cattle, 2.
0
steers, 1.
SlouPh' Surry, yearling
Allen Henderson,
steers, 3 years, 1. Paris
Cushing, yoke fat cattle. 1. W 8 Hinckley, yoke "oxen, 3. W E Closson, Sedgwick, Holstein steers, 1 year, 2. Lem
Johnson, matched oxen, 1. A VV Hinckley, oxen, 2. A 8 Witham, matched
oxen, 2. G Young, Surry, grade Jersey
bull, 1 year, 1; heifer, 2 years, 1; heifer,
1
2.

were as

were

4

^

Charles

There

Dr G F

driving horse, 1.

follows:

BASEBALL.

4

2.29}, 2.28}, 2.27}.

following

years, 1

the draw-

ing contest for cattle. The results

4

3

given where exnibitor resides in Bluehill.
Hone Department.
H
draft colt, 1
? 9?r,t,er’ Ellsworth,draft
mare and
yef.r’
9, Young, Surry,
colt, 1. Sewell Ginn, Orland, driving
stallion, 4 years, 2. Harry Gillis, driving
ybarBj 1. E W McIntyre, driving
stallion, I. HP Grindle, Penobscot, stallion, 9 years, 3. Albion Saunders, colt, 3

DRAWING CONTEST.

George Pert

4

PREMIUMS AWARDED.

The

mi am

4

bor.

second.

hall exhibition was very good. It
w as an off year for vegetables on account
of early frosts, bat the fruit exhibit was
fine, there being an especially fine showing of plums.
E. J. Brooks, of East Orange, N. J., one
of Bluebill’s “summer people”, who made
his bow as a fair exhibitor last year, had
another big exhibit this year, and carried
off a big bunch of premiums. Incidentally be set a pace from some of the
crack Bluehill farmers by successfully producing some vegetables never before raised
here, among them muskmetons, sweet
potatoes, peanuts and English broad
beans. He also carried off that coveted
premium of all country fairs, the largest
pumpkin. The people of Bluehill appreciate Mr. Brooks’ interest in the fair, as
in all town affairs. Mr. Brooks says he is
going to make a bigger exhibit than ever
next year, and would like to see some
more of the summer people on the pre-

1

Yonng Constantine, b s, by Constantine. 2 2 2 4 2
Autumn Wilkes, bg, by Taratine
C has L Jordan. 4 3
3 5 3
Time: 2.31, 2.33*, 2.36.
2.36*, 2.36*.
2.20 Trot and Pace.
Pune, M25.
M*y Della, b m, by May King, Chas L
Jordan, Bangor. Ill
Sir George, Fred Wescott, Bar
Harbor, 2 3 2
May Wander, blk m, by Van Helmout,
W 8 Pendleton, Islesboro.
3 2 3
Jim Carr, bg, PJ Sullivan, Bar Har-

Roscoe Grindle,
Grieve, blackberries, 1.
Ued Astracban apples, 1.
Manufacturers’ Department.
Roscoe Grindle, fish barrel, 1; clam barrel, 1. Richard Abbott, Sedgwick, ox
shoes, 1: hammer, 1. Uzial F Candage,
reel and SWilt, inside bottle, gratuity;
sawbuck, saw and ax, inside bottle, gratuity. W A Hall, Brooklin, curio, gratuity.
Dairy Products, etc.
Mary B Hinckley, preserved strawberries, 2. Lina Hinckley, preserved strawberries, 1; Mrs A T Stevens, collection
jelly, 1. Hattie Snow, collection Jelly, 2.
Florence Merrill, white bread, 1; collection preserves, 1. Annie Grindle, brown
bread, 1. Ruby Leach, butter, 2. Mrs
George Allen, Sedgwick, butter, 1; white
bread, 2. Thomas Grieve, Biuehiil min-'
eral water, gratuity.

X.

Candage, crochet rug, 2; drawn rug 3.
Mrs Roy Allen, Sedgwick, baby bonnet. 2;
corset
2.
Estner
cover,
Allen, Sedgwick, bureau scarf, 1; embroidered centerpiece, 1.
Mrs Cora Allen,
Sedgwick, lace handkerchief, 1; embroidered corset cover, 1.
Airs Stanley, Sedgembroidered

wicK, braided rug, 1. Mrs Lena Butler,
Center, braid mats, 2; crochet mats, 2;
headrest, gratuity; stand cover, 2; lace
chemise yoke, 1; crochet spread,
1; rug,
crochet rug, 1; embroidered
gratuity;
worsted quilt, 2.
Airs Mabel Webster,
comb case, gratuity; plush work, gratuity.

Laura
Elwell, crochet lace, 1; lacetrimmed pillow-case.
lace-trimmed
1;
2.
Annie 'Snow, drawn work
apron,
collar, 1; set mats, 1; drawn work
Airs R E Newman, Seawall,
apron, 1.
drawn rug, 1; worsted quilt, 1; silk quilt,
1.
Airs A H Carlisle, Ellsworth, couch
Airs Eugene Carlisle, Ellsworth,
cover, 1.
couch cover, 2; unfinished patch quilt. 1.
Airs Clara Leonard, Indian Point,
fancy mittens, 1.

it to

K1TTBBY TO CARIBOU.
higher plane. An increased
the business is necessary Jin
The
annual State convention of tbe
order to secure the best results. The two
Maine W. C. T. U. opened to-day at the
cow-testing associations organized in
Columbia street Baptist church, Bangor,
December, 1907, have been continued, and
and will continue through Friday.
| another has been added, and the results
In a runaway accident at Houlton Frii obtained thus far have been very encourday, Earle Brittan, aged eighteen, son of
aging.
“The dairyman, by the aid of the as- Benjamin Brittan, of New Lrmerick, was
sociations, is enabled to learn more instantly killed. A pair of young horses
nearly the value of each individual cow, became frightened, and bolted, throwing
out the young man.
and the cost of production. The official
tester employed by the association weighs
Paul, the twelve-yesr-old son of Herbert
and tests the milk of each cow every Eye, of Calais, was
accidentally shot and
month, and ascertains the amount of killed at Woodland Friday afternoon
butter fat she is producing and the costs while bunting with a party of young
^nd value of the dairy ration. Thus the friends. A bullet from a twenty-two califarmer can know the profit from each bre rifle entered his forehead.
individual cow, and the cost of producing
William H. Brownson, superintendent
a pound of butter
fat, and with this of the public schools of Portland, died at
knowledge ha can select out his best his residence in South Portland Sept. 8,
cows and breed up bis herd.
Every man after several months of ill health. Mr.
in the association is also familiar with
Brownson was the president of the Maine
what his neighbor is doing, and is stimu- teachers’
association, and one of the

knowledge

a

of

lated, by comparison, to more economic leaders in that organization. He was
production. This work will be extended known among educators ail over the
as much as possible.
State, and his death will cause widespread
to produce
vigorous drought-resisting
we believe that the organization of sorrow. He was born in
Norridgewock
and
plants,
by intelligent methods of breeders’ associations in connection with Nov. 5.1864.
combating insect pests, have kept the the cow-testing associations would be of
margin or the right side.
much value. The value of these organisaCarpet Worth $4,000,000.
The short hay
crop of last year, the tions is well illustrated by the fact that in
Of all the princes of India, not one baa
of
light yield
grains and the scarcity of Wisconsin, where many of them are in opgems that can compare with * hose of the
feed occasioned by the severe
drought and eration, from one county last year fSBQ,of Baroda.
gaekwar
the unusual infestation of
grasshoppers, 000 worth of dairy stock of recognised exPerhaps the most remarkable of the
have emphasized the necessity of;, pro- cellence wae sold. The basic
problem of gaekwar’s jewel treasures is a carpet, said
viding more supplementary crops to meet dairying is the breeding of better animals,
to be about four yards square, composed
this emergency. This led the department animals of
higher productive capacity and of rubies, diamonds and pearls woven
to issue a buelletin on
^supplementing stronger constitutions, from which better into a
pattern of exquisite and dazzling
the Pastures and the
Hay Crop,* which returns may be obtained for the feed conbeauty.
contains many valuable suggestions.
sumed. Dairymen should give more atThe gems in this carpet are of an esti“The corn crop was of good quality and tention to this line of work.
mated value of $4,000,000, and it is the
the yield was above the average. A spec“The department has continued its
product of three years’ work of skilled
ial effort is being made all over the coun- efforts to impress upon the
people of the artists and jewel setters.
try to increase this industry. It is esti- State the importance and necessity of
Still more costly is one of the gaekwar’s
mated that during the past year there agricultural and industrial instruction in
diamond necklaces, which is said to be
were produced in the United States
2,643,- the public schools. These schools should worth well over
$10,000,000, and which,
000,000 bushels of corn. There is no other fit for a vocation. The population of this one can
easily imagine, is the most
crop in this country or any other that is and other states is continually increasing,
in the world.
worth as much. Not only the grain itself and in order for the farms to meet this magnificent
is the corner stone of our prosperity, but increase there must be a more
intelligent
That excessively unwise Chicago proan advance is being made in the
develop- system of agriculture. This can best be fessor who
says that woman is a savage,
ment of the valuable by-products.
brought about by teaching the.' principles >
may unwittingly serve to recall the old
“New' England practically abandoned of agriculture in our public>chools.
toast in which a change in punctuation
corn raising many years
“The farmer has a business to;be stud- j
ago, when corn
sadly altered the intended meaning. Here
was raised so abundantly on the
cheap ied and learned. It needs a ^trained mind | it
is, punctuated as the author meant it to
lands of the West and was sent to the East as much as any other
occupation. JL-et us ! be: “Woman—without
her, man is a savand sold at a very low figure. Then it educate our
boys, who are to be the farm- j
age!” And this is the way the compositor
seemed to the average farmer that he could ers of the future, for that work.
Specific j made it read: “Woman without her man
buy it cheaper than he could raise it, but training of a practical kind is a necessity j
the day of cheap corn from the West has for the coming occupants^of our farms, as is a savage?”
|
passed. There is no cheap corn land, and well as those engaged inlthe mechanical
atiicrtiscmcnts.
the

farmers of Maine will do

industries. The most valuable asset of the
children.
They should be
trained to high ideals of every-day living
and to high efficiency in their respective

w'iser

no

thing than to give more attention to this
industry and create a new interest in it.
“The corn plant has tw o feeding values,
one as grain and the other as fodder.
An
acre of corn fodder is generally worth as

State is her

of good grass. In a rotation w'ith a cash crop like potatoes, this
crop is of great value. The premiums ofered by Dr. Q. M. Twitchell at the State
dairy conference at Dexter for the best exhibit of corn raised by a boy of eighteen
years or under, resulted in a large display
of good corn, and we are confident stimulated a new interest in the growing of
this valuable crop. The indications are
that the acreage of corn planted in Maine
this year will exceed that of 1908 by one-

of the states

much

as an

educational departments of some
have already^ introduced the
teaching of agriculture into the public
schools, and others are making strong
recommendations in this line. Maine
must keep in the front ranks if her agriculture is to be properly developed. We are
convinced that agricultural and industrial
education must be carried^on side by side
with general education by our school
authorities. We believe that the State
department can care for this form of education as succesfully as it has cared for the
older forms, and that it can do it without
of great expense by eliminating some of the

acre

third.

“The
corn

constantly

has aroused the

vocations.
“The

increasing price
farmers, and they are

becoming

convinced that

duce their

corn

they

proto better advantage than
they can purchase it. Another thought
that encourages the farmer is that the
possibilities of improving the corn crop
through careful seed selection and thorcan

other branches that

are

not

so

Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.

I

Ingenious Burglar Alarm.
A simple burglar alarm that has been !
under test by the police authorities in
j
Dresden and Berlin, seems to have resisted
all attempts to pass} it without giving
ough culture are large.
Experiments warning. It consists of a curtain or portishow* that an advance in yield of ten erre, wired with fine conductors connected
acre
bushels per
has been gained as the at certain places with metal knobs, and
result of selection of seed.
mean

This

would

added to
crop in the United

three to five million dollars

when this is drawn

across

the door

or

around

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair."
* Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Hay’s

red,

Harflna

Soap cure. Pimpm,

chapped hands, and all
rough andskin
fine and soft. 25c.
Keeps

eases.

skin dis-

druggists.
Skin.*9

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the
E. G.
MOORE, Druggist.

A rieiiabie

or

the safe, the slighest
disturbance throws the knobs out of
contact and breaks the electric circuit.
The alarm may be signalled by a series
of bells, lights or other electrical appli-

window,

No matter how long it has been gray'
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Dan*
draff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Re*
fuse all substitutes. 2)4 times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
91 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
or faded.

essential.”

_

;

Health

Remedy

FOR

CATARRH

the value of the corn
States. Maine should be doing her part.
If by careful breeding a variety can be
obtained which will mature earlier as well
is quickly absorbed.
Give* Relief at Once.
lady’s as yield more abundantly, it will mean ances, either on the premises or at the
much to the corn industry of our State.
police station. Cutting [the material or It cleanses, soothes,
“Plant breeding through seed selection interfering with it the slightest degree heals and protects
is a line of work which has been too has instant effect, and the wiliest burglar the diseased memThe Web of Life.
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
much neglected. In recent years results is unable to enter the premises without
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
are being worked out which show that
giving notice.
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
[Contributed.!
it is of as much importance for the farmer
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
to practice scientific selection of seed of
The only place to get bargains is at the
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
When the fabric of life is finished,
York.
New
Warren
Elv Brothers, 56
Street,
plants as it is to breed his live stock store that advertises for your trade.
And the loom of time stands still,
according to principles of selection. We
And the shuttles all are emptied,
believe some work in this line could be
The shuttles of good and ill,—
'When the Master of all the weavers
profitably carried on by the department,
Shall view with His earnest gage
if funds were provided.
The web as it spreads before Him,
“With the potato crop there is also a
Shall we merit blame or praise?
promising field for seed selection. Prof.
There’ll be patches of sombre blackness—
Webber, of Cornell university, states that
Health is true beauty. The charm of bright eyes, rosy cheeks, rounded figure,
The sins that our lives have known;
forty or fifty good-sized potatoes per hill
and elastic step is within the reach of every woman.
buoyant
There’ll be plenty of grey for a background— have been
grown by right seed selection
Reasonable care in diet, regular exercise and due amount of sleep with an
The sorrow our hearts have borne;
and methods of culture. The farmer of
occasional dose of
But here and there amongst it
Maine have been giving potato culture
Shine glimpses of color bright,
special attention for several years past,
The blues of our youth’s glad morning,
and each year we are doing more in this
When our hearts were fresh and light.
line. By a careful selection of seed, by
There’ll be touches of gold about it—
thorough preparation of the seed bed and
The good deeds we have done;
by the use of improved methods of cultiThere’ll be dashes of vivid scarlet,
will keep most women in health. The timely use of these pills will strengthen
vation, this industry has been largely deWhere a battle hard was won;
the system, renew the supply of blood and relieve nausea and depression.
There’ll be shades of deepest purple,
velope 1. Only that seed should be planted
The beneficial effects of Beecham’s Pills on the bowels, liver, stomach, blood
in which the eyes are strong and indicate
Showing how we bore life’s grief,
and complexion, make them women’s greatest aid to health and in a true sense
With here and there the rosy hue
the growth of a strong, vigorous plant.
Of love for a strong relief.
“The orchard industry is one of our

Ely’s

Cream Balm

My Lady Beautiful

|

~~

fflcecham'J @Ul$^

And so, when the fabric is finished.
And the loom of Time stands still,
And the shuttles all are emptied,
The shuttles of good and ill,
When the Master of all the workers
Shall view with his earnest gage
The web as it spreads before Him,
Shall we merit blame or praise?
Lillian Lamb.
Noank, Conn.

G A Morse, best collection apples, sixvarieties, 1; Northern spy apples, 1;
Hotel Clerk—Just sign your name,
Greenings, 1; russets, 1; Peewaukee, 1;
Tolman sweets, 1, Gravenstein, 2; Red Asplease. The other guests would like to
trachan, 2; Wealthy, 1. Fred Hinckley, register. “Don’t
you hurry me, young
Snow apples, 1; Strawberry apples, 2; Walbridfl^, 1. G A Morse, Nodhead apples, 2. man. I don’t sign nothin’ that 1 hain’t
Fred Hinckley, Blue Pearmain apples, 1. read carefully.
AT Gillis, Wolf River apples, 1; Yellow
Transparent apples, 1; Bell's early apples,
WARNING.
1. G Young, Surry, Yellow Transparent
Do not be persuaded into taking anything
apples, 2. Mrs E C Barrett, winter russet, but
and Tar for chronic
Foley’s
Honey
Duchess
of
Oldenburg bronchitis, hay fever, asthma, andcoughs,
1; wine apples, 2;
lung
apples, 2. W A Hale, Japan plums, 1. trouble, as it stops the cough and heals the
Levi F Candage, high top sweet apples, 1.
lungs. Q A. Parchkk.
John Treworgy, Burbank plums, 2. F P
Greene, Fameuse apples, 1. SI Smith,
1l W McIntyre, BurBartlett pears, 1.
bank plums, 1. A B Herrick, Duchess of
1.
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Joseph Curtis, Blue
Oldenburg apples,
A
Ladlml A«kyoupDrunl»tff A\
VvlGKI Chl««JMM>tcr*M
Arctic plums, 2; green gage pears, 2. HerlMitmoud Itrand/#\\
1.
Mrs
L
A
russet
bert
Candage,
apples,
6k niU in Kid and Hold metallic\%^/
9m hexes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V/
A Withara, cranberries, 2. Thomas Grieve,
M Take no other. Huy of your
M C Allen, Sedgwick, Greely
pears, 2.
W Dranlst. Ask Ur CIII.C IliXT E R 8
Gravenstein
¥ DIAMOND IIKAND FILLS, for 85
1;
1;
Stump
apples,
plums,
( years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
Frank
apples, 1; Late Fall applet, 1.
1.
Thomas
Snow, King Tompkins apples,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERY WHERE
teen

CHICHESTER

5 PILLS

branches of farming, and in spite of
the fact that unfavorable weather conditions and depredations of insects have depressed this industry somewhat, it is
slowly but steadily increasing in extent,
and we are firmly of the opinion that it is
to be one of the most profitable industries
of the State. In order to accomplish this
result, however, the individual fruit
grower has a personal work to do.
The orchard is too largely neglected. A
better system of pruning, fertilizing and
main

spraying

adopted. The departgiven this subject much attention during the past year. Prof. Hitchings, the State entomologist, and other
interesting speakers have delivered many
interesting lectures along the line of a better system of orchard management. Personal appeals have been made to the orchardisls, but many are not yet aroused to
the full importance of cultivating, fertilizing and pruning their trees and keeping
should be

ment has

insect pests.
“The dairying industry is growing in
importance as the demand for dairy products increases, and the department has
made an earnest effort during the past
year, through the State dairy instructor,

them free from

Nature’s Cosmetic
Id boxes with full directions, 10c. ud 25c.

KINEO

RANGES
will

satisfy

the most

critical.
They
bakers
and
quick

are
con-

sume

but little fuel.

They

are, in

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes

&

Sutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.
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enter into tariff legislation In
*
*
its Anal stages.
“It is very largely due to the efforts
of Senator Hale that the protection
accorded the great interests of our
State by the Dlngley law, have been
to us in the new
law. The citizens of Maine have just
reason to feel proud of the commanding position he occupies in national
councils, and the substantial results
so

BY TAB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
r. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.

Subscription Price—$2 (T> a vear; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; if raid
strictly in advance. $1 fto, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar-earages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pe?
ear

largely preserved

he was able to attain in safeguarding
the bnsiness interests of our 8tate.”
of the north pole by
Commander Peary is of special local
interest in this section because his
ship, the Roosevelt, was built in
The

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known o&appMention.

reaching

[Rockland Couritr-GawetU.\

Major H. M. Lord, who is spending his
vacation in Rockland after arduous and
exacting

duties

in

connection

with

the

tariff revision, to which he had
because of the
been -pecially assigned

work of

familiarity with the subject which
had gained while clerk of the ways and

great
he

committee, ia outspoken in his
enthusiasm over the manner in which
Maine’s important interests were guarded
by Senator Hale and colleagues.
“The West and middle ’.Vest, with or
means

particuappeared
larly jealous of New Fngland,” said Major
without reason,

to be

“This sentiment manifested itself
in many ways during the work of revisBucksport,
ion, the impression being rife that in the
Bucksport man, Capt. Wardwell, as various measures New England was reher chief engineer. Peary himself has ceiving more than its proportional share
Thin week’s edition of The
many friends and acquaintances here- of protection.
“While to New- England men who wen
American is 2.400 copies.
abouts, all of whom regret the unfortunate controversy which has arisen familiar with the conditions this sentiand Dr. Cook. It is al- ment seemed entirely unwarranted, it
Average for the year of 1908,
2,528 between him
neverthelesa prevailed to a great extant,
most inconceivable that Dr. Cook can
and when the work of actual revirion belees
conwas
be faking, and it
hardly
gan there was a more or leas coherent atWEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 15,1909.
ceivable to those who have met Peary
tempt to reduce the protection on industhat be oould descend to sneb charac- tries belonging especially to New EngAn Ellsworth Man Honored.
terizations of a fellow-scientist as be land.
“This attempt was not made by the
The President has sppointed Prof. appears to have indulged in.
committees which had the actual work of
Henry C. Emery chairman of the new
revision in band, but by middle western
COUNTY GOSSIP.
tariff commission or advisory board
senators ana representatives, v no, in seawhich is to assist him in the execution
Alamoosook grange fair has been post- son and out of
season, asserted that New
of the new tariff law, with especial poned from Sept. 15 to Oct. 13.
England manufacturers were being conreference to applying the maximum
sidered at toe expense of interests elseat
and minimum clauses to nations as
Guy W. McAlister, postmaster
where.
for twenty years, has sent in
Bucksport
are
in
they
friendly'or unfriendly
“Maine, of course, came in for her share
his resignation.
their tariff relations with the United
of tbis criticism, and it Was exceedingly
fortunate at such a juncture that her ImStates. The other members of the
Our North Penobscot correspondent reboard are Hon. James B. Reynolds, of
portant industries and interests bad the
ports: “No frost here as yet. Grass
Senator Hale, who
Massachusetts, assistant secretary of starting a little. Grasshoppers still abon- powerful protection of
was not only one of the ranking members
the treasury, and Alvin H. Saunders, dant. Potatoes looking quite well.”
of the Senate committee on finance—the
of Chicago, editor and proprietor of
Senate tariff committee—but was chairthe Breeders’ Gazette.
Apropos of the many cat stories which man of the committee on committees
The appointment of Prof. Emery have appeared lately here is one from which controls the
appointment of Senate
Hsrbor. 8. H. Brown, a kindly
came to him
committees and chairman also of the Senunsought and unex- Prospect
soul known to every one in his town as
pected, and was as much of a surprise “Uncle Sam’*, has three cats which in- ate committee on appropriations which
to him as it iB gratifying to his fellowvirtually holds the purse strings of the
varisbty accompany him on his fishing
eitizens, for he is an Ellsworth boy, trips, snd make as good sa'lors as if born government.
“Senator Hale, with his great influence,
born here Dec. 22, 1872, the only son to the life.
bis wide knowledge of public affairs and
of Mr. Chief-Justice Emery.
Commander Peary, in his story of his intimate acquaintance with the State’s
Prof. Emery is a graduate of the
trip to the pole has these kind words to' needs, was the bulwark which turned
Ellsworth high school; of Bowdoin, say of s
Bucksport boy, his chief engineer: aside the shafts of Maine’s assailants.
class of 1392; of the Harvard graduate “Chief Engineer Wardwell, also of the last No one outside of those actually on the
school in ’93, with the degree of A. M. expedition, aided by hie assistant, Scott, scene of action can fully appreciate the
In 1896 Columbia conferred upon him kept the machinery up to a high state uf value of his work in behalf of such vital
the degree of Ph. D.
efficiency, snd has given the Koosevelt the Maine industries as lumber, lime, starch,
He was instructor in economics at force and power which enabled her to ne- printing paper, wood pulp, the various
textiles, potatoes and ail kinds of agriculBowdoin in 1891-96; he studied in Ber- gotiate apparently impracticable ice.”
tural products, fish and granite and other
one
and
was
made
lin, Germany,
year,
Reuben Williams, of West Franklin, has commodities which
go to mske up the
professor of political economy in 1897. a freak at his farm which is attracting a State’s industrial and
agricultural wealth.
He went to Yale in 1900, succeeding
great deal of attention—aixteen ears of
“All of these were given Senator Hale's
Prof. A. T. Hadley on his election to corn growing under one husk. It is one
protection, and the people of Maine, ail of
the presidency of the university.
of the most unusual sighta in the vege- whom are directly or indirectly concerned
Prof. Emery is the author of “Specu- table line that Mother Nature has ever in these various lines of trade, are under
A full- the
lation on the Stock and Produce Ex- turned oat of her workshop.
deepest obligations to the distinear nearly a foot in length is encirguished statesman for the splendid work
changes of the United States”, and grown
cled by fifteen smaller ears attached to the he did.
his writings and lectures on economic
stock in regular order, and nnder
“Senator Hale in this work had the inand kindred topics have attracted parent
the same husk.
fluential co-operation of Senator Frye.
much attention both in this country
Bar Harbor is to hare a new public li- There is no man in the United States
and abroad.
Senate regarded with more affection and
as a result of the generosity of Mrs.
Prof. Emery is just now at Hancock brary
Morris K. Jesup, who has donated a site esteem by his colleagues than Hon.
where
the
a
Point,
Emerys have beau- on which she will erect s handsome li- William P. Frye. Because of his long
tiful summer home, but will shortly
brary building as a memorial to ber hus- service in that body and his comprehenleave for Washington, where he will band, the late Morris K.
Jesup. The site sive knowledge of the country’s needs his
make his residence. He will not, how- of the new building is on the south aids wishes are seldom denied.
“As president of the Senate he displays
ever, resign his professorship at Yale, of Mt. Desert street opposite the Episcobut will be granted leave of absence. pal church and adjoining the Y. W. C. A. an ability, combined with impartial rulthat have won the respect- and adThe board of which Prof. Emery has building. It has a frontage of 101 feet on ings,
miration of that’ entire body.
He conbeen appointed chairman has before the street and Ik the most desirable lot
that could be obtained for this purpose. tinues to wield a great influence there.
it work of a most responsible and farThe building will be of stone and together Maine will never cease to be thankful that
reaching character. The bill creating with the lot will be erected at a cost of in such a crisis of its affairs it bad two
this board was not passed by Congress from
senators so potent and influential. Our
(10,000 to (50,000.
without tremendous opposition, and
representatives in the House are also dehaving been passed, the President had Boston’s Most Distinguished Visitor. serving of praise tor the firm stand and
no easy task in making the
Since his arrival in Boston a week ago, splendid work, but of course the fight was
appointments. His selection of its members Peter, the famous chimpanzee, created made largely in the Senate.
“That Maine came out of the tariff reseems to be meeting with general and more talk than anybody, with the possible exception of Peary and Cook. Peter vision with her industries so fairly prohearty approval.
tected is due to the commanding position
The selection of Prof. Emery adds bean out all the Darwin claim about
the origin ol man. Here ia a chimpanzee occupied by her senators and representaone more to the long list of distinwhich rides, eats, drinks, sleeps and doea tives.
guished men whom Ellsworth has fur- everything the same as a human being. “Senator Hale in a quiet way is performnished to assist in the management of At Keith's his
performances have been ing a still more important service for the
/ simply startling, and the theatre ia country. The annual expenditures of this
public affairs of State and Nation.
great government are necessarily enorcrowded daily.
Besides eating at a table, smoking like a mous, and have been latterly increasing
“Senator Hale’s Influence.’’
and doing the ordinary things of life at an alarming rate. As chairman of the
In another column is reprinted from man,
Peter ia an expert bicycle rider, goes on Senate committee on appropriations Senthe
Rockland Courier-Gazette an roller
skates, and does other stoats which ator Hale has begun a most careful scruinterview with Maj. Herbert M. Lord an
surprising when done even by man and tiny of appropriation bills and departon Senator Hate’s influence.
Of Maj. women on the stage.
Ha rvmains at ment estimates. His selection as chairLord the Kennebec Journal says: “No ■Keith’s for another week. On the same man of the committee of expenditures was
man in this country is better qualified bill will be those famous comedians, Will understood and regarded as the beginning
to speak upon this matter than is Creasy and Blanche Dayne, who will pres- of an era of retrenchment, and the system
already inaugurated under his chairmanMaj. Lord, who is not only a tariff ent one of their (ketches of New England
the Kara os, the English lifting act, ship will result in the saving of millions
expert of acknowledged ability, but life,
Pat Rooney and Marlon Bent; Oscar Lor- of dollars in public disbursements.
also one who was so situated as to be
“In this work, so successfully inauguraine, who impersonates great musicians;
thoroughly familiar with every phase the Vivians and others.
rated, he has the active and hearty coof the work of formulating and passoperation, not only of president Taft, but
of the various members of the cabinet and
Change In Time.
ing the present law. Maj. Lord was
The
eteemer
which
has
been
leaving Bar department beads. It was generally conChairman Dingley’s chief clerk when
Harbor daily at 4.10 p^m., making connec- ceded that no other member of the Senate
the tariff bill of 1897 was considered
tions at Mt. Desert Ferry with trains (or was so well equipped for this
vitally imthe
and
means
committee.
by
ways
Bangor and west now leaves Bar Harbor portant work of retrenchment as Senator
So thoroughly did he make himself at 3.40
m.
Hale.”
p.
the master of all the details entering
into that legislation, that when the
Postmasters to Meet.
It takes a long time tor a good resoluThe tnnnel meeting of third and fourth
ways and means committee took up tion to catch op with the bad habit to
class postmasters of Maine will be held at
the work of formulating the new which it always gives a head start.
Headquartariff law at the recent special session
Theodore Hallam, one of Kentucky's Portland, Sept. 21, 22 and 23.
ters will be at the Falmouth hotel, where
moat able lawyers, was often provoked to
of
Congress, Chairman
Payne
special rates have been given.
Special
promptly secured the services of Major exasperation by the play his friends made rates also are allowed on all railroads.
Lord. Whatever Major Lord says, on his name. Hallam had borne allusions
There will be addresses by high officials
without end to the “middle
“conin the service, aad also by Gov. Fertherefore, in connection with the stitutional laws” and the restages,”
of it, when
ns Id and
recent tariff legislation is entitled to one
several Maine congressmen.
day in Washington he was introduced
special weight. The tribute he pays to Gov. Hogg, of Texas. “Hallam? Hal- Through the efforts of Postmaster F. H.
to Senator Hale for the able work he lam?” the governor queried. “Are you the King, of Portland, permission has been
did in looking after the interests of original?” “No, Governor Hogg,” replied given to visit one of the forts, and one
Hallam; “are you?”
half day will be given to pleasure for this
Maine at every stage of this legispurpose. Every postmaster in Maine is
lation is a merited one.”
"Toe talk about posters aaa your ads. upon the invited to come and
bring his wife.
the
Journal
“The
fence.
Continuing
says:
But
slut
the
kind
o*
mediums
they
that
appeals
work done by Senator Hale was of the
How's This?
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to Thb Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

Lord.

in thie county, and has a

_

_

_

utmost importance, and will not fail
to be appreciated by the people of
Maine. Senator Hale was peculiarly
well situated to perform this great
service to his State. Not only is he
the acknowledged leader of the Senate, but he was also favorably placed

in being

member of the conference
committee, whioh dealt with the intricate

a

questions

of

compromise

that

to common sense;
Tou may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

much;
And especially In winter, when the snow le on
the ground,
I wonder where your potters and your dodgers
can be found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
Tbe newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know.”

JFot Salt.

OBITUARY.

Senator Hale’* Influence.

always

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledov C.
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney, for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions, and financially able to carky out any
obligations made by his firm.
Walding Ki.N’NA.V & M AH VIS,
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

MBS. JAMBS A. M’OOWS.
Mrs. James A. McOown died at bar
borne on High street Saturday, after a
long illness, borne witbont complaint,
and w ith a first thought always for others
rather than for herself. In her death the
city has lost one of its most estimable

lqpU Mot tan.
Inquire

T>LANK—ft.rooft. dry pine plank.
of R. B. Cushman. Ellsworth.
X

fox Salt

Hancock St. known as ths
on
So trie house. Apply to Edwin P. Loan,
EUftworth Fallr. Me.

HOUSE

Ca iLrt.

women.

Mrs. McOown was in the seventieth
year of her age. She was a native of
Searsport, her maiden name being Dorothy
E. Wentworth. She was a daughter of the
late James and Elisa Wentworth, of
Searsport, and the last Survivor of five
children.
She was married to James A. McOown,
of Ellsworth, at .Searsport on March 4,
1869. and in December of the following year
they came to Ellsworth, which has since
been their home. Fonr children were born
to them. One girl died at eight years of
age and a boy at live years. The surviving
children are Monroe Y. McOown, bookkeeper of the Union Trust Co., and Ruby
B., wife of A. Monroe Dorr. Her husband
also survives her.
Mrs. McOown was a member of the relief corps of Wm. H. H. Rice post, O. A.
8he was
R., and its first president.
actively interested in the work of the Village improvement society, and ita president at her death.
Funeral services were held at the house
Monday forenoon, Rev. R. B. Mathews, of
the Congregational church, officiating.
There were prayers at the grave at North
Ellsworth. The pall-bearers were Hon.
A. W. King, B. T. Sowle, Austin H. Joy
and Oeorge A. Parches.

first floor: in

rooms,

TENEMENT—ft
repair; *4 mile from postoffice;
water. Address P. O. Box 008, Ellsworth.
■tBrsETSP^-r.—..

good
city

.'.—----

...

lost
purse containing
about fits in money. Will finder return
to Blubhill Stagi -drived and receive reward?

MONEY—Russet-colored

Blnehill bay. a small row boat.
Owner may have same by proving property and paying charges. Clabk B. Bbidoks.
South Surry.

BCAT—In

CSantrt.
in Hancock and adjacent counties
Salary or commission. Address
Lincoln Oil Co., Cleveland, O.

SALESMEN

TTlARMERS and children to cut balsam fir
Xj
twigs. For psrticnlsrs address Pinh
Pillow Co., Wood building. New York, N. Y.
sround 80 to look after

territory.

C. R.
permanent.
Nurserymen, Manchester, Conn.

£*0

baslauss
Special In*
Bean A Co.,

oar

DAY, either sex, collecting flowers,

A

CO ferns, evergreens, roots and herbs.
Samples, price and advice. 10c. Particulars
free. Botahical Bcbbao, E-I10 Portsea, St,
New Haven, Conn.
first-class men, over 9ft years of
to act as local or traveling salesmen,
rite at once for our special terms sod secure
beet territory. Up-to-date canvassing outfit
furnished free of charge.
Tnn Chars Nunseam. Geneva. N. Y

SITBICTLY
) age,

SBTB TISDALE JELLISON.
Seth Tisdale Jellison, son of the late
William and Julia Tisdale Jelliaon, died
at Brooklyn, N. Y., on Sunday, Sept. 12,
in the sixty-Sftb year of his age.
Mr. Jellison was born May U, 1845, in
that part of Ellsworth which was then a
part of Dedham. He lived in Ellsworth
until be was about twenty years of age,
when he went to Boston, and became a
a clerk in a large grocery store. A few
years lster he went to New York. He had
been a clerk in the auditing department
of the United States Express Cb. for
many years, and was holding that positional the time of his death.
Mr. Jellison was the youngest of a family of ten children, eight boys and two
girls. He is survived by one brother—
Zachariah, of Brooklyn, whom Ellsworth
has reason not soon to iorget, and two
sisters-Mrs. Caroline L. Trubshsw, a
widow, and Julia T. Jellison, also of

Brooklyn.
Prayers were said at the chapel of the
Lafayette avenue Presbyterian church,
Brooklyn, Monday afternoon, and the remains w ere brought to Ellsworth, arriving
yesterday
morning, accompanied by
Zachariah Jellison.
Interment

was

at

Woodbine oemetery,

preceded by a brief burial service conducted by Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the
Congregational church.
MBS. THOMAS

J. DELAITTRE.

Sarah Q., wife of Thomas J. DeLaittre,
died at her home on Beal avenue Friday,
after a long illness. Mrs. DeLaittre was
twenty-four years of age. She was the
eldest daughter of Charles W. Eaton, and
ber death is the first break in the family
of ten children. She leaves besides ber
husband, four sisters and five brothers.
Tbe family has tbe sincere sympathy of
all.
Funeral services were held at the home
Sunday afternoon. Rev. Vi.' F. Emery, of
the Methodist church, officiating.

National Dank Statcmmt.
REPORT OF THE

OONDIT ION
-OP THE-

Bucksprt National Bank
at Buck sport, in the State of Maine,
at tne cloee of business.
Sept. 1. 1909.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts..
$164,914 20
4 81
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
U. 8. Bonds to eecure circulation...
$0,00880
Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
1,500 00
Bonds, securities, etc. 106,000 00
Banking house, furniture and fixtures....
250 00
Dus from 8tate and Private Banks
and Bankers, Trust Companies,
and Savings Banks.
1,772 74
Due from approved reserve agents,
21.072 42
Checks and other cash Items.
223 11
Notes of other National Banks—
556 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
126 21
Lawful money reserve in bank, vis.:
Specie. 13.006 70
Legal-tender notes. 1,790 00
15.386 70
Redemption fund with U. 8 Treasurer (6 per cent, of circulation)..
2.500 00
Total. $363.39519
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid In. $30,000 00
Surplus fund..
10,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
11.927 52
National Bank notes outstanding.
46,180 00
Dividends unpaid.
52 00
Individual deposits sabjeet to chsek, 283 J90 77
Demand certificates of deposit.
5.246 80
Certified checks.
4,000 00
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
148 10
■

Total... $363,395

19

STATE OP MAINE.
CocivTT op Hancock as.:—i, Edward B.
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, do
sole mol v swear that the above statement is
true to tne best of my knowledge and belief.
EDWAhD B. MOOR, Ch'er.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th
day of September, 1909.
T. H. SMITH.
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
PASCAL P. GILMORE.
1
PARKER 8POFFORD.
[Directors.
H. E. SNOW,
)

Professional Carba.

®rfjrrti»nanit»s

TEACHER OF

PIANOFORTE,
ELLSWORTH.

FORREST

B.

SNOW,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
BLCEHJLL,

ALICE
CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies’ and Gents' Suitings
■old direct from the mills

output.

MUTE FM SAMPLES.

Aptfs laM is tmnr Tm ttJSdl Tim Ms.
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail Dept
Box 35

Camden, Me.

and Bath Rooms.
Laundry
wiiiiii'1
rst,

•mo

mo

All kinds of laundry work done si abort nodes.
Good seal led tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTCY A CO.,
WEST END BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. ME.

BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.
Embroidered buttons nf all kinds;
mscblnednnde. plain and bardrimmed, from one** own doth. Made
at the dressmaking roams of

M.

ALICE

HOOPER,

Telephone:

67-13.

ELECTRICAL

SCOTT,

AND
TYPEWRmNG^ACCOCNTING
general Clerical work.
Agent at the Colon Sale Deposit A Tnut Co., of
Portland, Me., lor furaublog Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (orer Moore's Drug
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

___Eqiaiyottai.
subscriber hereby fires notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of tbe last will and testament of
GEORGE* L. QUIMBY. late of BUCK8-

PORT,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tbe terms of said will. AH
persons baring demands against tbe estate of
said deceased are desired to present tbe same
for settlement, and all indented thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
W nr blow P. Quimby.
Bueksport, Sept. IS, IMS.
in tbe

subscriber hereby fires notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
tbe last will and testament of
OTI8 W. ALBEE, late of SWAN'S I8LAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of the will.
All persons haring demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imVicib M. Albsb.
mediately.
Atlantic, Me.. Sept. 8,1909.

JIHB

also

7 NH I MAMMAS SUCK.

MAINE.

THE

EUAWOBTH

Steam

...

H.

EttSWMTM.

WIRING.

Fall Lines «f

rflHE subscriber hereby gives

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FIXTURES.
Hawaii as Wirta, sad Sarahs CkawMIy (Una
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main St.,Ellsworth.

that
executor

notice

AND

Sprrial Notices.
NOTICE.

^

is to

notify nil persons that whereas
my wife, Annie E. Banker, having left
my bed and board without Just cause or prov-

THIS

ocation, I shall not pay any bills contracted
by her, or for her support from this date
Edward K. Bunker.
West Gouldsboro, Maine, Sept. 10, 1909.

A record is better than a prospectus.
Newspaper circulation is what counts for

advertisers, ^

FRANCES W. GRANT, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHabby L. Cbabtbkb.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Sept. 8,1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminwith
the will
annexed of the
estate of
HENRY BOWDEN, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment imUbiah Bowden.
mediately.
he
THE
istrator

Penobscot, Sept, 8,1908.

herSIJ'
i

pereontintere.id

pif?

tK'r may4.!1
g*J
h!

liw/.t

Cl«f

eo* cause

Charlee H. Frailer, late of Mount
De.ert |„
■aid cobnty, deceaaed. A certain
Instrument
purporting to be the laet will and
of uid deceased, together with
petition
probate thereof, presented by Ruth A. Frail
ler*
the executrix therein named.
James W Oates, late of Caatlne, in
said
deceased.
A
certain
connty,
In.troment purporting <o he the laat will and
aaid deceased, together with
petition lor pro.
bate thereof. preeemad bv John
M. Vo«
*“•
the executor therein named.
Emma*. Ladd (formnrly
Clnment), ute of
Trentont. iu eald connty, deceased, a
certain
instrument
to bo the laet «*;|
tee lament of eald decaaeed,
together with .h.
tttlon
thereof, presented by
***®otor therein namtii
Wellington R. Pondleton, late of Eden, in
Mid county, deceaaed. Petition that

Metam™
iSr

norporting
lor'probot*

Charle?

SSSttJSnSSLdbx
Ruth P.

*“nn'' p'"d1"-.

Lord, late of BrookSTllle. in said
connty, deceased Petition that B. Roy Trew.
orgy

or some

other euiteble

person be

ap-

pointed administrator of the estate of mid
deceased, preMated by Nina T. Treworey
*7, an
heir and creditor of Mid deconeed.
William Limehorner. late of Brookiellie, to

Mid county, deceased. Petition that Mr,i B
Limehorner or mime other suitable
person be

appofned administrator of the salat. 0f eald
deceased, presented by Bylyester P. Lime-

burner. a sob of Mid deceaaed.
Hatcii D. Bridges, late of Verona, In uid
county, deceased. First and final account of
Bridges, executor, filed for settleEthel 8. Houston and Hilda J. Houston
minora, of Bucksport, in said county. Fimt
account of Alice M. Kenney, guardisn, filed
for settlement.
Nellie A. Stanley, late of Brooklin, In aaid
county, decoded. Petition filed by William
J. Nutter, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, aa described in eald petition.
Arthur N. Dortty, minor, of Sedgwick. In
said county.
Petition filed by Carrie J
Dortty. guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in Aaid

petition.

Asa B. Young, late of Dedham, in aaid
Petition filed by Almena
county, deceased.
H. Young, widow, for an allowance out of tbe
personal estate of said deceased.
Tobies L Roberts, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles F.
Paine, executor of the last will and testament of said deefktsed, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of
aaid deceaaed be determined by the Judge of

probate.

Irving W. Haalam. late of Waltham, in said
Petition filed by Mshlon
county, deceased.
Wilber, praying that license be granted
Amanda llsslam. administratrix of the estate
of said deceased, to convey according to contract, certain real estate of aaid deceased, as
described in said petition.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. P. Msnoxit, Register.
STATE OF

MAINE.

Hancock aa.—At a probate court held at
Ellaworth, in and for aaid county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of September, in the vrar
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN Instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM C. STRAW BRIDGE, late of

A

PHILADELPHIA,
in the state of Pennsylvania, deceas'd, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been presen ted to the Judge of
probate for our said
county of Hancock for toe purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in tbe probate
court of our mid county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth. In mid county of Hancock, prior to tbs fifth day of October,
a. d. 1909, that they may appear at a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for aaid county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and abow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. P. Mahonky. Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock m-At a probate court held »t
Ellsworth, in and (or said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a
copy of the last will and testament
and codicil of
MARGARET SILL HUBBARD, late of MID-

A

gOPHIA WALKER,
COURT ST..

The

teetame£,ot

fount.

MANIn unoccupied
ducement,

—

Ikesev.V^

JTo Itt.

or

InTlth.Tof

To all peraoaa interested
1 "1*
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate eonrt held at
Ellsworth.
In
lor the count j of Hancock, on
**v,oth
dn» of September, a. d. im.
matters
following
hoeing been
tented for the action thereupon
after indicated, it la hereby ordered
that
tiee thereof be gteen to all
»
«oj>T of thU order to be
lUhed three week,
in
ncceeeteely
the fen.
worth American, a newapaper publiehen **
Ellsworth, In laid coonty, that
pear at a probate court to be held at
worth, in said county, on the fifth
of October, a. d.
ten of the
in the forenoon, and bn board thereon
if th„
y

DLETOWN.
in the state of Connecticut, deceased, and
of the probate thereof in
said state of
Connecticut, duly authenticated, having
been
presented to the Judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the
of being allowed, filed and recorded
n the
probate court of our said county of
Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persona interested therein, by
a copy of this order three weeks
successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in aaid county
of Hancock, prior to the fifth day of October, a. d. 1909, that they may y»ye*r at
a probate court, then to be held at Elk worth
in and for aaid county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock In the forenoou, sad show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Makonst, Register.

riurooae

publishing

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sa—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
A CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last wiu and testament
and codicil of
WILUAM R. HUNTINGTON, late of the

city, county and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof In said
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of prob&te
for our said county of Haneock for the purin
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded
the probate court of our aaid county of Hsu*
cock.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given,t0
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, prior to the flth day of October,
a. d. 1909,
that they may appear at a
court then to be held at Rllsworth,
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in Ihs forenoon, and show cause, it
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judes of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
F. MaHONST, Register

-_Attest:-T.

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.

To the creditors of Robert E. L. Bridgham. of
Eden, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
VrOTICB is hereby given that on the 4th
day of September, a. d. 1909. the said
Robert E. L. Bridgham was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of bis
creditors will be held at my office, in
Ellsworth, Maine, on the 39th day of Sepleniber. a. d. 1909, at 9 o’clock In the afternoon,
at which time the said creditors msy attend,
examine
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
the bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bsukruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth. Me.. Sept. 14.

J3I

1909._
notice tnai

fives
THEbe has been hereby
duly appointed
istrator of the estate of
subscriber

admin-

GEORGE P. COLBY, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
persons
given bonds as the law directs. All said
dehaving demands against the estate of
ceased are desired to present the same for
are rethereto
all
indebted
and
settlement,
quested to make payment immediatelyTheodobb H. Smith.

Bucksport, Sept. 18,1909.

COUNTY NEWS.
additional County New.
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PENOBSCOT.
an receiving
Ellery Leach and wife
on the birth of a »on.

gratul.tiona

Varnum

and'Maggie

Bernice
attending normal

are

school at

con-

many friends. She was a member
for many years of the first Universalist
church in Waltham.
Interment was in the family lot’ln Mt.
Feake cemetery In Waltham.
H. S. F.

Castlne.

Bluetiill

School began laBt Tuesday, Miss Vira

Smith,

teacher.

Miss Lizzie Walker, of Portsmouth, N*
is visiting relatives here.

H.,

Bowden.
Miss Georgia Grindle, of Bangor, who
friends here, has re-

has been visiting
turned home.

Miss Pearle Leach, of Waterville, who
been visiting relatives here ghaa re-

ba«

home.

Mrs. Sarah Wardwell and sister, Miss
returned from a visit
Effie Bridges, hsve
inUevter and Belfast.
The many friends of Master Earle Leach
Will be glad to learn that he is improving,
after bis serious illness.
M. p. Field, wife and son Kenneth here
returned to Stockton alter .> visit here
with Mrs. Edns Ward wall.

Congratulations are extended toOrmand

Gray and wife, of Blnebili, upon the birth
o! a son, Sept. 4. Mra. Gray was Miss
Rena Grindle, of this place.
Charles Dwelley, wife and daughter
£re!vn, George Madison and wife, and
Hrs. Cecil Butler and daughter, of Franklin. were guests of F. N. Bowden and wife

Thb American prints mors vital staand deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

The steamer Marjorie made her last trip
for the season Saturday night.
Miss Ivy Wyman is the guest of her
sunt, Mrs. F. L. Winterbotham.
Mrs. Charles Ryder, who has been employed at Old Orchard during the summer,
came home last
Wednesday.
Arthur Abbott and wife, after spending
with Cyrus Abbott and wife,
leave to-day for their home at Newton,
Masa.
several weeks

Ray, Asa and Neil Hodgkins, who have
spent the summer with their parents here,
have gone to Bar Harbor to attend school
the coming year.
Otis Googins has closed his honse and
gone to Boston. S. W. Bennett has also
gone to Boston, where he haa employment
as painter and paper hanger.
Miss Mary Bennett, who has been employed in Lawrence, Mass., the past two
years, is spending her vacation with her
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Bennett.

jilt week.
'The summer visitors are leaving rapidly.
The funeral of Frank Thhompson, only Mrs. Terry, Mrs. Moffat and their families,
was
held
who have occupied the Saunders cottage,
aon of Mrs. Lenora Thompson,
mornleft Friday. Prof. Carl Lange and wife,
at the Methodist church Thursday
The
who have been at Luther Gilpatrick’s,
ing. Kev. E. A. Carter officiating.
direction
of
Rising left Wednesday for their home at Northfuneral was under the
Star lodge. F. and A. M., of which he was ampton, Mass.
Mrs. Thompson has the sina member.
H.
Sept. 13.
entire community.
Kre sympathy of the
NORTH LAMOINE.
The death of Haskell Leach, an aged and
Mis* Eunice Coggins has gone to Limerespected citizen, was a aad surprise to his stone to teach.
many friends. He was a life-long resident
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon, of Houlton, is visitof this town. He is survived by four sisrelatives here.
ters-Mrs. Frank Hutchins, Misses Phebe, ing
Maurice Butler was a guest at Walter
Ruby and Jane, sll of this plsce, snd one
brother-Edwsrd, of Newport. The funer- Young’s over Sunday.
al was at t he house Wednesday forenoon.
Miss Hazel Kelley, of Bar Harbor, has
Interment was in the old family burying- been visiting at the Elms.
ground. Sympathy i§ extended to the
Margaret Young, who has been emfamily.
ployed at Northeast Harbor, is home.
Woodlocke.
Sept. 13.
Schools began Tuesday.
Miss Myra
Springer, of Hancock, is teaching here.
EAST SULLIVAN.
Miss Gertrude and Charles Austin, of
Mrs. Herbert Martin baa been quite ill
Ellsworth, visited their sister, Mrs. Walof tonailiti*.
ter Young, last week.
Miss Lydia Hill, of Bar Harbor, ia visitWillard Young, who has been employed
F.
Hill.
A.
her
ing
upcle,
at Northeast Harbor the past two years,
Mrs. Lillian Dunbar Cooper is tbe guest will go to Boston Tuesday to work.
of Mrs. Elisabeth Dunbar.
Y.
Sept. 13.
Mrs. C. B. Smith, of Malden, Mass., is
ISLESFORD.
Tiliting her sister, Mrs. Fred Crane.
Miss Watie Fry began the fall term of
Frank Johnson, Charles Martin, Reuel
school Sept. 7.
Johnson and Howard Martin have shipped
Henry 8. Pancoast and family, of Philafor aea.
left Thursday.
Mrs. Jonn Bean ia entertaining her delphia,
Dr. Ralph Seelye and family have reniece and cousin, Misses Jennie and Olive
turned to Springfield, Mass. The doctor
Flagg, of Milbridge.
had his automobile come as far as RockMrs. James Have; and daughter Florland.
ence visited her parents, O. P. Bragdon
Mrs. Alfred Webb, of Bangor, who has
and wile, last week.
several weeks with Mrs.
Walter
The ice-cream sociable at Eben Smith’s spent
Hadlock, returned Saturday.
vis a pleasant occasion, the only disapRoy Mayo is engaged at the life-saving
pointment being in the fact that the supstation during the absence of Surfman
ply was not equal to the demand.
who was called home to JonesMiss Natalia Denney, of Berkeley Cal., Crowell,
port by his wife’s illness.
who ia spending the summer in Bar HarPastor Bolles is on a few weeks’ vacabor, is the guest of her cousin, Miss Helen
tion, but thanks to summer residents,
Hill, and aunt, Mrs. Jane Ashley.
services were held as usual on Sunday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson has returned
Rev. Hubert W. Wells, of Wilmington,
from Kockport, where she accompanied
in the morning, and Rev.
her brother-in-law, Capt. Hollis I. Hig- Del., preached
George H. Bottome, of New York, in the
gins, on his way to his vessel, the Mannie
evening. Between sixty-five and seventy
Swan, in New' York.
people enjoyed the able sermons. Edward
At the meeting house on the hill, SunCaigar, of Concord, Mass., presided at the
day morning before service the marriage organ. Mr. Caigar is a fine organist, and
oi Miss Eva, eldest daughter of Edith
the music was much appreciated.
Potter and John Dnke, to Frederick HaaS.
Sept. 13.
kell, of Hyde Park, Maas., took plaoe.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
are John D.
recent

CASTINE.

tistics—births, marriages

EAST LAMOINE.

Hutchins

last week in
Mrs. 8. F. Wardwell spent
With her mother, Mrs. Bailey

turned

kindred, end her cheerful, loving spirit
won

Miss Harriet
Boston.

Deveraux is visiting in

John Holmes and wile
Belfast.

are

visiting in

James Coombs has been seriously ill the

past week.

BORH.

Work has

commenced

on

the

new

dormitory.

ANNI8—At Stonington, Sept 8, to Mr and Mrs
Gleason Mont Annis, a son.
BLAI9DELL—At Orland, Aug 15, to Mr and
Mrs Alpheus H B'.aisdeli, a daughter.
CARTER—At Bluehill, Sept 7, to Mr and Mrs
Henry A Carter, a daughter.
CLAIRE—At Orland, Aug 29, to Mr and Mrs
Fred B Claire, a son.
DUNHAM—At Brooklin, Sept 10, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur A Dunham, a daughter. [Winifred Pearl.]

Rev. Mr. Pierce is the guest of E. H.

Carpenter and wife.
Miss Amy Perkins
to

returned

on

her studies in Boston.

Monday

Mrs. Jennie Stewart, of Rockland, is
visiting Mrs. J. H. Parker.
The O. E. S. resumed its meeting Thursday after a vacation of three months.
Miss Mattie Grindle went to Belfast on

HAGERTHY—At Ellsworth, Sept 10, to Dr and
Mrs George S Hagerthy, a daughter.
HAYDEN—At East Hartford, Conn, 8ept 6, to
Mr and Mrs F*ank P Hayden, a daughter.
[Ma.-cella Gladys.]
Sedgwick, Sept 11, to Mr and Mrs
H5£RY“At
8 Henfy* * daughter.
[Dorothy
Si?!?*?1?
Ethel.]
k^ACH—At Penobscot, Sept 8, to Mr and Mrs
Ellery F Leach, a son.
Bucksport, Sept 6, to Mr and Mrs
M£ADrAt
Frank Mead, a son.
TADESCHI—At Btonington, Sept 2, to Mr and
Mrs George Tadeschi, a son. [Vito.]

Saturday

to

undergo

a

slight operation.

Miss Elsie Stover, who has been home
during the summer, has returned to Newton, Mass.

Roy Kane, wife and daughter Phyllis
have returned to New York, where Mr.
Kane teaches.
Mrs. Patterson occupied the pulpit at
the Congregational church Sunday, and
gave an interesting talk on bible atndy.

MARRIED.
COOK—SEW ALL—At Southwest Harbor, 8ept
Rev Charles F Dole. Miss Mabel A
«,
Cook, of Southwest Harbor, to George
Ralph Sewall, of Malden, Mass.
COU8INS—SYLVESTER—At South Bluehill,
Sept 11, by Lincoln H Sibley, esq, Miss Julia
A Cousins to Fred B Sylvester, both of South
Bluehill.

I*_„

The fall term of the normal school
opened last week, with about fifty in the
entering class, and a few more expected.

by

George Clancy

Are combined in La France.

,m

wife, who have spent
the rammer with Mrs. Clancy’s parents,
E.
E.
Pbilbrook and wife, have returned
and

in looks—the perfection of grace and beauty.
In fit— faultless. In servlceabilty—unsurpassed.
We urge you to come in and see the new models—

1

When you see them you will wonder how so much
beauty, style, and quality can be put into a shoe selling
for from $3 'to $4. And they ere as comfortable as
they are beautiful.
Don’t you think it will be worth your while to drop
in and see the latest La France productions for Fall

ARMSTRONG—At Bar Harbor, Sept 7, Gen
Frank C Armstrong, of Washington, D C,
aged 74 years.
CHAPMAN—At Bar Harbor, Sept 7, Dr Henry
C Chapman, of Philadelphia, aged 64 years.
COLBY—At Bucksport, Sept 11, Elbridge G
Colby, aged 72 years.
DE LAITTRE—At Ellsworth, Sept 10, Sadie G,
wife of Thomas J De Laittre, aged 24 years,
4 months.
FINNEY—At Southwest Harbor, Sept 11, John
T Finney, aged 60 years, 5 months, 6 days.
HAYNES—At Mt Desert, Sept 6, Vernon H,
son of Mr and Mrs Harry Haynes, aged 5
years, 8 months, 9 days.
HIGGINS—At East Orland, Sept 10, John F
Higgins, aged 70 years, 3 months, 4 days.
JELLISON—At Brooklyn, N Y, Sept 12, Seth
Tisdale Jellison, son of the late William
aud Julia Tisdale Jellison, of this city, aged
64 years, 4 months, 1 day.
LOWELL—At Verona, Sept 10, Elisha D
Lowell, aged 69 years.
MERCHANT-At Hall Quarry, Sept 4, Lola,
infant daughter of Mr ana Mrs Howard
Merchant, aged 3 months.
M’GOW'N—At Ellsworth. Sept 11, Dorothy
Wentworth, wife of James A McGown, aged
69 years, 8 months, 21 days.
SINCLAIR—At Ellsworth, Sept 14, Eddie, infant twin son of Charles E and the late
Nellie Sinclair, aged 4 mouths, 22 days.
SWEET—At Bluehill, Sept 10. Hartford S
Sweet, aged 71 years, 6 months, 4 days.
THOMPSON—At Augusta, Sept 6, Frank
Thompson, of Penobscot, aged 41 years, 6
months.
TILLOCK—At Bucksport, Sept 12, Mrs Hannah D Tillock, aged 77 years.
WOODBRIDGE—At Brewer, Aug 30, Frederick W Woodbridge, formerly of Bucksport,
aged 38 years, 5 months, 12 days.

2Rrfjmtsnimit8.

WHAT

IS~HY0MeT?~

Come in the very next time you are

and Winter?
down town.

asfatrtiacmm*.

FREE I

obligation to purchase.

no

MARINE

DIED.

Tie Shoe. 5ed^cea£^

(I

OUPTILL—GOODWIN—At Surry, Sept 7, by
Rev W H Dunham, Mrs Ellen S Guptill to
to New York.
Stephen N Goodwin, both of Surry.
G.
HOMER—STEVENS—At Bucksport, Sept 8,
Sept. 13.
by Rev Edward Judson Klock, Miss Guiaa C
Homer, of Bucksport, to Harry I Stevens,
of New York city.
LIST.
MORGAN-FRANKS-At Ellsworth, Sept 11, I
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Grace L Morgan, I
of East Snrry, to Ira C Franks, of Brewer.
,
Hancock County Ports.
MORRILL—O'CONNOR—At Ellsworth, Sept
Southwest Harbor—Ar Sept 6, sch Annie F
14, by John H Brimmer, esq, Miss Alberta !
Kimball,
from
Gloucester
Morrill, of Brewer, to Stephen E O’Connor, i Ar
Sept. 13, sch J M Harlow, Red Beach, for
of Bangor.
New York, cargo laths
SMITH—ROBINSON—At Ellsworth. Sept 8,
Sid Sept 4, sch Nickerson
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Gertrude M
Smith to Edward F Robinson, ir, both of
Ellsworth.
WITHAM-GRAY-At Castine. Sept 11, by Rev
R C Douthitt, Miss Mildred F Witham to
Colby 8 Gray, both of Castine.

__

C.

L.

FREE I

MORANG,

ELLSWOBTH, MAINE.

Dr. Greene’s Laxnra
FOR HEADACHE, BILIOUSNESS,
OASES, FLATULENCY, HEARTBURN, VOMITING, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, CONSTIPATION and
all troubles of the

STOMACH, LIVER AND
BOWELS
FULL BOTTLE MAILED FREE

PORTLAND

AUGUSTA

BANGOR

Merits your consideration because its Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy
courses fit the young man or woman for the business world.
If such were not the case students would not be going out of this school
daily into positions. Catalog giving information in detail will bo mailed on

application.
F. L. SHAW, Pres.

Portland,

GEO. D. HARDEN, Treas.
Bangor, Me.

Me.

Write to-day for YOUR free bottle

DR. GREENE
MEDICAL

Maine State Normal Schools
Open

SPECIALIST

34 Temple Place, Boston
Long*established and successful practice.
Proved professional skill and
ability. Expert and honest treatment.
High standard of medicines. Reasonable and fair charges. Advice free.
All who write receive the personal
attention of Dr. Greene himself, proprietor of the great family medicine,
Dr. Greene’s Nervura, Blood and Nerve
Remedy.
Write Dr. Greene To-day.

COURSE

September for the school

in

OF-

MANUAL
No tuition

charges to

year 1909-10.

COVERS

STUDY

TRAINING

IN

ALL

TWO YEARS.

SOHOOLS.

persons who agree to teach in Maine two years after

graduation.

Catalogs giving full information may be obtained upon application to any
of the following principals : A. F. Richardson, Oastine, S. L. Merriman,
Presque Isle, "W. E. Russell, Gorham, IV. G. Mallett, Farmington.

OPENS TUESDAY, SEPT. 14
Study BOOKKEEPING, ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP, SPELLING,
You get
etc., under a practical bookkeeper and experienced teacher.

j

thorough individual instruction at
You Hare Heard About the Catarrh
Cure G. A. Parcher Guarantees.
Hyomei is a wonderful antiseptic,
so powerful that It promptly destroys
germ life, yet its action on the mucous
membrane is extremely soothing and
Merchants Bank Bldg.,
!
(In same building with, and endorsed
healing. It relieves catarrh in five
by Beal school of Shorthand)
Whether it’s a range or a fur35 Broad St.
minutes; it cures in a few weeks, or
nace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
Among
departures
money back.
MISS JESSIE M. TWADDEL, PRIN.
!
Schools begin to-day. Miss Annie ConIt is made chiefly of eucalyptus and
Holmes, Mrs. Holmes, Miss Holmes, for
sure to meet every requirement
taken
from
the
Brewer, Dr. Holmes, New York; Charles ner, of North Castine, is to teach here.
eucalyptus
eucalyptol
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
forests of inland Australia. The medic
Johnson, Worcester, Mass.; John G.
Twenty-four members of Highland cal
that
knows
profession
eucalyptus
Sold by
Mrs.
Allen,
Allan, Winthrop, Mass., grange visited Castine grange Saturday.
Bangor.
is an absolutely certain germ deEdward H. Smith, Attleboro, Mass., to They report excellent entertainment.
Demand is strong for our graduates.
“Grow up” iu Business !
stroyer, and with the active principles
resume teaching; H. Irah Thomsen, Mrs.
J.
Fred Allen, of Braintree, Mass., has of eucalyptus as a base, Hyomei is
Thomsen, for Baltimore, Md., Kenneth purchased the Amelia Dunham home- made more efficient, pleasant and
Main Street,
Ellsworth.
DOE
Bragdon (Mrs. Bragdon will leave for stead. He will move there in the Bpring. quick acting by the addition of
Y. M. C. A. Building, Bangor, Me.,
Porto Uico Sept. 18); Dr. Harvey Taft,
and
disinfectan
Thymol,
antiseptic
Beulah Leach, Annie Hatch and Leone ant
Mrs. Taft. Misa Pauline Taft, for Milford,
in the Listerian FRUIT
largely
employed
not
normal
Dent have returned to Castine
only fits you to become a competent stenographer or I
K.H.
The choicest that the market affords
System. Oualacol and other importschool. Morris Carter and Chandler will ant medicinal agents are also included
book-keeper, but assists you to a paying position. Terms ■ *
wholesome.
fresh,
luscious,
14.
H.
8ept.
in the Hyomei formula, which, withenter the Bucksport seminary.
I
moderate, H. N. Doe, Principal.
out doubt, is the greatest destroyer of SODA
NORTH FRANKLIN.
George 1. Soper has five men at work catarrh
the
world has ever
germs
▲11 flavors—Drawn fromJEllsworth’s
Mrs. Dora Abbott is visiting in Winn. moving and repairing buildings and one known.
Thorough training along practical lines. Write to-day for catalogue.
handsomest fountain.
He has between five and
wood.
is a powerful, penetrating
Hyomei
Chester Williams remains in poor hauling
six acres of potatoes, which are looking antiseptic that is pleasant to use. It
baalth.
Bananas at Wholesale.
nicely and will soon be ready for digging. does not contain a particle of cocaine,
Mrs. Fannie March ia visiting relatives
H.
opium or any habit-forming or injurSept. 13.
to Portland.
ious drug.
Confectionery and Cigars.
offer for sale some desirable bargains in Beal
EAST SURRY.
No dosing the stomach when you
C. J.Murch is
threshing considerable
Estate in
in
Just
breathe
it
use
Hyomei.
Fain at his milL
Miss Louise Alley is at work for Mrs. E.
I
through the small inhaler that comes
E.
Swett.
Melvin
with eaoh outfit. Sold by leading Main Street,
HANCOCK
SORRENTO.
Bragdon ia employed at
Ellsworth.
(Giles Block)
Walter Kane, who had an eye removed druggists everywhere, and in EllsMscomber’s mill.
We do a general INSURANCE and BEAL
iB
A.
Maine
Q.
Parcher.
for
Eastern
worth by
91.00
at the
N. K. Collar has
hospital recently,
ESTATE business and offer the best Compagone to Presque Isle,
complete outfit.
nies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspon'here he has
recovering rapidly.
employment.
dence solicited. All business given us will reMiss June Williams bat gone to East
Percy Kane is critically ill at the home
ceive the very best attention.
Leslie Kane and wife, on
his
of
parents,
to
JuckBport resame teaching.
road.
South
the
Surry
School began last week, Miss Della
Mrs.
Wasgatt and Mrs. Julia
Iragdon, of this town, teacher.
A. Chatto will attend the State W. C. T.
MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,
Ur. Ed.
rehave
Hooper and family
It relieves stomach misery, sour BtomU. convention at Bangor this week.
“rned to Fairfield after a few weeks at
and cures ail stomach disach,
belching,
Miss Annie Treworgy and Miss Genevieve ease or
hei^camp.
money back. Large box of tabthe high school at lets 60 cents.
Stinson are
Druggists in all towns.
Henry Jellison and wife are at home Ellsworth. attending
a
Miss Agnes Young passed
r°m Mouse
Don’t go without insurance during the shower season. We can insure
island, where they have snccessfnl examination, but will not enter
Prut the Bummer.
this tall.
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.
Sept. 13.
T.
U.
Sept. 13.

THE—

Bangor

CLARION.

Commercial School

j

—

P. ELDRIDGE,

BUSINESS COLLEGE,

I

_

I

8

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

_

LUCH

INI’S,

ELLSWORTH,

MI-O-NA

Margafet

POINT,

THE GEORGE H. GRANT C0„

Cures indigestion

lightning

O.

_

MARLBORO.

nT"

Riding

,e'ght children;
Mrs. Thompson
dee

her

ewaa

*

had

lived in Waltham

marriage thirty-six years

deeply

W.

EAST BLUEH1LL.

death op Mqw amoh d. Thompson.
Elia M., Wife ofAmoa D.
Thompeon, of
“■thain, Maas., died Sunday evening,
2u, at the Charlesgate hospital in
bridge from the effects of a shock
'ne 8 sur8ical operation.
Besides her husband, Mrs. Thompson
*Tes two sons-Walter
C., a dentist
in Waltham, and) Herbert E.,
uburndale, and one grandchild. The
“Ceased wa9 the second daughter of
“bum Hodgkins and
wife, of Marlboro,
“r death
being the first break in a family

ago.

devoted to her home and

Schools begin this morning, with Mr.
Sinclare and wife, of Columbia Falls, as
teachers.
Mrs. Preston Duffy, of Buck’s Harbor,
spent Saturday and Sunday with her parents, Luthur Bridges and wife.
John Charnley and William Farnsworth
Mass., recame home from Fitchburg,
cently, and are now working in Sedgwick.
The home of E. Wescott and wife was
made sad Aug. 30 by the death of their
daughter, Josie E., aged nearly sixteen.
She had been in ill health for some time,
but bore her suffering patiently. She was
well liked by all who knew her.
R.
Sept. 13.

TAPLBY

ELLSWORTH,

ME.
7

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

A BARGAIN

A line farm at North Hancock, containing 150 acres—One and one-half story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard in bearing. Farm is
stocked and fully equipped witb modern tools, Implements and machinery.
Several other

Inquire
If
SUf

•

REAL
The merchant who does not advertise in
a

dull

season

makes if

more

those who do advertise.

profitable for

of C.

Attractive Real Estate Values

W.

CIITTHN
OU I I

«S»

Properties

P.

Iv.

in Ellsworth,

MASON

Surry, Lamoine,

Hancock,

Ulf, Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the

SouthCoast.

Timber Lauds. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
OfUce at Residence, Surry Road, EUswprtU, Maine.

subscribers at 107 Robertson have returned from Hancock
<
Hancock county. I Point, where they have been employed.
post-offices
4 It the other papers in the County com- I
Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Nancy
Sned do not reach so many. The Ameri- Ash and family in the death of the husnot
in
the only paper printed
can is
band and father, Symond* E. Ash, on
Bancock county, and has never claimed to Aug. 26 at West Sullivan.
be, but it is the only paper that can propCharles Clapham and wife and Mrs.
erly be called a County paper; all the Onias Springer left Saturday for Boston,
rest are merely local papers. The circula- after several weeks’ vacation here. Mr.
The American, barring the Bar
tion
Springer accompanied hie wife here, and
Barbor Record's summer list, is larger after
making repairs and painting his
than that of all the other papers printed house returned to Boston.
in Hancock county.
The community was saddened to learn
of the death of Edward A. Jellison at his
Mr. Jellihome in Eastbrook, Aug. 23.
8011 was a former resident of the town,
and the family have many friends here
FRANKLIN.
who extend sympathy in their bereaveCurtis Springer attended the Presque ment.
Isle fair last week.
The community was shocked and sadJoseph Doyle and wife, of Boston, are dened to learn of the death of Julia

|

American has

*

tilt 22 7

in

COUNTY NEWS.

visiting

bis mother.

Young, wife of William Leighton Carpen-

Justin S. Doyle and wife, of West Sullivan,

were

in town

ter,

Wednesday.

though

Vida Springer left for Orono Tuesday to enter the University of Maine.
Miss Helen Macomber, a graduate of the
Maine Central institute, is teaching at

their

•Saturday morning.
Following an attack

of pleurisy and
chills, Oliver McNeil is confined to his bed.
It is hoped he will soon rally.
Friends here of Henry French and wife,

tneir irienas

was

former

a

wees.

last

.airs,

The smcerest

ing.
Sept. 6.

the

M.
_

Mrs. Arno
with fever.

C. E. Dwelley and family and George
Madison and wife visited at Penobscot
last week, taking in the Bluehill fair.
Mrs. Dora French Hovey aud daughter,
Miss Lucy, of Augusta, were welcomed
oy

happy and
sympathy is ex-

tended the almost heart-broken husband,
also the children, of whom there are four
—Mrs. Edmund Dockham, Mrs. Gilbert
G. Pettee. Miss Alice and William Leighton, jrM one 4*ster—Mrs. Ellen Colson,
two brothers—John and Burleigh Young,
of Bluehill, and a large circle of friends.
The services were held at the home Sunday forenoon, Rev. C. A. Purdy officiat-

wife and little daughreturned from their vacation trip east,

on

Al-

poor health for

to make her life

power

peaceful.

Bucksport.
Pastor Bromley,

Oakland, extend congratulations
birth of a daughter, born Sept. 8.

been in

as a

Miss

of

at

years, the end was not expected and came
stunning blow to the devoted husband and children, who have done all in

Miss Clara Leavitt and Miss Geneva
Bragdon visited Bangor last week.

ter

her home here.

Aug. 26,
she had

on

Bowden is

ill,

threatened

Howard Webb is more comfortable at
this writing.
Miss Mina E. Robertson has been visitiug her sister. Miss Hattie, who is employed at Bar Harbor.

riovey

resident, and it has been

Mrs. Blanche Salisbury Baker returned
previous
to Bar Harbor Saturday, after visiting relRaymond Dwelley returned Sept. 4
atives and friends here.
from Brooks where be is teaching, and
The Misses Holt, who have been guests
left again Monday. His wite and infant
daughter accompanied him; also Mrs. of their aunt, Mrs. George S. Hooper, have
Priscilla Dwelley. They will keep house. returned to their home in Machias.
has been away
Charles Hooper, who
Hon. L. F. Springer, who has arranged

several

years since her

visit.

J.

; three years, is visiting relatives here.
remain with bis family here, finds the His many friends are pleased to see him.
broad acres of his farm promising good
Harry Gilman Jordan, of Waltham, was
week
crops under the management of his son here last
visiting relatives and
his western business affairs

so

that he

can

Curtis.

friends.

Mr. Jordan

leaves this week to

!

CUPID AND GHOSTS,

“And who are you!”
“Oh, Walter, It must be yon:"
It wna not a ghost that reached out

|

wet hand and found her in the
I! cold,
darkness, and it was not in ghostly
WalThat whispers that they began to talk.
A Vacation In the
ter had left the train at the depot
Didn't Effect a Cure.
I three miles away to walk across the
country to the home ot the towhended
boy, where board had already been seBy DONALD ALLEN.
cured for him. lie had blundered Into
[Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary this house.
Ih-ess-J
It was an hour after his arrival beIt bad beeu decided Id family confore the storm passed away and left
clave to send Hilda to tbe country the road almost knee
deep In mud and
for tbe summer.
Hand In hand the couple set
water.
Hilda was not In a decline. Her ap- out.
Sometimes they waded through
petite was good. What troubled ber puddles, and sometimes It was only
Sometimes they fell, and
father and mother was 4o Hud that stick mud.
sometimes the mud about their feet
Hilda was in love.
John Wayne, her father, was a law- held them gprlght until they could
brace np for another struggle.
yer of note, and wben the “case" was
The hired man was beard hooting
bis
bands
tbe
he
Into
mother
by
put
long before the living ghosts reached
like
a
Id
inhandled it
this
lawyer.
the gate, and grim Annt Judith was
stance be constituted himself counsel.
found there with a lantern. Of cours<
Judge and jury, and tbe verdict was she was worried half to death. As the
that Miss Hilda was to be packed off bedraggled couple stood before her she
to the home of a maiden aunt in the
held up the lantern and surveyed
them.
country for three months.
“You went to carry old Mrs. Renfew
The mother doubted, but the father
Hilda had only reach- a berry pier* she finally said.
was confident
"Yes," was tbe demurs reply from
ed the childish age of nineteen. This
Hilda.
affair waa only a trifle. Aunt Judith
“And she threw a barrel of water
waa an old maid and bad no sympathy
over you and then rolled you In tbe
with such nonsense and would give mud!”
the girl sage advice. That conclave,
“No.”

consisting mostly of the father, settled things In half an hour. There is
popular complaint about the law's delay. but there are times when It moves
very swiftly.
Hilda was not told In so many words
why she was packed off to summer
with the geese and bumblebees aiyl
milkweeds, but she bad her suspicions.
She knew nothing whatever of law.
but she at once set to work to beat
Aunt Judith was grim
the lawyer.
and watchful and unsympathetic and
held Cupid In contempt, and that was
Within a
where her case was weak.
week of Hilda's arrival, by means of
the towheaded boy on the next farm,
the girl was receiving and sending letters.

The aunt had figured it out to herself that her niece would sulk for
about four weeks and that she would
have to read her at least a dozen lecShe was thus agreeably distures.
appointed when Hilda did not sulk.
Out In the orchard, under an apple
Twice a
tree, rested an old soap box.
week the towheaded boy came skulk
ing across the fields to leave letters
under that box and take away those
he found there.. He was receiving 10
cents a letter, and he bad a career l>efore him. The soap box was not quite
ns romantic as a sliver chest would
have been, but It was a fairly safe

“And then this—this person happened
along and she treated him !u the same
manner!"
“No, aunt I got caught In the rain
and took shelter in tbe old deserted
bouse. He also got caught In the rain
and did the same, and be has helped
me home."
“And this—this person’s name Is?"
“Walter Allen, ma'am, and 1 was on
my way to Farmer Brown's to become
a
summer boarder for n couple of
weeks,” answered the young man.
“To be near Hilda, of course! She
left a letter lying around today that
explains alL Well, sir. Farmer Brown
is a respectable man. and he goes to
l>ed at 9 o’clock, and here It Is an hour
and a half later. Come in, sir, and get
out of those sopping clothes and get
into bed. nnd you can go on aftet
breakfast"
“And what about me, aunt?" plaintively asked tbe girl.
“I will see about your case In the
morning, miss!"
But Aunt Judith was a bluffer. She
waited two weeks, during which tbe
young man was almost a boarder in
her house, and then wrote to het
brother-lB-law in the city:
“You may be a good lawyer. John,
and I may be an Argus eyed old maid,
but Cupid has beaten both of us, and
we might as well make the best of it"
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NORTH ISLE ISLE.
Haviland came Sunday on a
visit to his family.
Cecil L. Hardy has gone to New York
in the schooner J. Frank Lurvey.
Arthur

of

M’KINLEY.
Holli. Reed and wife are
living in 1tf.
house of W. Z. Richardson
D.

mg her sister at
home.

boat, Gapt.

Harbor

19

0’,

Misses Margaret and Katie Yogal, of
Philadelphia, who have been guests of Mrs.
Arthur Haviland, have returned home.

The McKinley lodge, F. and A
M if
initiating new members. Msnv
have already taken the
initiatorv degree'
The lodges of Southwest
Harbor and
Swan’s Island visited this lodge
last Ttie,
day week for the third degree. t)y,»„
stew was served.

busy

E. W. Hardy baa finished bis chambers
plastered and put the water into
his hous* on the Reach road, getting it
ready to rent to Delmont Torrey and wife.

and

Sept. 6.

Southwest

Miss Mary Skillins. who has
had em
ploymentat Mrs. Dix s this summer w.
called born* suddenly
by the illness h
mother.

New York

to

steam

Richardson returned to r
o( M
after his summer
vacation.

Mrs. IJitira Stanley, who ha*
been

Mica Mary Gorman, of Boston, who has
been |visiting Prof. Edward Adams, has
returned home.
went

L.

Thursday

and wife.

a

Committee.

_____

Mrs. Everett Powers and five children,
%>rtland, are visiting Joel H. Powers

Frank A. |Holden
last week to go on
Albert L. Haskell.

**

Ft’wt.
Mossed Sr*„0,-E

H.

The community was saddened
by tbs
death of Mrs. Maude Torrey
early Thunday morning. She bad been a patient
sufferer for more than two years, and
was
loved by all in the place. The
heartfelt
sympathy of all is extended to the bereaved husband and relatives.
Sept. 13.
p y

Mrs. R. B. Staples left for Augusta and

Rockport Saturday.
Gapt. F. A. Haskell

bas sailed for N'ew
York in schooner L. T. Whitmore.

M>sa Mildred Staples has returned from
BrookariUe, to attend high school.
Almon Howard, of Beverly, Mass., is
visiting his cousin, Mrs. O. L. Holden.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mr. and Mrs. Giles, of Boston, are
visiting at Mrs. M. J. Stinson's.

Miss Lida Stinson and her mother, Mrs.
Jack Stinson, have returned from Portland.

Henry Hill

|

a id

wife,

of

Boston,

are

Mrs. George Knights has returned from spending a few- days at Mrs. I. \v. stj„.
Sargentville, where she has been visiting \ son’s.
her brother.
The three-masted schooner M. v. B.
School commenced last Tuesday, taught j Chase, of New York, Capt. Willard Norby Miss Sarah Pickering, who boards with : wood, of Tremont, is in the harbor to
load stone for New York, from M. Haini
Mrs. Charles Scott.
Contracting Co.
Mrs. Mary Haskell is quite ill of stomSept. H.
Spec.
ach trouble. Her son Frank, of Boston,
has been home, but has returned to bis
sDJbmtfirmtnts
work.

Ur. Robert Grimes, of Philadelphia, has
been visiting bia sisters and brother.
Misses Jennie and Florence and William
Grimes.

The Mark

Mrs. John Frost and little daughter and
friend, who have been at Mrs. Ellen

Hayes’ the past two
turned to Boston.
Sept. 13.

months,

have

on

& Silverware

re-

WB

TWc tno»t

^

MAN8ET.

•tatnpcU

wish tl«

noirncU trade

The touring car of J. T. Maxwell w ith the enter the University of Maine for a four
family, from their cottage at Hancock years’ course in civil engineering. He
Point, passed through town Saturday en was salutatorian of the Ellsworth high
Herman Smith and wife are receiving
route to their camp at Grand Lake Stream. school, class c! 09.
Many friends wish
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Their start was delayed a few days by a him success.
M.
(Walter Kenneth.)
Sept. 13.
slight accident to their eldest son William.
The yacht Princess, owned by J. L.
George A. Martin and wife, of Calais, and
WEST FRANKLIN.
Stanley & Sons, made daily trips to Blueson, Fred L. Martin and wife, of Hartford,
Mrs. Helen Chick is visiting her brother,
hill during the fair.
Conn., were week-end guests of Capt. Edward Dyer and wife. Fred L. is a gradu- Lewis Shuman.
S. W. Newman and daughter Marion atate of the C. of M., an electrical engineer
S. S. Scammon has a crew in the woods
tended the fair at Bluehill. Miss Marion's
postofflee.
and a member of the firm of automobile yarding birch and
poplar.
horse, Baby Lawrence, was entered in the
By and by a letter told that Waltet
Armour’s Generosity.
manufacturers by whom he has been emraces.
Edgar Mclainch and wife, of Great Allen would have his two weeks’ vacaThe employees of the late P. D. Arployed.
Mrs. Will Stanley and children, of MonPond, are visiting Earl Bracy and wife. tion beginning at a certain date and |
mour always referred to him as “tbe
The annual picnic of the G. A. R. post
began, are visiting her parents, Thomas
Mrs. Eugene Butler, who has been here
that a certain event might be expected
old man." This was not so much tbe
at Hardison’s grove Labor Day, was an
Fernald and wife.
the past two months, has returned to her
to happen.
This letter was worth au
result of a habit among workmen of
enjoyable gathering of “old friends and home in East Boston.
extra dime to Hilda, and she conscienS. S. Dolliver, who is employed at Popcalling their employer “the old man"
true”. Veterans to the number of twenty
Bugs and worms of all kinds are eating tiously left the same under the box as an eccentricity of the "old man" ham Beach, speut Labor day at his home
were in the ranks.
After-dinner remarks
She also sang so
everything eatable. A small green worm when she replied.
himself. When be wanted to give aid here.
by Superintendent-of-Schools Percy T. is
Mad.
Sept. 9.
killiug the birches and a large green often and was so cheerful in and out anonymously he said. "That's from
Clark were pleasing, and also the singworm is stripping the maples.
The grass of the house that Aunt Judith held a the old man." Many gifts went out of
of
national
the
ing
songs by
company.
WEST TKEMO.VT.
conclave with herself and amusingly
hoppers are taking the rest.
his pocket under tbe signature of “Tbe
The death of Mrs. Gamage Richardson
MEMORIAL KESOLt'TIORS.
announced to the audience that wasn't
Ch’e’er.
Sept. 6.
Old Man.”
removes
a
woman
of
rare
It is with fecliug of sadness that your comqualities.
mere:
*
A young girl went to tbe business mittee
She was a
sufferer from neuralgia for
accept the duty assigned them and
George Spriuger is laid up with a lame
"I have delivered only three lectures
office of tbe great packing concern one present a brief tribute to the
and
memory of our
for
several months had
back.
years,
on the foolishness of calf lore and the
day to report tbe Illness of a friend late brother, Winfield B. Sprague.
been much of an invalid. The MethoGeorge Butler and Frank Goodwin are duty of children to their parents, but who worked as a stenographer in tbe
Reeol red. That Pacific Temple, No. M, has,
dist church misses a consistent Christian
haTe
been
sufficient
to
the
heads
at
the
mill.
they
open
rounding
office. Mr. Armour happened to stand lost an esteemed member, and we wish to ex* j
member. Her friends realize she nas ena
dear
and
make
different
girl's eyes
Schools begin this morning. Mrs. Eva
press our deep appreciate of his faithfulness
near and overheard the girl s request
tered into rest for which she was fully 1
being of her.”
Springer will teach the grammar school.
for an udvauce In her frleud's salary and high character, and his cheerful presprepared. Miss Macomber officiated at
An hour before dark one summer evenence will
in

r.;m-

plfcf*d fc;Ks. «ra«*l fancy ►rr'.;j
are

Capt. Edward Sparling, of Franklin Island light station, is visiting his parents,
Robert Spurting and light.
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The

West Franklin have formed
patching club—an auxiliary to the ladies’

the funeral held at the late home Wednesday afternoon. Two children by a former
Justin S. Doyle, of
marriage survive
We9t Sullivan, and Mrs. Samuel Bragdon
residing here. Sympathy is extended to
the husband and children.
B.
Sept. 13.

men

of

ing Hilda was asked if she wanted to
a
carry a berry pie to a poor old woman
club.
embroidery
living In a cottage half a mile down the
PearhCoorabs and wife, Evelyn, Zelpha, road.
Hilda did, and she was humGerald and John Coombs enjoyed an outming to herself as she set out. it was
ing at the East brook camp Saturday night by this very road that within a day oi
and Sunday.
two she might expect -.
But she
Sept. 13. _Ch e er.
had to carry that berry pie very careNORTH SULLIVAN.
fully and not expect too much.
EAST FRANKLIN.
John Scott left Ang. 25 for North CaroBetween her aunt’s home and the old
Beulah
and
he
Mildred
Wallace
where
to
the
winwoman's was a deserted farmhouse
lina,
Hooper
expects
spend
have returned home from Bar Harbor.
ter.
standing close to the highway. WinEva Springer has returned from Seal dows and doors were gone, the roof
M. E. Moon, Genevieve Eatler and Mina
Harbor where she has been employed.
falling in and the yard grown up to
I
Earl Springer and Ellis Springer will go weeds. The towbeaded boy could have
jRrtttal.
told Hilda that it was a haunted house
to Aroostook county this week to w'ork.
and that ghosta bad been seen troopW. L. Hardison, who had his foot sein and out.
! verely crushed on the stone quarry a few ing
One can’t simply hand in a berry pie
weeks ago, is at work again.
to a poor old woman and then rush
Howard W. Hooper, wife and daughter away. She mnst be
questioned about
visited
Curtis
and
wife
Evelyn
Hooper
j her rheumatism and other ailments
and Dr. Hooper and wife at Georges pond
and cheered np to live another twenty
■Ellsworth People Have Found yesterday.
years. By the time the good Samaritan
Mr. Welch and John Patten have each
was ready to say good by it was dark.
that This is True.
quite a crew of pickers helping harvest She hadn’t paid any attention to the
cranberries. There would have been an
sunset and the gathering clonds. and
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
unusually large crop but for the early she had hardly gone ten rods when a
A little cause may hart the kidneys.
frost, which damaged it fifty per cent.
big raindrop struck her cheek. She beR.
gan to run, but the drops came faster
Sept. 13.
Spells of backache often follow.
and faster, and by the time she had
Or some irregularity of the urine.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
reached the deserted house she wss
A certain remedy for such attacks,
Charles Graves tndjBoyd Tracy were in drenched and thought only of finding
A medicine that answers every call.
shelter until the worst of the storm
Bar Harbor last week.
—

I

Answers Every Call.

_

Kidney Pills, a true specific.
Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, spent
a day recently with her
Many Ellsworth people rely on it.
mother, Mrs.
Matilda Martin.
Here is Ellsworth proof:
Lee McKay has gone to Aroostook
R. T. Yonng, farmer, Partridge Cove
where he has employment
with
his
road, Ellsworth, Me., says: “Befpre I
cousin, Neal Sullivan.
ueed Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902, I had
William Miles, who has been visiting his
snch a severe attack of backache that 1
brother Thomas in Whitman, Mass.,
could scarcely move about. I think the came home last week. While there he
trouble was caused by a cold which I con- was quite ill. Thomas accompanied him
tracted. I heard so many favorable re- home, and is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Tracy, and other relatives here.
ports about Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
G.
Sept. 11.
concluded to try them, and procured a box
me
Moore’s
store.
at
They brought
drug
Many people delude themselves by saying
“It will wear away”, when they notice sympprompt relief and I continued using them toms of kidney and bladder trouble. This is
Is Doan’s

with

increasing

recommended
many of my

benefit.

Doan’s

have

Kidney

since

Pills

to

friends and know of several

persons who have
from

I

derived good

results
A NARROW ESCAPE.

their use.”

For sale by all dealers.

Price GO oents.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the Vnited States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no

other.

mistake.
Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy,
and stop the drain on the vitality.
It cures
backache, rheumatism, kidaey and bladder
trouble, and makes every trace of pain, weakness, and urinary trouble disappear.
G. a.
Parchkr.
a

Edgar N. Bayliss, a merchant of Robinsonvilie, Del., wrote: “About two years ago I
was thin and sick, and coughed all the time,
aud if I did not have consumption, it was near
to it. I commenced using Foley’s Honey and
Tar, cud it stopped my cough, and I ani now
entirely well, and have gained twenty-eight
good result- from takpounds, all due to the
ing Foley's Honey and Tar.” G. A. Parcher.

passed.
Hilda thought of ghosts as soon as
she was under shelter, but, owing to
the leaks in the roof, she had to more
back until she was against the wall of
what had once been the large front
was

of the houae. There she cowered
and trembled and shook and wept. If
she was a heroine she didn’t know It.
Ten—twenty—thirty minutes passed
and then a ghost walked. Despite the
noise of the downpour, Hilda heard
that ghost plow its way through the
tangled and sodden weeds before the
door and enter It shook itself like a
wet dog.
Ur mattered.
The water
from its soaked garments dripped ou
the floor. The girl had never divided
the ghost family into wet and dry, but
now she needed no outsider’s assurance lhat she was in the presence of
a wet ghost.
She was speechless with
terror until she heard the ghost softly
moving lu her direction to get away
from the leaks.
Then she suddenly
screamed out:
"Are you a ghost?”
“No. Are you?” tame the reply.
"Then who are you?”
room

with which to pay the doctor's bill.
Thrusting his thumb into his vest
pocket—that pocket which seemed a
mint of greenbacks—he banded the girl
a roll of bills.
"Take that to your friend.” be said
then addingto relieve the girl's astonishment, “WU her the old man sent
it”
Before the girl could thank him be
was gone, but just as she left the
bunding he again appeared and, finding her gone, hurried hatless into the
BUCCL

“Here, here! I forgot something,"
he called.
The girl turned back, and without a
word Mr. Armour pressed something
Into her band. She looked down. It
was a twenty dollar bill.
Mr. Armour had decided that his
gift was not sufficient and hastened to
Increase It.
The Laughter Curs.
It Is all very well for a German doctor to prescribe hearty laughter as a
remedy for nervous diseases, but perhaps he will also be good enough to
tell us where we are to get the Ingredients for his prescription.
One cannot well alt down and langb
“till the tears run down the cheeks” at
nothing at all, however anxious to
cure a severe attack of neuralgia.
When one comes to think of It, few
things make one laugh to this extent,
and what is one person’s meat where
hilarity is concerned may prove so
poisonous to another aa to plunge hi™
to the very depths of depression.
There are people who will double up
with merriment when they see some
one else fall down a flight of steps,
and afterward describe it as “the funniest thing they ever saw," bat,most
nervous

patients probably would not

laugh at all if in order to effect a
cure an attempt were made to excite
their hilarity by throwing relatives
and servants down stairs. Nerve specialists who adopt the laughter cure
will have either to practice clowning
br keep trained fools to set their patients "In a roar.”—Lady’s Pictorial.
A Little Vindictive.
“So yon waDt the privilege of voting
for people of whom yon approve?”
“No,” answered the suffragette, “I
desire the satisfaction of publicly refusing to vote for people whom ! don’t
like.”—Washington Star.

““**
rrv« arfrkw, bow to obtain patent
copyrtgbla. etc.. (N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct uiih Washing ton sa.es nru,
money and often the fa ten

our memory.
Huger long
Repaired, That we extend our warmest sympathy to the sorrowing wife and children,
and direct them to the One whose friendship, <
love and truth never faileth.
Retolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days, a copy
of these resolutions be spread upou
on

I»uJ^K«K5SSfa^

Patent and Infringement Practice Eiclurivt’y.

_

Write or com* to a* at
MS Ktatt Street, epp VnlWd Buvw P»*c*
WASHINGTON, 0 C

CSct.

_

! I Don’t Fool with Grippe
Grippe,
YOU
Broncheck
Tonsilitis and many
similar troubles if you
take Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
internally. As soon as vour eyes
water and your head and bones
ache, you know you’re in for Grippe,
That’s the time' to use this famous

1

99-year-olJ remeJy.
It also affords quick relief from
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,

;

Inflammation, sprains, burns,
cuts and bruises, etc., should
always be bathed with

I

can

chitis,
other

etc., when taken

;
1

internally.

JOHNSON'S:
ANODYNE UNIIUENT
*

25c and 50c
I. S. JOHNSON A

clarion
I CLARION

a

Parsons' Pills

bottle.

CO., Boston,

AND
oak

es.
are best of all laxat
Sure relief Iron ConstietcBiliousness,
pation,

Mass.

furnaces]
—=

bare the fundameatal merit of thoroug
construction.
the

P

on
If you hare known

light weight, carelessly

you need to learn what
are

fittedJ‘‘“

CLARIONS

doing.

heating
A good furnace is the best
TeD
because
world
the
in
apparatus
under
lates as well as heats and is
a
stant control—but to be sure you
and reco
a good furnace, study quality
then you will buy a CLARION.
ESTABLISHED 1839.

&

BISHOP CO-

BANGOR,

MAINE-

| WOOD

Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.
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F. H. Hamilton’s shore, have returned to
Boston.

.--vgM

enter

U. of M. this

ot

11.

,onie

on a

has been

a

ciation.]
When the civil war broke out Archie
Van Valkenburgb. a descendant from
old Garret Van Valkenburgb. who

_

Miss Nellie Pervear is home from NorthHarbor.

vacation.

Wardwell was
Hi,* Maud
Hinckley.
jl jliss Emma

By DONALD CHAMBERLAIN.
[Copyright, 1909, by American Press Asso-

Misses Wells, daughters of Otis Wells,
Boston, have retnrned home after visiting their grandfather, John 3. Wells.
S*pt. 0.
Sub.

tear*
of Boston, visited Miss Alice
Jliss True,

Holt dept.
Harold Morse, of Portland,

ARCHIE'S DILEMMA.

Fred Candage is doing some
carpenter
work for D. M.
Means, who ia repairing
his ell.

bluehill.
will
Everett Chase

AT NORTH POLE.

east

recent guest

owned a farm at the time of the Revolution in what is now the middle of
New York city. left his millions and
will attend the norHiss Sadie Billinga
Mis-;
Edith
has
Gott
returned
to resume In the ranks went down into Virginia
Caatine this fall.
M1 ..-tiool at
at
to help preserve the Union.
teaching
Woburn, Mass.
Harvard Dodge, wife and child hive
Harry Hamilton has returned to his i Archie’s regiment one afternoon,
home ill Vermont.
^turned to their
business at Greenfield, Mass.
skirmishing through a little aristocratic
U. of M., '09, has reSormau Mayo,
John G. Eaton, of Sedgwick, has been j Virginia town, encountered a brigade
to the college as an instructor.
of Confederates which gave tfcrem a
for H. O. Staples.
wife and child, of Colorado, surveying
fire that disabled most of them. The
Harrv Soper,
Miss Lnetta Noonan, who has been at
of F. H. Butler and wife last
rest scattered aud ran back as fast
tere «u sis
1
W. H. Giles’, has gore to her home in as
their legs would carry them. Archie
reek.
Mass.
Hoxbury,
among the runners. Mounting a pretty
H,,. S Orenda Mason, Clara and Margie
F. L. Cole has sold his grocery business white fence that inclosed a flower
home from Seal Harbor to
Jlclntyr came
to Harry and William Cousins, of Naskeag, garden, he climbed into the branches
a iling Sept. 1.3.
xginl
who will take possession in October. Mr.
of a cherry tree. The leaves as well
and children, of
Mr u <1 Mrs. C lark
Cole will go West in November.
as the cherries were thick, and he was
last
week
with
her
paBeloK'i't. spend
well hidden.
The Confederate comSub.
Sept. 13.
and
wife.
Davis
■cntP, Frank
mander, fearing an ambush, ordered a
UOTFS ISLAND.
\Ir^- Storer, of Cleveland, has sold her
halt, leaving his pickets within a few
Point to Mrs. Harbour,
Philip Moore is having quite a run of ! hundred yards of the fence Night
rott*^ at Parker
fish in bis weir this ween.
came on and left the soldier up the
tsiiterof Mrs. Victor Strobcl.
tree.
i’ rtilini, who has been the guest
Mrs. Clara Y. Hodgkins is visiting her
Marches had been long and fighting
M ss Pearson through the summer, daughter, Mrs. Frank Babbidge.
Archie was tired, hungry,
sited f>r Florence, Italy, Sept. 14.
Mrs. Ida Dix, of Bernard, who has been i frequent
In climbing the
Marion McIntyre arrived from visiting friends here, has returned home. sleepy and ragged.
Mitree a sharp broken limb had removed
7
to spond her vacation
i
1
Sept.
i
flip's
Miss Nellie Spering, of Philadelphia, what
remained of the seat of his trouparents, E. W. McIntyre and who has spent the season at Petit Plais- ;
rith
sers. but he didn’t mind that so long
I
ants, left Friday.
as he was safe from capture.
Finding
The ademy opened the fall term Sept,
S. A. Johnson and family, of Somerville,
two parallel
branches near together,
W.
J.
Nutter
former principal
j, w
Mass., who have occupied Old Farm this he stretched himself between them
nd t!. Mi-ses Shaw, of Orono, graduates season, left for home Monday.
and went to sleep.
,(i\ of M., as assistants.
In the morning tiie bright sun awakMrs. Graham and her two children, j
Card' have been received announcing who have spent a few weeks with Mrs. L. ened him, and he found that all apDipearance of war had vanished.
he marriage of Miss Edith Cousins and S. Trask, have, returned to Pawtucket, R.
j
of Weat dale, Mass. They have
lr.
rectly beneath him was a girl pluckI.
ing roses. Archie was not afraid of
hnht-i wishes of friends here.
Mrs. C. H. Hodgkins, of Attleboro,
a girl; he had danced and tiirteu with
Rev. a. Mayo occupicd'the pulpit of the
Mass., w ho has scent a few' weeks with too
I!ut
many of them In New York.
hptist church Sept. 12. Ueorge H. Coffin, her parents, L. S. Trask and wife, left Frihe remembered the missing seat of his
day.
if Harrington, a student of Bangor theoMrs. Abbie H. Reed, of Westbrook, who
trougers and kept quiet. Unfortunateojjicai >cminary will preach there Sept. 19.
has spent a few days with her son, Alfred ly the girl looked up and saw him.
The following have gone’to teach out of Staples, of Atlantic, called on her brother,
She was about to shriek
when
M. V. Babbidge, Thursday
Misses Eva Snowman and Marown:
Archie dropped directly before her.
Chips.
tret B. lfinckley,Stonington; May Curt is,
Sept. 11.
\
Dolling his hat and bowing very low.
^ribou. Nellie Douglass, Belle Butler,
as was the custom with swells in those
BROOKS VILLE.
Jastine; Allie Osgood, Kumford Falls; *
days, he said:
Mrs. Paris Carter remains very ill.
littie Mi Intvre, Presque Isle; Ida Morse,
"Pardon me for coveting your cherMildred
Chase,
Miss
Sanborn
Ethel
is
Sargentville;
ledgvrick:
employed by ries. i was hungry.”
North Sedgwick; Roy Myrle Lime burner.
.ilia McIntyre,
“Are you one of ours?” was her first
foody, Ellsworth; Mary E. Chase, U. of
Mrs. F. W. Eaton and daughter Jennie,
question. His uniform was so dilapiI. 09, Chicago.
of Sedgwick, are visiting Mrs. Eaton's pa- j dated that she couldn't tell whether it
A daughter was born on Sept. 6 to Mr. rents, J. H. Billings and wife.
was Confederate or Federal.
Besides,
nd Mrs. trank P. Hayden, of East HartMrs. John Donlin and son Clarence she was rattled.
ord, Conn. Mrs. Hayden was formerly have returned to their home in Trenton.
"1 nm not one of yours,” he replied.
lias Lula K. White, who resided summers
They were accompanied by Mr. Donlin, j “I wish I were.”
Her who will
t Biuehiil fora good many years.
"What do you mean?”
return in a few days to resume
itber is Frank S. White, of the White work here.
"1 refer to the cherries and the
Jrinite Co., which has extensive quarries
roses.”
L. H. Billings and Albion Closson, who
«re. The little one’s name is Marcella
“Oh!”
are employed in Stonington, spent Labor
“If I were a cherry, you could eat
Jlidvs; its weight at birth was seven and
with relatives here.
day
itie-half pounds.
me; If a rose, you could wear me in
E. L. Roberts lost his horse, Maud, one
your hair.”
H. S. Sweet, a well-known and reday last week.
Her fright vanished. What a handpected citizen, died Sept. 1 J, at the HomeMrs. Dudley Jones and Miss Elsie some. ragged, dirty man!
lead, Parker Point. He h id much to do
“Y'ou are my prisoner.” she said.
ritb the development of Parker Point as Kench are ill.
A.
Sept. 6.
"Delighted to be mad* captive.”
summer resort, having purchased toe
"I mean it A single word from me
mcPa ker farm some thirty years ago,
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
would call'a number of people.”
?fore the attractiveness of the locality
The child born to Mrs. Lew is Farnham
"Please don’t speak it.”
ias known outside the town.
Mr. Sweet
Aug. 22, has been christened Samuel ! “1 order you to turn and walk before
saves a -.\ idow, three daughters, a son and
Wasson.
me to the house over there.”
trend grandchildren. Hi* remains were
Archie remembered the missing seat
Mrs. Ira Tapley and daughters have \
uen to Salem, Mas*., his earlier home,
of his trousers. He paled slightly.
closed their cottage and returned to Brookjr burn l.
“Would you mind my walking backSit.13
M.
lyn, N. Y.
ward?” he asked humbly.
_
Arey has been granted a j
Benjamin
Capt.
WINTER HARBOR.
"Backward!"
permit to build a wharf north of the
“Yes; you look awfully fierce. Pm
J. E. S:n ii t 'e is at Camden this week.
present one owned by him.
afraid you’ll shoot me.”
El wood J. Robertson, of Bingor, was in
of
Ellis
Robert
Norfolk,
Tapley,
Capt.
The girl smiled.
She held her arm
own Sunday.
Va^ is here to spend two weeks with his toward him, a rose In the hand.
Miss Marion Tracy left to-day for HeHattie
E.
Mrs.
mother,
Tapley.
"Y’ou see.” he said, taking the rose,
ron to resume her studies at the academy.
Ralph H. Condon and Charles H. Bab- “facing you 1 caD disarm you."
Mrs. Emma Kingsley and son Alpheus bidge have been drawn as jurors to serve
“It’s all the weapon 1 have.
You
ere guests of E.
W. Whitten and wife at the October term of court at Ellsworth. are Id do danger. Now turn about aad
Tomson.
move forward or I'll call.”
ondsy.
Sept. 6.
Miss Amy Dodge is visiting her parents,
M. L. Dodge and wife.

ined

|

>

1

|

>

William Mack, who has been seriously
typhoid fever the past three weeks,
somewhat

Maggie Sharp
Dan Rogers.
Lida Qray has gone
in a millinery shop.
Mrs.

improved.

Mrs. Abbie Pendleton, who has been at
ingor during the illness of her husband
1 the

hospital, came

home

Friday.

interesting
for

program has

been

pre-

Odd Fellow's picnic w’hich
be held at the Jordan field, Saturday,
tyt. 18.
an

Sept.

telephone exchange,

is

spending

her

Mrs.

*Mion with her parents, D. A. Morrifland wife.

in

town

a

13.

employM.

Mrs. P. 8. Bowden recently
daughter, Mrs. Sadie Sanborn,

arc

jeta

who has

there.

Mrs. Efllce Bracy, of Seal
Harbor, is
visiting her parents, P. J. Orindle and
wife.

opened

full attendance. The
as follows:
Grammar, Miss
Haskell. Deer Isle; intermediate;
1- M.
Bunker, Prospect Harbor;
»mary, Miss Rilla Staples, Atlantic;
►*er
Harbor, Miss Georgia Bickfosd.

Ridley’s husband,

NORTH BLUEHILL.

Midstone lodge.
Miss Rebecca Webber, who has been a
»idtnt of Junction City, Kan., the past
0
years, is visiting her parents, J. B.

ushers

(or

Boston to work

Sept. 8.

a party of Odd
Mows from Bar Harbor Friday night,
be present at the
regular meeting of

onday with

to

house

1.

ment

'*cht Hector brought

ebber and wife.
The several schools

keeping

Mrs. Bernice Ridley and daughter, Miss
Tressa Saunders, have gone to Milo to see

Miss Minnie Morrison, of the Bar Har-

>r

is

Fred Patterson and Harvey Oray are
working in Stillwater in a mill.
Mrs. Viva Crockett and son Ernest are
visiting Mrs. Lottie Stewart in Hancock.
The firat reunion o( the Houston family
was held at B. S. Johnson’s Wednesday,

Extensive lepairs arc to be made on the
one cottage at Grindstone Neck this
il. Contractor C. E. Grover has charge.
An

A crisis nail come.

NORTH ORLAND.

lof

|

visited her
who

is in

poor health.
Mrs. M. A. Macomber, of Waterville, is
visiting at A. T. Gillis'.
Miss Jennie Wescott is home from
South Brooksville, where she has been

employed.
C. K Wescott spent

A.

a

few

days in Port-

He was accompanied
land last week.
home by his daughter Eleanor, who will
NORTH BROOK UN.
frank Hamilton has returned to his ! spend her vacation with her parents.
O.
&»ng business at
Sopc. 8.
Joplto, Mo.
Yardman Means, of N. H., has been
DEDHAM.
‘ting his brother, D. M. Means.
Miss Hazel Cowing has gone to Clifton
__

j

?yry Hamilton, of Greenfield, Mass.,

is

to

‘ting his father, Henry Hamilton.
•H- Hamilton
accompanied the Burtt® to Boston
on business and pleasure,
ks. Annie Howe and
daughter Louise,
^have been with the party tenting at

family regulator,

,.xua^ Orderlies are unsurpassable for
dnrT 01 cMildren, old folks and delicate
as lor robust people.
We
ln(!}8; as
recommend them to all
l*ghly
ip.^100
rs °*

constipation. We offer your
** y°u are nat satisfied. '1 hey
n.u like
candy, ar»d do not gripe,
s, or cause
any annoyance whatever.
and 25c.
E. G. Moore,

visft-

J. E. Turner and son Ernest, of
Brewer, are visiting relatives in town.
Mrs.

|

RtrtitrtfannnUft*
A

teach.

Mrs. Lueena Heath, of Corinth, iB
ing her son, W. W. Heath.

i

H. P. Burrill and wife went to Hebron
last week to visit their son Ony, who is in

the sanatorium there.
Sept. 6.

^1

Accidents will happen, but the best-regulated families keep Ur. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
It subdues the pain
for such emergencies,
r/.
aud heals the inert.

„

oV'2,e#’l°*
5

k“.h'cor-

I'os“*ce-

J»r. Abernethv, the great F.nglieh physician,
When ftr.v y«
said. "Watch your kidneys.
affected, life is in danger.” Foley’s lvlduey
Remedy makes heplthy kidneys. co-aects
urinary irregularities, and tones up the whole
system. G. A. cawChrs.

“Won’t you please walk before me?
“Certainly not. Do you suppose I
wish to be murdered?’
“ADd 1 don't wish to be crucltied."
“I would advise you to do as 1 say.
Really you are a very nice, ragged,
dirty Yankee. 1 like you. and If you
will do ns 1 say before any one comes
I’U take you borne and hide you.”
Here were two horns of a dilemma—
on tbe one band, avoidance of going to
Libby prison; on the other, walking be
fore a pretty girl with an exposed
shirt tall. Tbe blood of generations of
swells revolted at such an Ignominious
situation.
■’Never!” he said at last
“You don’t mean that you fear an
unarmed girl? Bow can you Yankees
expect to conquer our men If you are
afraid of our girls?”
“If you wese a man, you might
march me anywhere. I’m unarmed.”
“About face—march!”
•T mutiny. Excuse me. I must mutiny !”
“Oh. you do? Well, If you continue
to—
There, yonr obstinacy has cost
That's my father
you your liberty.
coming. Be'll call out sufficient men
to arrest you. and they’ll send you to
Richmond. I can't protect you.”
A gentleman came up and. seeing Ills
daughter talking with a disreputable
looking man, knitted his brows.
“Father,” said the glrl.^ "here’s a
Yankee. He hid in this tree when our
boys drove his people off yesterday
evening. 1 ordered him to march before me to the bouse, and he refusee.
Take him In charge.”
“You march to that house mlgbty
quick." said the man. “or I’ll”—
”1 will If your daughter will go flrst."
"Why so?" asked the man. surprised

/’Look”’

Be turned his back to the genPeman.
“Carey." said the latter, "go on
ahead."
The girl obeyed the order. When she
was out of hearing Archie said to his
captor. “I could have escaped, but not
without showing this." taking hold of
his shirt tall, "to your beautiful daugb
ter”
“You chose Imprisonment because
you.wouldn’t do that, sub? You're a
geutlemra. suh Cut and run."

SD&cTtunntnta.

for several hours—a day—as many days as
he can—and he will soon be many years in
Confuse Ideas of Time the
future, far ahead of his age. Now if
and Distance.
he could run up a century or two and then
In the fierce light which is now beating return home with them he would have
Rip Van Winkle.
upon the north pole many wonderful facts outstripped
“Before he leaves the pole, I want him
about this region of the globe are being to do some
running west. He will lose
either stated in detail, merely suggested, time while running in this direction, and
will
be
steadily returning into the past.
or altogether ignored.
Soon it will be yesterday, soon last year;
It has been known, for example, that
indeed, if time will permit -and it does
the earth is flatter at the poles than at seem as if it would permit
anything at the
any other part of its surface, and that the pole— he may run back through the whole I
Christian
and through the ages of the
era,
flattening is greater at the north than at ancient world. But lest
this should prove
the south pole. This flattening was sus- unwholesome if too
long persisted in, let
pected in 1672, because in that year a clock us stop him after he has gone back a few
which was known to be a correct time- centuries, and have him reverse his steps,
Conditions

wind up his years
to date.

keeper in Paris was observed to lag behind two minutes a day in French Guiana,
South America. The supposition that this
loss of time was due to gravity being feebler

near

the equator than toward the north

pole Wttfi confirmed by experiment.
By actually measuring a degree of
tude in

and

come

down

and be at

thirty-four

The

country and then
equator, certain French astronomers were able to show, from the
fact that the former was longer that the
earth was flattened at the north pole. By

eyes an advertisement catches
dollars it is worth.

more

close to the

the

carrying

Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
cause chronic constipation.
Doap’s Regulets
operate easily, tone the stomach, cure consti2oc.
Ask
pation.
your druggist for them.—
Artvt.

out the

same process at the
Cape
Hope, it was shown that there
also flattening at the south pole.
man
standing at the north pole is

of Good
was
A

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

day.”

next

lati-

far northern

a

again,

“Then let us make one more supposition. Suppose he is thirty-five years old
be
he can easily
to-day. To-morrow
thirty-six years old. Then, returning the
other way, he can get back to thirty-five

more

ISaiiroatiB aits StritaftRat

about

twenty miles nearer the center of
weighs more than if he were
at the equator. He \teighs more because
at the pole he stands on a spot where the
centrifugal force of the earth’s revolution
the earth and

is

practically nothing,while

j

!

at the

equator j
gravity is reduced somewhat by the rota- j
tion of the earth’s ki.rface at the rate of I
1,140 feet in a second or a little over 1,000 !
miles

an

|

21, 1909.
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BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Sunday

]A

hour.

Ml AM

AM

onl y
PMlAMPM

PMlPM

Mnst
8 20 *11 00
*7 101 _J.
SW H
<>00 11 20
7 20
NE Hi- 9 10 11 30_ 7 30
SealH
9 30
11 50
7 50
Bar H 6 00 10 45
1 00 3*10 9 00
5 45
Sruto '-1U 26 ql2 4« 3 5.5;
Han P 6 35 10 40 q!2 55 4 35;.
Sull’n.11 10
4 30
M D F,7 00 11 40
1 50! 5 05 9 50;
6 3C4
Wauk" 07 11 17 1 57 5 13 9 57! ....037
Han
7 15 11+50. 5 I7; _!
6 42
Fr R 7+22
5 26
50
W Jc 7 30 12 14
11 00 7 01 10 00
5+35
ELLS 7 37112 20
2 23 5 42'l0 21 11 07 7 08 10 08
Ells F|7 42; 12 25
5 48
-II 12 7 14 10 13
Nic’u 7+55 12 .37
6 03
11+25 7+27 10+26
Or L j8 04,12+16
6 13 _'ll 34 7+37! 10 35
Phil L>8+11 12+53
6+21
11+41 7+45110+42
Hld’n |H 18; 1+CO
6 29
11 48 7+53 10 49
Br Jc 8 38' 1 19
6 49
.12 08 8 13 II 08
Ban’r 8 45 1 25 *3 30(6 55 11 25 12 15 8 20 11 15
pm
pmIam amIam am pm
Potld
5 55
7 40, 1255 3 451 4 50 1230 3 45
Bstn
9 05 11 0515 30 7 00| 8JJ25 3 45J 7 00
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
....

fact about the north
which a trip to it completely changes the appearance of the
heavens. People familiar with the nig.ht
sky often fail to orient themselves on
finding themselves in countries far removed from the poles. Travellers to AusAnother queer
pole is the way in

tralia have

Commencing,

....

....

....

....

....

....
....

astonished to find well
known constellations turned a3 were alto-

William Tell

..

....

_

been

“The equipment for wheat cleansing
is as extensive and expensive as that
for grinding purposes. The freedom
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance.”
Prof. Wm. Jago,
in National Association Review.
Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything'—even the sewing of the
bags—is done by clean, bright machinery.
Note how much purer William Tell is
than other flours.
This means wheat
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science,
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such asonly Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on having—

Wbitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

_
_

getber topsy-turvy.
The well known Orion,
for example,
a brilliant object in the southern
skies
for our latitude, appears in the Australian

_

heavens in the north and upside down.
Everything in the sky undergoes an
equally startling change as the observer

....
....

passes into the high latitudes of the far
north. At the north pole, itself, the
whole mechanism of the stellar motions

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
for those who
HAVING
support and
need assistance
five
to

care

may
during the next
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth, I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drummby

Sunday
only
pm
10 00

m

m||

m |
lOaOftf_
i p M I
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Potld
1 20
6 50111 10112 50!
I
Jennie M. Burgess, in her own
A M
A M
A M ; P M
P M JA M
move
right, and William K. Burgess, her
round—always the same con- Bng’r- *5 50 6*10
10 00 *11 05 3 30 *5 lo! 8 30
therein with her. then of
stellation in view—in a dome, whose Br Jc. 6 17 10 06 .i-5 17| 8 37 husband,injoining
the county of Waldo, and State of
Monroe,
Hld’n.6 38 10 25.j
5 371 8 57
centre of revolution is the zenith.
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the sixPhil L.6t44 10t32.j _f5 44 t9 04
teenth day of May, a. d. 1901. and recorded in
Almost in that zenith is the “pole star” Gr L. 6 62 10
40 .•
5 534 9 12
Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
6 031 9 21 I
10|49 .;
itself, and the very position of it would Nic’ln.7f00
3#2,
page 268. conveyed to Hellen M. Fernald,
Ells F.7 14 11 02.1
6 17] 9 35
then ot Bangor, in the county oL Penobscot,
convince the explorer without the aid of ELLS
*6 55 7 19 11 07 12 08| 4 30 6 221 9 41
in said State of Maine, a certain parcel of
W
Jc. 7 25 11 13 12wl4■ 4 42jt6 27^t9 48
instruments that he had at last reached
land situated in the sixth range of lots in the
FrR.1! 21 .1 ....! 6 351 9 56 town of
Bucksport, in the county of Hanthe goaj of Arctic exploration.
Han. 11 30
6 44 10 04
cock, in said State of Maine, being a part of
Wauk
*7 1«- 11 33 12 32 4 59 6 48 10 08
But the most perplexing of all the
lot numbered 150, and bounded and described
M D F... *7 25
11 40 *12 40 5 05s*6 55 10 15
as follows:
Beginning at a pine stub, on the
7 65
1 ID
1 10 -1 _I 1 35
changes produced in human ideas by the Sull’n
northeasterly corner of said lot. on the range
P... 8 25
1 00
*1 00 5 25! ....Il0 30 line near
north pole have yet to be told. “Do those Han
Pond; thence southwesterly
Long
Srnto
C7 50
1J40 J1 10 5 40 *7 20110 40
on said range line 37*2 rods to a stake and
adventurous men who go in search of the Bar H
*8 15
1 35 *1 35 5 60 *7 50.11 15 stones: thence
northwesterly on a course
Seal
H
*9 05
2 25 *2 25 6 40|
.1
north pole,” asks a recent writer in the
parallel with the side line of said lot, to land
N E Har *9 25
2 45 *2 45 7 00
.1
of Daniel Page; thence northeasterly oy said
Atlantic Monthly, “realize that when they SWHar *9 35 ....I 2 55 *2 5* 7 15
Page’s laud 37*2 rods, to the northerly side
shall have triumphed over all the physical Manst... *9 40 ....|. 7 10| _]
line of said lot; thence southeasterly on said
Trains
Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.30 line to place of beginning; containing forty
difficulties which impede their way, they p m, and leaving
arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07 acres more or less, and being the same conwill have to face metaphysical difficulties
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
veyed to the said Jennie M. Burges9, by Jesse
*
| Atwood and others, by deed dated February
Daily Sundays included,
yet more formidable?
[ 22. a. d. 1901. aud recorded in Hancock county
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
“Should any of our Arctic adventurers
registry or deeds, book 360, page 252. to whicn
detd and record reference is made for a moret Stops on signal to conductor,
reach the pole he would coLue into such
particular description of said premises; and
q Sundays only.
whereas said Hellen M. Fernald has sincerelations with time and space as no other
c Stops to leave passengers holding tickets
deceased. and the undersigned, Charles H.
man was ever in.
Consider the situation. from points west of Bargor.
Feruald and Eugene T. Fernald, have been
w Stops to take but not to leave passengers.
It is uncertain wrhether the pble has no
duly appoiutetl and qualified as administraof the estate of
said deceased; and
t d Stops at Sorrento Sur day only to leave tors
longitude whatsoever, or has all the lonwhereas the condition oi said mortgage has
passengers from points west of Bangor.
been, and still is broken, now therefore, we,
gitude there is. Suppose you were standTickets for all points South and said Charles H. Feruald and Eugene T. Fering on the north pole. Either you would West lor sale at
the M. C. It. It. nald, as administrators of the estate of said
Hellen M. Fernald, deceased, by reason of said
have a great deal too much longitude or
[ ticket office, Ellsworth.
breach of said condition, hereby claim a foreyou would have none at all.
These trains connect at Bangor with through closure of said mortgage and publish this no“Whichever way it was, it would be trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, tice for the purpose of effecting such foreBoston and St John.
closure.
very confusing to a rational being brought
Bangor, Maine, August 23,1909.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proChables H. Fernald,
up as we have been. Even if there is lon- cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Eugene T. Fernald,
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
gitude there, it is not good for anything, especially
Administrators of the estate of Hellen M.
Ellsworth.
for it is solely a matter of east and west,
deceased.
Fernald,
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
and there is no east or west at the north
MORRIS M’DONALD,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
pole—all is south. Standing on that pole,
"ITT'HEkEAS Rufus H. Sabine, of Boston,
look which way you might, all, all would
Portland, Me.
in the county of Suffolk and CommonI?
wealth of Massachusetts, by his mortgage
be south.
deed dated the first day of September, a. d.
“We may well believe that an adven1906. aud recorded in the Hancock county regturer would step off the pole as quickly as
! istry of deeds, book 433. page 140, conveyed to
one Mary E. Warren, of Castine, in said counhe could. Suppose he should take a few
ty of Hancock, and State of Maine, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Castine,
steps south in any direction. He would
1 a*'d bounded as follows: On the northwest
thus acquire a little bit of east and west
by land of William Colson, on the northeast
Fare Between Bar Harbor anil by land of A. W. Clark, on the southeast by
and north, but his natural joy at this reWater street, and on the southwest by Dyer
covery would be brief.
Looking backstreet; also one other lot or parcel of land in
Boston
said castine, bounded on the northwest by
ward at the pole, w here of course he had
Water street, ou the northeast by land of A.
planted the American flag, he might see,
W. Clark, on the southeast by the salt water
ow water mark, and on the southwest bjey
at
$4.25 one way anil
let us say, an iceberg beyond the flag on
land of A W. Clark, containii g thirty thousthe other side of the pole. Which way
and square feet, more or less; and whereas
the said Mary E. Warren by her assign$8.00 round trip.
would the flag be from him? North, bedated the twentieth day of July,...
ment
yond question. But which way would the
a. d. 1907, and
recorded in Hancock county
Steamer .1 T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 30 registry of deeds, book 459, page 367, assigned
iceberg be from him?
and transfer re-- said mortgage deed and debt
m week days and Sunday* for Seal Harbor,
“His linn of vision would extend straight
j ortbeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Brook* thereby secured to me the undersigned; and.
north until it reached the flag, and then, lln. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
continuing on in exactly the same direc- Rockland, connecting with steamer for boston. breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 2.00 p m foreclosure of said mortgage.
tion, it would be going south. The same
week days ana Sundays for South Bluehlll,
Dated this third day of Sept.,a. d. 1909.
direction would be the same as the oppo- Stonlngton,
North Haven and Rockland, conR. O. Parker.
necting with steamer for Boston.
site direction!
fllHE
subscriber. Nancy Emma Stevens,
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p m
“Or, consider such an experiment as the
JL hereby gives notice that she has been
week days and Sundays for Herrick's Landing,
Let our adventurer take his South
following:
executrix of the last will and
duly
appointed
Brooksvllle, Eggemoggin, Dlrlgo ami
stand a very short distance from the pole Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston. testament of
FRANK
late of BROOKLYN,
STEVENS,
and then let him run around in a circle,
RETURNING
in the county of Kings, city and state of New
with the pole in the centre. At a distance
deceased,
am
bonds as the law
York,
New turbine steel steamers Deltas and Cam- directs. Said execut given
rix not being a resident
of two or three feet there will be enough den
leave Kosiiin at 6 p in week days and of the State of Maine has
appointed Edgar
east and west to answer the requirements j Sundays for Rockland.
Stevens, whose address is Bluehill, Maine,
of the experiment. At every stop he will!
Leave Rockland at *.15 a m, or ou arrival of her agent in the said State of Maine,
as the law direcis.
All persons having desteamer from Boston, week days and Sundays,
pass over many meridians. If he is about for Bar
Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Inter- ! mauds against the estate of said deceased are
desired U. present the same for settlement,
three feet from the pole and goes at a mediate landings.
and all indebted thereto are requested to.
comfortable trot, he will cross thirty or
make payment immediately.
E. L.- Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Nancy Emma Stevens,
forty meridians in a second. But at every I
Executrix &c ot Frank Stevens, dec’d^
step his time will change. If it is now
Dated September 1, 1909.
nooa, and he is on the meridian of Lonsubscriber hereby gives notice that
don, he will in three or four seconds be on
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
the meridian of the Fiji islands, and it
DANIEL S. BUNKER, late of SULLIVAN,.
will be midnight.
*n the county of Hancock, deceased, and
“Supposing he is running toward the
given bonds as the law directs.
All pereast. If it was Monday when he started
sons having demands against the estate of
is what your money will earn if
said deceased are desired to present the same
on the London meridian it will be Tuesfor settlement, and all indebted thereto areinvested in shares of the
day wheu he gets back there in six or
requested to make payment immediately.
Charles H. Bunker,
In six or eight seconds
eight seconds.
Northeast Harbor, Sept. 8, 1909.
more it will be Wednesday, and so on.
In

Bstn

seems, if not disordered, at least reversed.
The stars neither rise nor set, but simply
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Easters Steamship Company
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Banking.

less than
a

a

week; in

minute he
an

than

hour he will have gone more
In that short space of time

a year.
he will have grown

and will have
the future.
“Let him

will have advanced

projected

And

keep

than

fillsYortli Loan and Building Ass’n.
A
is now

year older
himself so far into

more

a

yet it will be the present.
on trotting in his circle
--

NEW SERIES

open. Share*, SI each; motdhly
meats, SI per share•

WHY

PAY

when

RENT

can borrow on your
a firsi
isjorurutfe and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
? ml
interest together
payments
will amount to but litti«- more
than you are now pay uy tor
rent, anil in about ten veal’s you
Will

you

shares, give

m—

TKSTIMHSI. AFTER FOUR YFAI5S.
Carlisle Center, N. Y., G.
P.
Burbaus,
writes: “About four yeurs ago I wrote you
that I had been entirely cured of kidney
trouble by takins? two hottles of Foley’s Kidney Remedy, and after four years I am agaiH
pleased t*> state that I have never had any
return of those symptoms, and I am evidently
cured to stay cmed.'1
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will do the same for you O. A. Pakche«.

THE

OWN

YOUR OWN
For

W. h

*vs..

trator

m.

«

AMERICA ADS

"T

\V. I'a* lev, Sec’y.
First Nat’i Bank Bid*
PiesiiHuil
*).

A

HOME.

particulars impure

hereby Rives notice that
duly appointed adininis*
of the estate of
CHRISTIANA U. GRENDELL, late of
BLUEHILL.
I in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
I given bonds as the law directs.
All \ ersoji8
against the estate
aving demands
01 said deceased are desired to present the
same for sen lenient, and all indebted t heieto
awe requested to make payment immediately.
William G. Gukenb.
Hlueliill. Aug. 18, 1909.
subscriber
r|,HE
A. be has been

PAY BEST

been visiting a few days with Miss
Esther Allen, returned home.

COUNTY NEWS
fir additional Ommty Nome

tot

has

other pagn

John Collins and wife, of Belfast, who
have been visiaing Mrs. Collins’ brother,
Foster Pierce, have returned home.
Miss Abbie L. El well, who spent two
days last week at Surry with Rev. 8. W.
Treworgy, has returned to Portland for a
few weeks.
Mrs. Hazel B. Etwell, who spent the
summer with her husband's mother at the
Cedars, arrived in New York last Monday.

BROOKLIN.
Schools open to-day.
Mrs. F. J. Jones is visiting her husband
at Bangor.
O. L. FIye baa gone to Bar Harbor to
sume

re-

teaching.

Miss Alice Herrick has gone to Long
Island to teach.

Mrs. Georgia Ay1 ward and children and
Mrs. James Curtis and children, of Rockland, who have been visiting their mother,
Mrs. Annie Closson, have returned home.

Mrs. A. H. Sherman has rented Mrs. G.
A. Grindle’s house.
Harold D. Powers, of Fall River, Mass.,
returns to Boat on to-day.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Dunham, Sept. 10.

M. A. Marks, of Brookline, Mass., who
spent a few davs with his brother, Frank
R. Marks, left for Bar Harbor Monday,
andwill visit other places before his return to Brooklin.

Dr. Davies, of Philadelphia, preached in
the Baptist church Sunday.

Sept.

13.

^Rae.

Miss Gertrude Parker has gone to Boston
where she will be employed.

bona after Nor. 1, at 110 Waet lMtb
street.
While tbeir friends were waiting to
give tbem-tbe usual send-oS, the young
couple quietly slipped away in an automobile.
Among those present at the wedding
from oat of town were Thomas Sherman
and wife, of Brookline, Mass.; E. L. Pilsbury and wife, of Charlestown, Mass.;
Elliot Spurr, of Boston, Mrs. Sarah Hill,
of Dexter; Mrs. Henry Bosrdman, Mrs.
Mary Stamford, Miss Katherine McCone
and Mrs. J. O. Whittemore, of Bangor,
and a large number from Sears port.

COUNTY NEWS.
IK mMHtomai

CKmt Am

m«

at

ether >■>».

BUCKS PORT.
Miss Annie Qenn left Monday for Boston.

Mrs. Georgia Bock, of Belfast, ia visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Harry Austin and daughter Helen
left Thursday on their return to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frederick Mariner and wife left Monday for New Yoric after several weeks at
theiriheautifnl summer home.
Willis Dutton and wife, of Morristown,
N. J., have been spending several weeks
with S. L. Heywood and wife.

SEAL COVE.

Obmntt lfsws,

ms

lOar pays*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
School* open this morning.
Mr*. Maui! E. Truk, who hu bun at
Sorrento through the rammer, spent ten
days st home before going to her school
in Wut Eden, the opening of which wu
delayed a week on acconn. of her illneu.
The old Harmon bouu is being demolished to make way for a new stable and
storehouse, which George Harmon proposes to bnild. It is raid that the bouu
was built somewhere about 1770, a relic of

Revolotionary days.
After months of patient suffering, John
T. Finney died Saturday morning, Sept.
Mrs. Alice Gridin and children left SatMrs. E. P. Sawyer, of Southwest Harbor, 11. The funeral will be held to-day at his
urday for their home in Brooklyn, N- Y-,
is spending a few days at Mrs. C. H. Sawhome; burial at Beech hill where his
after spending the summer in town.
parents and first wife an at rest. A most
yer’s.
John <{. Wood, vice-consul at Milan,
Miss Gladys Gray, who has been em- genial-hearted and loyal friend, he will be
who has been visiting his parents, Fred
at the Robbins cottage, Robbins sincerely mourned by all who knew and
Wood and wife, left Monday on his re- ployed
appreciated his north. A wife and two
Point, is home.
turn.
daughters mourn the loss of a
Schools reopen Monday, Sept. 13. Miss adopted
The remains of Fred W. Woodbridge, a
devoted husband and loving father.
Louisa Heath teaches at Seal Cove and

A Tartar Courtship.
Among the Tchulian Tartars a curiMrs. Stephen Sellers, of Stonington, was ous mode of “popping the question”
the guest of Mrs. R. K. Babson last week.
The Tchulian bachelor In
exists.
Mrs. William Freethey and daughter, of search of a wife, having filled a brand
with
new
Swan’s Island, are guests of Mrs. G. F.
fragrant tobacco, former resident, who was drowned at Banpipe
Gott.
stealthily enters the dwelling of the gor, were brought here Wednesday, Sept.
he has bestowed 8, for burial at (Mk Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Ada Shea, of Bar Harbor, was the fair one upon whom
his affections, deposits the pipe upon a
Hannah D., widow of Joseph Tiltock,
last
of
her
Mrs.
E.
A.
Griffin,
guest
sister,
conspicuous article of furniture and died Sunday at the home of her daughter,
week.
retires on tiptoe to some convenient Mrs. A. B.
Amea.^ Mrs. Ttllock was
Miss Nellie Flye, who has been visiting
hiding place In the neighborhood, local seventy-seven years of age. She had been
friends in town, has returned to Dorchesetiquette requiring that tie should ex- failing.in health the past tour years.
ter, Mass.
ecute this strategic movement apparThe death of Elbridge G. Colby occurred
Miss Dorothy Tibbetts, who hss spent ently undetected
by the damsel of his at his home at Bucksport Center Saturday
the summer st the “Homestead" has re- choice or any other member of her
morning, after a long illness of heart
turned to Washington.
family. Presently he returns without trouble. Mr. Colby was a brother of
Mrs. G. A. Grindle and Mrs. Harold further affectation of secrecy and looks
George Colby, whose death occurred two
Grindle have returned to Melrose, Mass., Into the apartment In a casnal sort of weeks
ago. He is survived by his wife,
after spending the summer here.
way. A single glance at the pipe be who was Martha Emerton, of this town,
Mrs. William Sampson, of Montreal. left behind him enables him to learn and one sister. Mrs. Clara Hathaway, of
Can., and Miss Romford, of Lynn, Mass., the fate of his proposal. If It has been Boston. His age was seventy-three years.
smoked be goes forth an accepted and The funeral was held
are at West End fora few weeks.
Monday afternoon.
Misses Rachel Cole, Evelyn Gray and exultant bridegroom; if not, the offer
has
so
irof
hlh
hand
and
heart
been
HOXCR-SrSYESR.
Gladys Bridges have gone to Oastine to rerevocably rejected as not to be even
One of the moat brilliant weddings ever
sume their studies at the normal school.
worth a pipe of tobacco.
seen in Bucksport took place in tbe Elm
Mias Mary Wilson, of Solon, came Satstreet Congregational church Wednesday,
urday evening to resume her duties as
Value of Laughter.
Sept. 8, at noon, when Guida Cleveland,
principal of the high school. Her many
“Having vainly tried many and vari- only daughter of Carroll Cleveland Homer
friends are glad to welcome her back.
ous remedies to restore to health a and wife, was united in marriage to Harry
Che Femme.
Sept. 13.
business man whom I know and who Ira Stevens, of New York. The church
bad fallen Into a morbid condition was beautifully decorated, the color
HULL’S COVE.
owing to years of overwork, a famous scheme being green and white. The
Shirley Sweet is quite ill.
service was impressively
Baltimore physician at last persuaded single ring
Mrs. Lena Hamor is visiting in Boston. his
patient to take a course of funny performed by Rev. Edwin Jndeon Klock,
Mrs. Hannah Young, of Bar Harbor, is stories, one at each meal, with an ex- pastor of the church.
at Calvert Hamor’s.
tra two at dinner,” said a Baltimore
Tbe bride was beautifully gowned in
“The patient, a solemn and pearl white directoire satin cut en train
Winthrop Stanley has returned to the man.
gloomy fellow, at first rebelled, but trimmed with Princess Louise lace and
University of Maine.
In with the Idea, adopt- embroidery of wood fibre silk. The veil
Miss Cora Jordan, of Northeast Harbor, 1 finally, falling
ed the course recommended and was was fastened with orange blossoms, and
is visiting at Shephard Leland’s.
In the end restored to health, the ef- she carried a shower bouquet of bride
Miss Florence Cleaves, of Bar Harbor,
fect of laughter being entirely to roses and sweet peas. Tbe bride was
visited her aunt, Mrs. Jessie Higgins, last
change bis mental and bodily condi- given sway by ber father, and attended
week.
tion. Laughter, in fact. Is one of the by Miss Vets L. 1. Young, of Boston, as
Hiram Alley, of Massachusetts, has cheapest and most effective of medi- maid of honor, who was
gowned in green
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Susan cines, breaking up stagnation of mind chiffon over
satin, with a bonnet of w bite
Nowell.
and body and sending a healthy vibra- tulle trimmed with white roses. The
There Is groom was attended by G. Arthur Magill,
Vesta tion through one’s system.
MisSeS Annette Hamor and
Battles, who have been visiting Mrs. Lucy very little the matter with the man of New York.
Tbe bridesmaids were Mias Edna PilsHamor, have returned to Massachussetts. who can enjoy a hearty laugh.”—Nashville Tennesseean.
bory, of Charlestown, Maas.; Miss Olga
The members of the Hull's Cove hose
Peterson, of Lowell, Mass.; Miss Marian
company opened the doors of their fine
Philbrook, of Winterport, and Miss FlorTaunting Him.
new engine bouse Friday evening to reIt was housecleaning time, and Mr. ence Colcord, of Sears port. Their gowns
ceive their friends. More than a hundred
Stubb was removing the dusty pic- were white Swiss muslin with bonnets of
wqre present, in spite of a dark rainy
tures from the walls.
The frames green tulle trimmed with white roses.
night. The building was prettily decorated
with cut flowers and lighted by lanterns. sllp[ied, the stepladder creaked omi- They carried garlands ofismilax and Queen
A social evening was enjoyed. Refresh- nously. and the perspiration rolled Anne lace. The nahers were Frederick
from Mr. Stubb s brow. In the humor Mariner, of New York; Rupert Colcord,
ments were served, after which John Sumto blto a nail In half, he turned and of Searsport; Morton Homer and Fred
insby in the absence of Mr. Bunker, weldiscovered Mrs. Stubb laughing.
Blodgett, of Bucksport.
comed the people and presented Chief
"That's It:” he roared as the stepThe wedding march was played by
Edward Hamor with the keys.
M. C.
Morrison and Charles Paine also made ap- ladder swayed. “Laugh and show your Charles Googins, of Bangor, who gave a
gold teeth."
short musical program as the guests were
propriate remarks. Dancing followed.
! And still she laughed.
gathering. His selections were “Russian
Anne.
Sept. 13.
‘‘Do you think there Is anything Romance” (H. R. Sberley); “Gavotte”
MT. DESERT.
funny In my moving these pictures?" (L. Wily); (a) “Toa Wild Rose,” (b) “At
he spluttered in fiery tones.
An Old Trysting Place” (MacDowell);
Roy Leland is employed at Caribou.
“No. indeed, John," said Mrs. Stubb “Indian Sommer Idyll®” (J. H.
Brewer);
Rev. H. H. Leavitt and Mrs. Leavitt left
soothlugly; “but, you know, you look so wedding marches from Wagner and MenThursday.
funny it looks like a moving picture delssohn.
Mrs. C. H. Leverton is visiting in show.”
A reception was held in the chapel parLewiston
and
Waterville.
Auburn,
Then Mr. Stubb swallowed a pint of lors
immediately following the ceremony.
Capt. A. A. Hannah and family, of Sor- dudt and simply fumed. Chicago The parlor was also decorated in green and
rento, were called here by the death of. News.
white. Dainty refreshments were served.
their grandson, Vernon Haynes.
Mrs. Clarence Terrill and Mrs. Jere
The Coughing Been.
Friends of Mrs. F. W. Barker, of Ames- !
Downing, of Cambridge, poured coffee;
To the ordinary housemaid the fall
and Misses Florence Homer and Jessie
bury, Mass., were pained to learn of her
of i bouse plant Into e violent
death
of
Nye served punch. The presents were
pneumonia. Mr. Barker ; lag
preached here about ten years ago, and paroxysm of coughing Is naturally very beautiful, silver, cut gloss and linen
Yet there are plant! of
Mrs. Barker was beloved by all. Much ! disconcerting.
great value predominating.
will do this when the brooa
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens will take a bridal
sympathy is felt for the husband, who is which
or
the
duster
to
make
dost
begins
fly trip to the White Mountains, Montreal
left with three children,
This singular plant Is the “coughing and Quebec, returning by the
way of the
Harry Haynes and wife have the
known
to
as tb<
bean,”
the
botanist
Hudson to New York, where they will be
thy of the community in the loas of their i
Butada
is a native ol
tu*slena._
only child, Vqpum, a bright little fellow j
warm and moiat troplcal countries and
of live years. TBe funeral took place
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. E. A. Jenkins of- cannot and vU not stand dust Whei
ficiating. Interment at Brookaide ceme- dost settles upon the breathing pores
in the leaves of this plant and chokes
tery, amid a profusion of flowers.
them a gas accumulates inside tbs
Red Wino.
Sept. 13.
leaves and when It gains sufficient
EAST ORLAND.
strength forcibly "blows off,” clearing
Hake Impart Mood.
Walter Clark and family have retarned
the pores of dost and making a sound Unhealthy Kidneys
to New York.
like
Weak
and
At
the
same
exactly
coqghlng.
unhealthy kidney* are retime the leaves tremble and the plant sponsi ble for mu A sickness and suffering.
Miss Winifred Gray is attending Castine
therefore, if kidney
normal school.
actually "gets red In the face" througt
trouble is permitted to
the siuklng of the green chlorophyl
Frank Gray and wife are home from
continue, serious results are most likely
Foxcroft, where they have been visiting. grains and the appearance of red par
tides on the leaves.
This plaDt If
to follow. Yonr other
Mrs. Billings, of North Penobscot, is
sometimes used as a house plane and
organs may need atvisiting her daughter, Mrs. Leamon Blais- sw
tention, but your kideeping the room sets It coughing, tc
dell.
the Intense astonishment of persons
neys most, because
Owing to the death of one of its mem- nut familiar with Its
they do most and
peculiarities.—
should have attention
bers, Aiamoosook grange has postponed London
Chronicle.
—
■
"O
first. Therefore, when
its fair from Sept. 15 to Oct. 13.
yonr kidneys are weak or out of order,
The death of John F. Higgins occurred
how quickly yonr enSocial Program.
can
understand
you
Friday morning, Sept. 10, at the age of
“The niters are getting on rapidly, tire body is affected and how every organ
seventy years. Beside a wife he leaves aren't
seems to fail to do its duty.
they?”
one son—Hervey
feel badly,” begin
If yon are sick or
L., of Machias, two
“indeed, yes. They used to employ
the great kidney remedy. Dr.
Austin
daughters—Mrs.
Parker, of Blue- a washerwoman, but now
have a taking
they
Kilmer’s
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Swamp-Root. A trial will Conhill,
Dunbar, of East Or- laundress."—Woman's Home
Compan- vince you of its great merit.
land; two sisters—Mrs. Deborah Conner ion.
The mild and immediate effect of
and Mias Maria Higgins, of Orland. The
Swamp-Root, the great kidney and
funeral took plaoe Sunday afternoon in
bladder
Ha
la
8olid.
Why
remedy, is soon realized. It
charge of the Masons. He was also a
“How can yon tel) he Is solid tftth stands the highest because its remarkable
member of Aiamoosook grange. The burial was at the Front Ridge cemetery.
the firm? Does he come In late and health restoring properties have been
proven in thousands of the most distreasM.
Sept. U.
go away early?"
mg cases. If you need a medicine yon
“No; he comes In early and goes [ should
have the best.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
late.’’-■Buffalo
away
Express.
Sold by druggists in
Miss Blanche Staples, who has been ill,
fifty-cent and one-dolis better.
The Riddle.
lar sizes.
You may
School opens to-day, with Misa 1411a
Here Is a strange riddle which we have a sample bottle
have never met before. It Is sent us by mail free, also a
MclntyTe, of Bluehili, as teacher.
India:
yon it n.
pamphlet telling
Four candidates were baptized by Ssv. by a friend from Jbdnsl.
how to Cud out if you have kidney or
Divide 150 by o. Add two-thirds of
Eugene. McPhetera at F. P. Allen’s shore
bladder trouble. Mention thi* paper
•
10. So ends the riddle.
when writing to Dr. Kilmer S: Co.,
yesterday noon.
Here Is the answer: CoLENSO.
Binghamton, N. V. Don’t make any misof
New
York, who
S.\M. Hazelwood,
C-100.
take, but remember the name, Swamphas been with Mrs. Cam Allen for two
L—50.
Root, and don’t let a dealer sell yon
weeks, returned Saturday.
something in place of Swamp-Root—if
EN—two-thirds of TEN.
Mies Jennie Grindle, of Bluehili, who
riddle—London Scraps. you do you will be disappointed.
80—ends
—

Miss Emily Sawyer is with Mrs. Hannah
Heath.

Mias Lennie Stanley at South Seal Cove.
Mrs. Melinda Ober, of Pretty Marsh,
and daughter, Mrs. Ida Walls, of Seal
Harbor, visited Mrs. M. J. Ober last week.
N.
Sept. 11.
_

Cipt. Willard 8. Norwood, of

schooner

M. V. B. Chase, spent a day at boms last
week. His vessel is leading at Minturn.
Miss Bernice Ashley arrived home Wednesday from Seal Harbor, where sbe has
been employed, and left Sunday for Oott’s
Island to teach.
Verne Swaxpy was painfully injured
Saturday by falling though the flooring
of the old grist mill, while getting out
boards. No bones were broken, but he
was badly bruised about the head
and
face.
Word was received here Saturday by
dispatch, that Miss Ida Norwood, of this
place, a graduate nurse from the Maine
general hospital, Portland, bad been
seriously injured by being thrown from a
carriage while visiting friends in {few
Hampshire. No particulars have been
learned.

Miss

Norwood’s many friends

regret to hear of her misfortune.
Sept. 13.

N.

SOUTH SURRY.
Miss Myra V. Billington

is

teaching

here.

Clifford Coggins has returned to Bluehill to attend the fall term at the academy.

Mrs. Harvard Curtis and two children
yesterday from Bar Harbor. They
are now at Rodney Emerton's at Morgan's
came

Bay.
Fred Coggins came home last evening
a short visit while the yacht Emerald,
on which he is employed, is at Hancock
Point.
for

Willard Treworgy,
while gathering
apples a few days ago, fell from the tree,
striking upon bis shoulders and back,
giving him a bad shaking up and laming
him badly.
The summer people ere going home
after in enjoyable season. Prof. William
P.

Stewart and

their

home

Stewart

is

in

wife have
Kansas

much

returned to
City. Prof.
improved in health

Boston. Miss
Mary Treworgy went with them for the

season,

winter.

Sept. 13.

Tramp.
_

SL'KBY.
Schooner Mineola, Ctapt. N. J. Kane,
rived from Machine last Friday.

ar-

William Emery, who has been dangerously ill of pneumonia, is improving.
The telephone company has' installed a
telephone and pay station in M. E. Linneken’t store.
Mias Minnie Townsend, who has been
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mills, returned
to Baltimore Friday.
Ernest (Jasper and wife, who have been
his
visiting
mother, Mrs. Celestia
Gasper, have returned to Boston.

sympa-1

M. E. Linneken counted 148 teams and
automobiles returning from Bluebill fair last Wednesday evening.

•even

Mrs. M. E. Linneken has returned from

OftM Tie KMicjs An
Weikeied hr Om-WnL

*T*I

OOOK-SBWALL.

A pretty wedding took place Monday
morning, Sept. 8, at the home of Mr. and
Mr*. Charles E. Cook, when their second *<TN all my experiments
1 etna. In th. effort to with tnM.
daughter, Mabel Atkinson, wu married
to George R. Bewail, of Malden, Mam., by
conditinnjrnpalred hr overwork- j
Rev. Charlu F. Dole, of lamsica Plain.
found nothing that h..s a„ni.
8-0
The large parlor and dining-room were good aa Pernna. As a
tonic it j, prM7
with
and
decorated
greenery
tastefully
“I take pleasure in
brilliant flowers by the young people to profeealonal
people ami,he
who attended the ceremony and the wed- generally."-Mr. Tefft
Johnson, iw
ding breakfast. The bride looked lovely 86th 8t., Bath Beach,
N Y
Brooklyn,
Her
in white batiste, trimmed with lace.
Am!Nct Actor s
veil was crowned with white swut peas,
Mr. William A, Howell, box
Ik
and her bouquet wu of swut peat u well. Laurel Heights, San
Antonie, Tex*
Both the bride and groom are well known a retired actor living in his
pictnrwqo,
her* and la Bangor. Mr. Sewall is an ▼111a, "Sleepy Hollow,” in the
.abort,
electrician. After serving some time in of San Antonio, Texas, gives
hii vij.
the public works of Bangor, two years ago liable teaUmonlal to the
potency of
he wu offered a good position in Malden, Peruna.
Mr. Howell wa^a member ol th.
but has recently received an appointment
HoiStreet Theater. Baltimore,
to an excellent
position in the electric •day
njlh
department of the Charlestown, Mass., He supported Edwin Forrest, the eld*
navy yard. The bride, who is a general Booth, Joseph Jefferson. Eddv.Sothert
favorite with all who know her, is a gradu- McCullough, Barney Williams, CisrL
ate of the Bangor public schools and of the J. Wilkea Booth. Charlotte
Cn.hmaa,
Shaw busineu college. For several year* and many other prominent actors.
He writes: “I sm now over
she hu bun a most efficient stenographer
seveaty
and typewriter in the office of Terrence B. years old. I am enjoying excellent
health. I_attribrlte mv present fin.
friends
her
unK
Towle, winning many
by
form courtuy and engaging manners.
The guuts at the wedding, some of
clou^s^^Pernna, and am glad loud
whom had bun staying a week or more,
my testimony to Its efficacy. It || u
were Mr. and Mrs. Cook, George Sewell
excellent tonic, aids the liver’s
iction,
and wife, parents of the bride and groom.
helps the digestion, and has .erred on
Dr. Charles E. Cook, of South Berwick,
In
eDch
admirably
respects.”
and Miu Elm* M. Cook, brother and sister of the bride, with several of her girl
friends—Miu Wills Hatfield, of Portland, Wallace. Cispt. Murphy's health is sock
Miu Annie Moore, of Bangor, Misses that be will hare to give up such strennoo.
Marie and Marion Sawyer, of this place, work as lobetering. He is better at this
writing.
and Mrs. Bertha Robbins, of Tremont.
The guests were served with a delicious
Herbert Thurston, ol Dorchester, Miss,
breakfut, then midst congratulations and who bee been visiting bis grandparent.,
farewells the bridal pair left by boat for a 8. Q. Thurston and wile, his return*
wedding trip. The usual accompaniment { home.
of gifts tutify to the love and esteem of
Eugene Eye, ol Cambridge, Mass., ska
many friends.
has been living here with his motherIM
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall will reside in j
past three .veers, left lor Boston to-dsy,
Malden, Man.
'His nephew, Charles Mclcbvr, went wiki
Sprat.
Sept. 13.
him. Mrs. Sadie Eye will go a lew see*

improv^
htT*

mJ*

recommendlnTlk
PBu,“
experience'

jhjslca^ondltior^arenl^icMbej^

Chester Grindle was in Bar Harbor the
last of the week on business.

Mrs. Grace Rich, of Beech Hill, is visiting £er mother, Mrs. Alma Alley.
Mrs. Alioe McLeod and two children
are visiting her mother, Mrs. Flora Gray.
John Dolliver and family, of Southwest
Harbor, visited at Daniel Grindle’a Saturday and Sunday.
A. A. Flower, wife and nephew, Clarence
Millikan, of Junction City, Kan., are visiting Mrs. Alma Alley. Mrs. Flower Is a
niece of Mrs. Alley.
C.
Sept. U.
WEST TREMONT.
Misses Julia and Zulma Norwood, who
have been at work at the Hotel Dlrlgo, am
home to attend school.
J alia Clark left for her work In Portland to-day, after a month with her
mother, Mm. Com Clark.

|

\

later.

OAK POINT.
Mrs. Hazel Gordon is visiting in 3jal
Harbor.

coming here, and speaks highly of
Alice Minton left Saturday (or Harringthe place as a summer home for people
in poor health. Some of Dr. Briggs’ ton to teach.
School regan Tuesday, taught by Miss
family have returned to Lexington and
tbeotbersgo this week. Mr. Bates and Clara Day, of Rloahill.
family, who have occupied Mrs. Charles
Charles Mitchell has been visiting DoroEmery’s bouse at the Carrying place this thy Grindle the past week.
have returned to
since

j

fhe

COUNTY NEWS.
Fir wMiWnsI

School

began to-div. The erimn*
school is taught by Mills Hartford, of
Columbia Fells, and the primary by Mik
Ingalls, ol Bluebill. Miss Installs has
taught tbe last two terms here in tk
primary grade. She will board with wf
brother Otis. Miss Hartiord isoards with
Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus.

dept.

Thkuu.

13.

EDEN.
Eden fair, Sept. 22 and 23; if stormy
following daya.
The

Hiram Allay, of Beverly, Mam, h i»
viaiting relatives.

town

Mrs. Augas*a Tibbetts, of Bangor, is the
guest of Mrs. Butler Grant.
tailBoyd Waagatt, of Bar Harbor, is
Mrs. tar hue Richhis

ing

grandmother,

ards.

George Crockett and daughtff

Mra.

Rockland,
Frank Andrews.

Doris,

of

are

gutsu of Mrs

Mra. David Harding, with granddaughter, Natalie McKenzie, of Ellsworth.*
viaiting her aieter, Mrs W. i- Alley.

Sept.

V

11._
TRENTON.

Ru-

Miae Bertha end Bernice Barton, of
Biilings.
gor, are viaiting Mrs. S. W.
i*
Mias Reth Stafford, of Bar Harbor,

Boston, where she has been visiting her
Herbert Reed came home Saturday from' visiting Mrs. Harry Davis
•on Arthur, who is employed in W hit 1nss'- the Sam
his work at the Ocean house, Manset. The
Mias Corinne Stafford
ville.
hotel has closed for the season.
and Saturday.
farm
Friday
S.
Sept. 13.
Mrs. Joseph Wooster and little daughter
Mra. Prickett and niece, Mr-. Cummi»h
WEST BURRY.
Helen, of Warren, spent part of last week have gone to Canada to visit relative*.
I. E. Lufkin is st work in East Orland with her parents, G. S. Thurston and wife.
Harry Davis and wife, Charleswere
for Dr. Smith.
Capt. Isaac Murphy has sold his naph- and wife and Mrs. Hala Copp
Mrs. Dora Staples visited hpr mother, tha boat to Harry Gordins, of Mc- Bluehlll last week.
Mr*. Frances A. Moore, Sunday.
Kinley, and his lobster gear to Sidney
Sept. 13.__
Mrs. W. D. Leach, with little son Hoyt,
of Eaat Orland, visited her parents, R. S.
4bbrrti*nnmt».
Leach and wife, last week.
laaaac L. Saunders, formerly of this
place, died at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Emma Shedd, st North Penobscot,
Sept. 6. He leaves six daughters and three
sons.
Interment was at West Surry cemetery, Rev. A. B. Carter officiating.
Sept. 13.__L.
_

CorsoJ

Does sot Color the Hair
AYER*S HAIR VIGOR

NORTH HANCOCK.
Miss Bernice Cline is teaching in Marlboro.
Mr. Dyer, of Bangor, visited his sister,
Mrs. Freeman Sabine, Sunday.

Stops ratlins Hair
Destroys Dandruff

Ingredients;

An Elessnt
Makc* Hair

cJj£^0s2^Ai23!llr*w«!2!!T,'«rf*^*-

t

Mrs. Walter Tucker and son Raymond
4ave returned to their home in Cambridge,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis and young son, of
Massachusetts, are guests of Eddie Stratton and wife.

-^HOLD ON !——-

Miss Linnie Tracy, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Qoogins, has
gone to

Sept.

Brunswick,

where she is

13.

employed.
Anon.

_

BLL'hHILL FALLS.

|

Mrs. Bray is working at the Homestead.
Grace Candage is at work for Mrs.
BarneyStover at Bluehil!.
Sept. 8.
CBUXB8.

the true “L. FTo tho safe old reliable remedy
for
Bitten—the kind your father and grandfather used
indi.
constipat
Nothing like this fifty year old medicine for A d
attacks.
bilious
and
,ea;crj.
gestioh, chronic dyspepsia
at y
will save much sickness. 35 centl * bottle
—

,
I

>

today

Lincoln, Me#
rrm 1
•!_ F.’ AtwoojTs Bitters have been a standard
to MJ grandfathar’s and fatbcr'rfamily for many years.
"The

_Miss Elviba E. Girsow.

